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Preface 
 

Recently, there has been great interest on part of the Computational 
Electromagnetics (CEM) community in developing innovative techniques for solving 
real-world antenna and scattering problems involving a large number of degrees of 
freedom, or DoFs, which can often run upwards of millions. The advent of high 
performance computers has made the task somewhat easier, in many cases, though not all, 
because not all algorithms scale well on parallel machines. 
 
 Historically, before the introduction of the Fast Multipole Method, there were no 
systematic approaches available for solving large EM problems, except perhaps by using 
asymptotic methods, such as the GTD (geometrical theory of diffraction) and PTD 
(Physical Theory of Diffraction). However, such asymptotic methods were not 
numerically rigorous, and they could only handle scatterers with canonical shapes and 
perfectly conducting nature. 
 
 The advent of the Fast Multipole Method changed the computing landscape 
dramatically and enabled us to solve very large problems without either storing the 
associated MoM (Method of Moments) matrix, or solving it directly. It was essentially 
the “only game in town,” for about a decade or so, since there was no other algorithm that 
could come even close to competing with it. The FMM technique is reviewed in this 
Special issue by Vikram and Shanker. An approach to accelerating the FMM is discussed 
in a contribution by Chen and his colleagues 
 

Four other approaches to solving large problems, that have been developed more 
recently, are presented in the Special issue, all of which follow different strategies for 
solving large CEM problems than that employed by the FMM. The first of these is the 
IE-FFT approach by Seo et al., which takes advantage of the efficiency of the FFT 
algorithm to perform the matrix-vector products needed in the iterative solution, and 
which the FMM does by using multipole methods. An alternative method is employed by 
Gedney and his colleagues, who utilize a preconditioner developed by using a Sparse 
Direct solver. Next, methods based on the use of macro-basis functions, which enable one 
to reduce the size of the original MoM matrix significantly, are described by Matekovits 
and his co-workers, and also by Casaletti and his colleagues.  

 
Next, three contributions by Maaskant et al., Delgado et al. and  Mittra, all  

present techniques based on the Characteristic Basis Function Method (CBFM), which 
also may be viewed as being based on the use of macro-basis functions. The issue of 
solving large problems on parallel machines using the CBFM is addressed in the Mittra 
paper. 

 
Additionally, an innovative approach that takes advantage of the identical nature 

of the array elements to solve a phased-array-type problem, and a hybrid method that 
combines FEM with the Mode matching method to also address the array problem, are 
contributed by Craye et al. and Pellegreni and her colleagues, respectively.  

 



Finally, an interesting takeoff on the Physical Optics approach, which employs 
iteration, is discussed by the contribution from Burkholder et al. 

 
We firmly believe that this Special issue would be secure its place in the literature 

as a major contribution in CEM, and we hope that the various techniques described in this 
issue, which cover a wide spectrum, would find a very receptive as well as appreciative 
audience, both among the  researchers and  practitioners of CEM. 
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Abstract─ Fast multipole methods (FMM) and 
their immediate predecessors, tree codes, were 
developed in response to the need for solving N-
body problems that occur in applications as varied 
as biophysics, computational chemistry, 
astrophysics and electromagnetics. In all these 
areas, it is necessary to compute long range 
potentials of the form 1/R between a dense 
distribution of point charges, where R is the 
distance between any two charges. Often, repeated 
evaluation of these potentials is necessary. It is 
apparent that the cost of direct evaluation, which 
scales as O(N2) for N degrees of freedom, forms a 
fundamental bottleneck. FMM and tree methods 
ameliorate the cost associated with these 
computation; CPU times of these method scale as 
O(N). It stands to reason that FMM has had a 
seminal impact on a multitude of fields, so much 
so, that it was recognized as one of the top ten 
algorithms of the past century. A method to 
rapidly compute potentials of the form e-jκR/R soon 
followed. As the reader is aware, these potentials 
are the crux of integral equation based analysis 
tools in electromagnetics and the advent of these 
methods have transformed the face of 
computational electromagnetics. Consequently, 
the state of art of integral equation solvers has 
grown by leaps and bounds over the past decade. 
This paper attempts to present a detailed review of 
the state of art of FMM based methods that are 
used in computational electromagnetics, from the 
static to the high frequency regime. 
 
Index Terms─ Fast Multipole Method (FMM), 
FMM review, Multiscale, Wideband FMM, 
Multipole methods, Cartesian expansions, ACE. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
     The numerical solution of Maxwell’s equations 
has typically proceeded along two different paths. 

The first, and perhaps the more popular, is the 
direct discretization of Maxwell’s equations [1, 2]. 
Finite difference and finite element methods 
belong to this class of solvers. Their popularity 
stems from two salient features; (i) they are 
typically simpler to program and (ii) their memory 
and CPU cost scales as O(N), where N denotes the 
number of degrees of freedom. The second 
methodology for solving Maxwell’s equations are 
based on developing integral equations (IE) 
derived by evoking the Green’s 
identity/equivalence theorems. While the latter 
was introduced in electromagnetics more than four 
decades ago [3], they were not a popular option for 
electromagnetic analysis. The bottlenecks to their 
adoption was due to both the memory and CPU 
complexity, both of which scale as O(N2). This is 
despite some of the inherent advantages of integral 
equations for analyzing open region problems, 
viz., better condition numbers, possibility of using 
surface integral equations and incorporation of the 
radiation boundary condition in the Green’s 
function. 
     The introduction of the fast multipole methods 
(and tree codes) significantly altered the 
landscape. Both these methods were developed in 
response to accelerating pairwise potential 
evaluations in N-body problems in fields ranging 
from biophysics to computational chemistry to 
astrophysics, etc. Here, it is necessary to compute 
long-range Coulombic potentials repeatedly 
between N randomly distributed particles. The tree 
methods [4, 5] and the fast multipole method 
(FMM) [6–9] reduced the computational 
complexity of computing these pairwise potentials 
from O(N2) to O(N). FMM and tree codes are 
based on a hierarchical decomposition of the 
computational domain, and using multipole/local 
expansions to compute the influence between sub-
domains that are sufficiently separated. The FMM, 
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as introduced in [7], exploits the representation of 
the potential in terms of spherical harmonics. As 
we shall see, this is a consequence of using 
addition theorems to represent the potential as a 
series wherein each term is a product of two 
functions. These functions depend either on the 
coordinates of the source or the observer only. The 
separation between source and observer is crucial 
to creating a fast scheme. At about the same time, 
an algorithm that achieves the same reduction on 
complexity, albeit using Cartesian tensors was 
introduced [10]. This derivation relies on using 
Taylor expansion of the potential function to 
provide the necessary addition theorems [11]. 
Cartesian expansions have been used extensively 
in tree codes. More recently, FMM codes based on 
Cartesian expansions have used recurrence 
relations to avoid derivatives [12]. Typically, 
FMMs derived using the Cartesian expansion are 
more expensive as spherical harmonics are optimal 
in representing Coulombic potentials. However, it 
was recently shown that it is possible to develop a 
FMM using Maxwell-Cartesian harmonics that are 
as optimal as using spherical harmonics with one 
singular advantage; it avoids the need for special 
functions [13]. Both FMM and tree codes have 
revolutionized analysis in various application 
domains ranging from molecular dynamics [14], 
elastostatics [15, 16], elastic wave equations [17], 
flow problems [18], capacitance [19] and 
impedance [20] extraction in micro-electronic 
circuits, evaluation of splines [21] and spherical 
harmonics [22, 23]. The FMM framework has also 
been extended to the solution of potentials 
resulting from parabolic equations [24–26]. 
     However, direct extension of FMM to the 
solution of potentials arising from hyperbolic 
equations is not as straightforward. The first 
solution to this problem was presented in two 
dimensions [27, 28], and soon extended to three 
dimensions [29, 30]. The crux to developing these 
algorithms was the derivation of a diagonalized 
form of the translation operator [30–32]. Since 
then, there has been a virtual explosion in research 
in application of these methods to various 
problems in electromagnetics; see [33–35] and 
references therein. The state of art is such that 
problems of the order of tens million spatial 
degrees of freedom have been solved [36– 41]. 
However, the development of FMM based method 
continues on many fronts [42–50]. This paper 

reviews progress in FMM technology since its 
inception and details current trends in FMM 
research. 
     With this introduction, the rest of the paper is 
organized as follows; in Section II, we will outline 
the overall problem, introduce notation that is 
common to the article. Next, static FMM is 
presented in Section III. Methods based on both 
Spherical harmonics and Accelerated Cartesian 
expansions (ACE) will be presented. In Section 
IV, we will detail the development of FMMs and 
their variants for the Helmholtz equation. Finally, 
in Section IV-B we will elaborate on the methods 
used for wideband analysis. In all cases, we will 
first present theorems to implement a single level 
algorithm followed by the steps necessary to 
implement a multilevel version. The CPU time of 
all steps will be elucidated as well as “some” 
algorithmic improvements to these methods since 
they were first introduced. Finally, Section VI will 
summarize the state of art of FMM. In what 
follows, a time dependence of ejωt is tacitly 
assumed. As an aside, while we have tried to be as 
complete as possible in our citations, it is almost 
certain that we have unknowingly missed some. 
 

II. HIERARCHICAL COMPUTATION 
SCHEME 

     The purpose of this section is to outline the 
structure of fast multipole methods and introduce 
notation that will be used in the rest of the paper. 
 
A. Preliminaries 
     Consider a source distribution q(r) such that 
supp {q(r)} = Ω ⊂ 3 . Likewise, it is assumed 
that the observers are also distributed in Ω. With 
no loss of generality, it is assumed that 

( )1
( ) N

i ii
q r q r rδ

=
= −∑ , where N is the number 

of degrees of freedom. The field due to this source 
constellation at any point 3r∈ is given by 

      ( ) ( )
1

( ) * ( )
k

i i
i

r g r q r g r r qφ
=

= = −∑ ,           (1) 

where ( )g r is the appropriate Green’s function, 
and * denotes a spatial convolution. It is apparent 
from this expression that the field evaluation 
scales as O(N2) for N observation points. Ideas 
introduced by [4] to ameliorate this cost for static 
problems relies on exploiting the fact that the field 
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at a point due to a cluster of sources is rank 
deficient, where the rank depends on the distance 
between the point and the center of the cluster. In 
other words, for a given accuracy, potential at an 
observation point sufficiently separated from a 
cluster of sources can be computed with few 
multipole expansions. Similarly, for given 
accuracy, few local expansions can be used to 
compute potential at a cluster of observation point 
due to a well-separated source. These ideas were 
cast in a more formal framework as tree-codes [5] 
and FMM [6]. At this point, we note that there is 
rampant confusion in terminology; both FMM and 
tree codes are used interchangeably. While the two 
methods are closely related, there are subtle but 
significant differences between the two [51]. Tree 
codes compute interactions between source pairs 
using one of three methods: (i) directly, (ii) 
evaluating fields at each observation point using 
multipole expansion due to a cluster of sources, or 
(iii) using local expansion at observation clusters 
to find fields. The decision on the operation used 
depends on which one is computationally efficient. 
On the other hand, the algorithmic structure of 
FMM enables the computation of potentials in an 
optimal manner [51]. Two additional operations 
that permit this are aggregation and disaggregation 
functions. These permit the computation of 
information at coarser (or finer) levels using 
information at finer (or coarser) levels. Thus, 
FMM relies on a hierarchical decomposition of the 
computational domain. This is achieved using the 
following strategy [8]; the computational domain 
Ω is embedded in a fictitious cube that is then 
divided into eight sub-cubes, and so on. This 
process continues recursively until the desired 
level of refinement is reached; an Nl-level scheme 
implies Nl -1 recursive divisions of the domain, 
see Fig. 1. At any level, the (sub) domain that is 
being partitioned is called the parent of all the 
eight children that it is being partitioned into. At 
the lowest level, all source/observers are mapped 
onto the smallest boxes. This hierarchical 
partitioning of the domain is referred to as a 
regular octtree data structure. Regular oct-tree 
representations are optimal only for geometries 
with uniform distribution [52]; non-uniform 
distributions can be represented using compressed 
oct-trees [39, 51]. In compressed oct-trees, sub-
division of a domain is stopped when number of 
source/observer in that domain becomes less than 

a pre-fixed limit. While many algorithm exist for 
constructing a tree, the one that we have found to 
be efficient is the use of key data-structure to 
represent the nodes of a tree. In this approach the 
root box enclosing the entire geometry is 
represented with integer value 1; each of the eight 
(four) children of a parent is identified with a three 
(two) bit code which is appended to the parent box 
key to obtain their global unique key. Figure 2 
shows an example compressed oct-tree where each 
box is represented using key-codes. This 
representation has several advantages: the nodes of 
tree at each level automatically follow Morton 
ordering and it plays an important role when 
partitioning the boxes among processors in parallel 
algorithm, all antecedents of a box and essential 
information like size of box, center position, level 
etc. can be readily recovered from its key-code 
using bit manipulations [38, 53, 54]. Mapping the 
computational domain onto a tree facilitates 
partition/classification of interactions as being 
either in the near or farfield. This is done using the 
following rule: at any level in the tree, all 
boxes/sub-domains are classified as being either in 
the near or far field of each other using the 
following dictum: two sub-domains are classified 
as being in the farfield of each other if the distance 
between the centers is at least twice the side length 
of the domain, and their parents are in the near 
field of each other; see Fig. 3 for an illustration of 
these classification. Once, the interaction list have 
been built for all levels, the computation proceeds 
as follows; at the lowest level, interaction between 
the elements of boxes that are in the near-field of 
each other is computed directly, i.e., using (1). All 
other interactions are computed using a three stage 
algorithm: (i) compute multipoles of sources that 
reside in each box; (ii) convert these to local 
expansion at all boxes that are in its far field; (iii) 
from the local expansion, compute the field at 
each observer. This simple three stage scheme is 
called a one-level scheme, and necessitates the 
development of theorems for (i) computation of 
multipoles at leaf (or smallest boxes), (ii) translate 
multipole expansion to local expansion and (iii) 
finally, aggregate the local expansions in a box to 
compute the field at all the observers. It is 
apparent that one can derive a more efficient 
computational scheme by embedding this scheme 
within itself as shown in Fig. 4. That is, if two sets 
of sub-domains that interact with each other are 
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sufficiently far away, then these clusters may be 
combined to form large clusters that then interact 
with each other at a higher level and so on; this is 
referred to here as a multilevel scheme. This 
implies that it is necessary to develop additional 
theorems that enable (i) shifting the origins of 
multipole so that effects of small clusters can be 
grouped together to form larger clusters and (ii) 
move the origin of local expansion so that 
expansions at the origin of the parent may be 
disaggregated to those of its children. In concert, 
these theorems enable one to traverse up and down 
the tree, and are presented next. This said the 
various steps involved in the hierarchical 
computing are shown in Algorithm 1. 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 1. Hierarchical decomposition of a 2D 
computational geometry. 
 
     Note that in single level algorithm the upward 
and downward tree traversal (steps 5 and 7) are 
absent. Next, we will detail these operations for 
different FMMs. Starting with well known static 
FMM to those for Helmholtz and finally to those 
for wideband FMM. Details are presented for the 
first two despite the fact that they are well known. 
The rationale for doing so is two fold (i) it is 
important to understand when FMM for Helmholtz 
fails and (ii) techniques developed for static FMM 
and some of the new FMM approaches find their 
way into the development of wideband FMM. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Representation of 2D computational geometry 
using quad-trees. Boxes at different levels and 
corresponding nodes in tree are represented using 
binary keys. 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Illustration of interaction list; dark boxes are 
contained in the interaction list of source box. 
 

III. STATIC FAST MULTIPOLE 
METHOD 

     This section provides the appropriate theorems 
for fast evaluation of potential defined in terms 
of ( ) 1/g r r= . Such potentials are commonly 
used in study of plasma dynamics, magnetostatic 
problems, eddy currents etc. While on first glance, 
one might be inclined to exclude methods 
developed for rapid evaluation of the Coulomb 
potential but these play an important role in 
developing fast methods for wideband problems. 
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Fig. 4. Illustration of computational load in singleand 
multi-level FMMs. Dark nodes correspond to actual 
sources while light shaded nodes represent centers of 
multipole and local expansions. 
 
 
 
 
Algorithm 1 Hierarchical computing 
1: Construct the tree representation for the given 

geometry (distribution of discrete points). 
2: Build interaction list using the above definition, 

for all boxes in the tree and the near-field list 
for leafless boxes. 

3: NF: Use direct method for computation of 
nearfield potential at observation points in each 
leafless box from sources contained in its near-
field boxes. 

4: S2M: compute multipole expansions for each 
leafless boxes from sources contained within it. 

5: M2M (upward traversal): for all parent boxes 
compute the multipole expansion by combining 
the multipole expansions at their children 
boxes. 

6: M2L (translation): for all boxes in the tree 
convert the multipole expansions to local 
expansions about centers of boxes in their 
interaction list. 

7: L2L (downward traversal): update the local 
expansion information at a child box using the 
local expansion of their parent box. 

8: L2O: use the local expansions about each 
leafless box to compute the farfield potential at 
its observation points 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A. Single Level Scheme 
     Consider two domains Ωs ⊂ 3 . and Ωo ⊂ 3  
that comprises of randomly located source and 
observer points, respectively. With no loss of 
generality, it is assumed that the number of 
sources and observers are k, these domains can be 
embedded in spheres of radius a. The centers of Ωs 
and Ωo are denoted by rs and ro, respectively. It is 
assumed that s sΩ ⊂Ω , and o oΩ ⊂Ω , and 

s oΩ Ω =∅∩ , and the domains of Ωs and Ωo are 
sufficiently separated. In what follows, the 
domains sΩ  and oΩ  will be called parents of Ωs 
and Ωo, respectively. The parent domains can be 
embedded in a sphere of radius 2a, and their center 
are denoted by p

sr and p
or , respectively. Next, we 

will present a single level FMM constructed using 
two methods; (i) spherical harmonics and (ii) 
Cartesian tensors. 
 
1) Spherical harmonics: The theorems for a 
single and multilevel FMMs using spherical 
coordinates were introduced in a series of papers 
[7, 8], and have found extensive application in 
various disciplines; a sampling of these can be 
found in [6, 8, 19, 20, 55–57]. The genesis of the 
method is the well known generating function for 
Legendre polynomials [58], 
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with 
( )cos cos cos sin sin cosγ θ θ θ θ φ φ′ ′ ′= + − ,       (3) 

where Pn(u) represents Legendre polynomial of 
degree n, ( ), ,r r θ φ′ ′ ′ ′= and ( ), ,r r θ φ= . Legendre 
polynomials in (2) can be represented in terms of 
spherical harmonics Ynm(θ, φ) using the addition 
theorem [59], 

        ( ) ( ) ( )*cos , ,
n

n nm nm
m n

P Y Yγ θ φ θ φ
=−

′ ′= ∑ ,         (4) 

where the superscript * represents complex 
conjugate. Using (4) in (2) results in complete 
separation of source and observation quantities, 
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These expressions enable the derivation of the 
following theorems necessary for steps 4, 6 and 8 
in Algorithm 1. 
 
     Theorem 3.1: Multipole Expansion (S2M), 
spherical: Let k charges of strengths 
{ }, 1,...,iq i k= be located at i sr ∈Ω with 

i sr r a− < . Then for any or∈Ω , the potential φ is 
given by, 
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where 
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,
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where the parameters {θi, φi} and {θ, φ} are 
spherical coordinates of ri and r w.r.t the origin at 
rs. In Theorem 3.1, m

nM is the multipole expansion 
at rs constructed from the source quantities qi(ri). 
Proofs for the error bounds in the above 
expressions can be obtained from [8, 9]. Next, 
these multipoles are translated from rs to ro. 
 
Theorem 3.2: Multipole to Local Translation 
operator (M2L), spherical: Given a multipole 
expansion m

nO about rs, it can be mapped to local 

expansion m
nL at ro using 
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where {θ, φ} are the spherical coordinates of the rs 

w.r.t ro, and 
( )
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Finally, the local expansions at any leaf node may 
be mapped onto the observers using the theorem 
presented next. 
 
Theorem 3.3: Local Expansions to Observer 
(L20), spherical: The potential at a point or∈Ω  
due to local expansion m

nL about origin is given by, 

      ( ) ( )
0

,
n

nm
n o nm

n m n

r L r r Yφ θ φ
∞

= =−

= −∑ ∑ .             (9) 

As before, the parameters {θ, φ} are the spherical 
coordinates of r with respect to the origin at ro. 
The above theorems, in a one level setting, permit 
the rapid computation of potentials at all points in 
Ωo due to sources in Ωs. It is evident that this 
scheme can be embedded within itself to create a 
multilevel scheme. But prior to doing so, it is 
instructive to re-examine the fundamentals of 
FMM from a Cartesian perspective. 
 
2) Cartesian Tensors: While FMMs that were 
based on spherical harmonics and Cartesian 
tensors were introduced approximately at the same 
time [10], the latter did not receive much 
recognition as it was perceived to be more 
expensive and cumbersome. But, these expansions 
were used extensively in developing tree-codes 
[60], as well as FMM type algorithms for 
magnetostatics [12] and potentials of the form R-ν 
[61, 62]. Our rationale for including this approach 
here is that there is an intimate relationship 
between spherical harmonics and the Cartesian 
tensors, and these connections are well known and 
have been explored extensively (as early as 
Maxwell!); see [63–65] and references therein. 
The following statements hold true: (i) 
components of a traceless tensor of rank n serve as 
constant coefficients in a spherical harmonic of 
degree n, and (ii) there is a class of traceless 
tensors of rank n whose components are n-degree 
spherical harmonics functions of x, y, z. Indeed, 
recurrence relationship that were conjectured for 
translating multipole expansions [12] can be 
rigorously derived using traceless tensors. 
Therefore, it stands to reason that the two 
seemingly disparate methods should have identical 
cost structure. In what follows, we shall briefly 
present theorems that permit an FMM algorithm 
using Cartesian tensors. Proofs for theorems 
presented here, and the myriad advantages of this 
method are detailed in [13]. 
     In what follows, we will denote an nth rank 
tensor using the notation A(n), and as is well 
known, it comprises of 3n components and may be 
expressed in component form as 

1,..., n
Aα α . If the 

tensor is totally symmetric, i.e., its value is not 
altered with permutation of indices, then it 
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contains only (n + 1)(n + 2)/2 independent 
components. A n-fold contraction between an (n + 
m)th rank tensor and (n)th results in an (m)th rank 
tensor and is denoted using C(m) = A(n) 

•  n • r(n). 
Any homogeneous polynomial in r can be written 
in terms of tensors as f(r) = A(n+m) 

•  n • B(n), and if 
A(n) is totally traceless, then fn(r) is a solid 
spherical harmonic of degree n. Here, rn is a 
polyadic. These concepts are illustrated using 
Taylor’s expansion of the Green’s function as 
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where Dn is called the detracer which extracts the 
traceless component of any tensor A(n). The 
equivalence between (2) and (10) is readily 
apparent as 

  ( ) 1ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ
!

n n
n nP r r r n D r

n
′ ′− = i i .               (11) 

It should be noted that a traceless tensor contains 
only (2n + 1) components. This mathematical 
apparatus is critical to theorems necessary to 
traverse the tree, and these are enumerated next. 
 
Theorem 3.4: Multipole Expansion (S2M), 
Cartesian: The total potential at any point or∈Ω  
due to k sources qi, i = 1,…, k located at points 

i sr ∈Ω is given by 
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            (12) 

where (2n - 1)!! denotes a double factorial. This 
theorem is derived using a Taylor expansion of the 
potential function. It follows that a similar 
expansion can be used again to map these 
multipoles that exist at rs to local expansions at ro.  
 
Theorem 3.5: Multipole to Local (M2L), 
Cartesian: Assume that the domains sΩ  and 

oΩ are sufficiently separated, and the distance 
between their centers, os os o sr r r r= = − , is 
greater than diam{Ωs} and diam{Ωo}. If a 
traceless multipole expansion ( )n

tM for all n is 

located at rs, then another expansion ( )n
tL that 

produces the same field or∀ ∈Ω is given as 

        ( ) ( ) ( )1 1
!

n m nn
t t

osm n

L m n M
n r

∞
−

=

= ∇ −∑ i i ,       (13) 

where ( )1 2 11 .nn n n
nr r D r− − −∇ = −  This expression 

permits simple computation of derivatives and is a 
generalization of the formulae provided in [12]. 
Finally, as in the spherical case, the final step is 
mapping this local expansion onto the observers. 
This can be accomplished by exploiting Taylor 
expansion, and results in the following theorem. 
 
Theorem 3.6: Local to Observer (L2O), 
Cartesian: Given a local expansion ( )n

tL that exist 
in the domain Ωo centered around ro, it can be 
shifted to any point or∈Ω using 

( ) ( )
0

0

( ) mc m
t t

m

r r r m Lφ
∞

=

= −∑ i i .            (14) 

These theorems indicate that the classical FMM 
can be expressed as a cascaded series of Taylor’s 
expansion. And when properly formulated/ 
structured, it has identical computational 
complexity as the original FMM [13]; a 
consequence of the fact that traceless rank n 
tensors in the above expressions contain only (2n 
+ 1) independent components. It is also apparent 
that FMM-type algorithm can be developed 
without resorting to traceless tensors. The 
advantage of such representation is elaborated in 
[13] and will be detailed in the next section 
together with methods necessary for creating a 
multilevel algorithm. Finally, cost of the single 
level algorithm is computed in the following 
manner. Let s be the average number of 
source/observation points in each leafless box and 
P be the maximum order of harmonics used is 
above expansions. Then the cost of creating P2 
multipole coefficients from sources (in S2M) and 
computing potential from local expansions (in 
L2O) scales O(P2N); cost of translating multipole 
to local expansions (in M2L) scales as O(N2/s2P4) 
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and O(Ns) is the cost for direct evaluation for 
nearfield. It can be shown that for optimal s, the 
overall cost scales as O(N4/3P4/3). 
 
B. Multilevel FMM algorithm 
     It is apparent that the O(N4/3) cost of single 
level algorithm can be further reduced by 
embedding this scheme within itself, as is evident 
from Fig. 4. To implement such a scheme it is 
necessary to develop methods that enable one to 
construct multipole expansions at a parent level 
from those at their children. These are effected 
using the following theorems. 
 
Theorem 3.7: Multipole to Multipole (M2M), 
spherical: A multipole expansion m

nO about rs can 

be mapped onto one that exists around p
sr  using 
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where cp cp p
s s s sr r r r= = − , and {θ, φ} are the polar 

coordinates of rs w.r.t. p
sr . 

 
Theorem 3.8: Local to Local (L2L), spherical: 
Given a local expansion m

nO about p
or , it can be 

mapped to one around ro using 
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where cp cp p
o o o or r r r= = − , and {θ, φ} are the polar 

coordinates of ro w.r.t. p
or . The equivalent 

theorems for Cartesian expansion likewise follow. 
 
 
Theorem 3.9: Multipole to Multipole (M2M), 
Cartesian: A traceless multipole tensor ( )m

tO at rs 

is related to ( )m
tM that is centered at p

sr via 
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where cp p
s s sr r r= − .  

 
Theorem 3.10: Local to Local (L2L), Cartesian: 
Given a local expansion ( )n

tO that exist in the 
domain oΩ centered around p

or , it can be shifted to 
the domain Ωo centered around ro using 
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where cp p
o o cr r r= − . 

  
     These theorems, in concert, permit traversing 
up and down the oct-tree, see figure 5. While these 
theorems are the bare-bones presentation of the 
steps required, there have been several attempts to 
make these more efficient [7, 8, 14, 66]. As both 
methods are based on Taylor expansions the 
upperbounds in using these approaches can be 
readily derived. Such a derivation is presented in 
[8, 13]. Alternatively, another interesting 
algorithm was introduced in [13] that permits 
exact evaluation of the multipole expansion at the 
parent given the multipole expansion at the 
children–this has been shown both analytically and 
numerically for different potential functions. 
However, in order to get this exact expression, one 
has to abandon the use of traceless tensors. It 
follows that the cost of using exact multipole to 
multipole translations is higher. But in our 
experience, we have found that we need a smaller 
number of multipoles for the same precision, and 
this can significantly affect the total cost, 
especially for large data sets [13]. Abandoning the 
use of traceless operators has three salient 
benefits; (i) the algorithms can be used for any 
potential function whose Taylor’s series converges 
rapidly, (ii) it does not depend on special functions 
and (iii) only the translation operator depends on 
the potential function which implies that multiple 
potentials may be easily combined [67]. 
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Fig. 5. Various operators involved in a multilevel 
FMM. 
 
     In all the above expressions, it was assumed 
that the number of multipoles used was infinite. 
The analytical estimates regarding truncation of 
this sum for both the spherical and Cartesian form 
can be found in [8, 13]. The cost analysis for 
multilevel approach is as follows: the total number 
of boxes in the tree is O(N/s) and the cost for S2M 
and L2O operations remains the same; the cost of 
applying M2L translation operation across levels 
scales as O(P4N/s). In addition the cost of applying 
M2M and L2L operations for all boxes scales as 
O(N/sP4). Thus, the overall computational cost 
associated with both schemes scales as O(P4N). 
This cost is largely dominated by the time for 
multipole to local translation (M2L) and 
considerable research effort has been expended on 
reducing this cost. A closer examination of the 
M2L operation reveals that (i) the number of 
translations per box is 189 and (ii) the cost per 
translation scales as O(P4). The latter is due to the 
fact that this operation is not diagonal. Greengard 
et. al. [9] remedied this deficiency by introducing 
a novel algorithm that diagonalizes the translation 
operator. Additional modifications to the overall 
algorithm introduced there [42, 68] further reduces 
the number of translations, making the 
“revamped” FMM extremely efficient. Ideas 
behind this diagonalization can be exploited by 
either both varieties of FMM; spherical and 
Cartesian. It also plays a key role in FMMs for 
lowfrequency, and consequently, will be presented 
in some detail next. An FFT based implementation 
of above un-diagonalized form results in a overall 
cost that scale as O(NP2 log P) [66], but will not 
be dwelt here. 
 
C. Diagonalized Translation Operators 
     A diagonal translation operator may be derived 
using a spectral representation of the Green’s 
function [9], viz., 
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for z > 0. It is apparent that the inner integral is in 
fact a zeroth order Bessel function. The 
computation of potentials using the above 
expressions hinge on the existence of an 
integration rule that is efficient to a given 
precision and scale invariant if this formula is to 
be used at different levels in the FMM tree. Given 
the existence of such a rule [69], the potential at 
any point can be written as [9] 
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where the coefficients W(k, i) are a combination of 
the charges qi and integration weights ωk, s(ε) and 
M(k) denotes the number of integration points for ε 
accuracy. Evidently, in above discrete 
representation, the number of integration points 
M(k) for evaluating α integral depends on k to 
account for the varying bandwidth, λk, of its 
integrand. The advantages of above scheme are 
immediately apparent in that it readily permits 
translation of the origin; translation of the origin is 
quite simply a shift in the exponentials. The 
similarity between (20) and those in Theorems 
(3.1), and (3.4) are readily apparent. The mapping 
from spherical harmonic multipole coefficients 

m
nM onto exponential expansions W(k, j) is given 

as [9], 
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and given W(k, i) coefficients the spherical 
harmonic local expansion m

nL can be computed 
with, 
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Fig. 6. Re-grouped boxes in original interaction list, in 
figure 3, for application of diagonal translation operator 
(20). 
 
     The multipole to local translation operation, 
with diagonalized translation forms, can be 
computed as a three stage process: multipole 
coefficients are mapped to W(k, i), translate W(k, 
i), and then map the translated coefficients back to 
local expansions, and then proceed as usual. It is 
evident that cost of all operators involving 
exponential expansions scale as O(P2). Various 
symmetry considerations in implementation 
reduces the number of total translation count from 
189 to 40. Additionally, one can exploit symmetry 
in the expressions involved to further reduce the 
overall cost, if not the asymptotic complexity [56]. 
Thus, properly modifying and augmenting either 
spherical or Cartesian multipole based algorithms 
with plane wave translation operators can 
considerably ameliorate the cost. However, a 
couple of issues must be noted; (i) the plane wave 
expression is valid for z > 0, this implies that the 
interaction list must be modified [9]; (ii) additional 
operators must be introduced to rotate the 
multipole operators along the required axis; (iii) 
the operator developed should be scale invariant 
for the scheme to be efficient. In implementation 
the spherical harmonic multipole coefficient is 
converted into six plane wave expansions 
corresponding to each face of the cube and the 
interaction list definition is changed accordingly. 
For example, exponential expansions 
corresponding to +z cube face is valid only for 
boxes present above x-y plane, as illustrated in  

Fig. 6. Boxes in original interaction list are divided 
into six new sets termed as up-list, down-list, 
north-list, south-list, east-list and west-list 
corresponding to +z, -z, +y, -y, +x and -x cube 
faces respectively [9]. Overall, the diagonalized 
version of the translation operator reduces both the 
total number of translation operation and per 
translation cost leading to a much faster algorithm. 
This approach is very similar to spectral 
approaches developed for alternative derivation of 
Helmholtz FMM [42, 70] and is the crux of many 
methods developed for wideband FMM. 
 
 

IV. FMM FOR HELMHOLTZ 
EQUATIONS 

     Thus far, we have seen that cascaded Taylor 
expansions can be used to develop static FMM. 
While these ideas are readily extended to the 
solution of parabolic equations as well [24], they 
are not readily extendable to Helmholtz equation 
kernels, especially at high frequencies. 
Furthermore, as was evident from last section, the 
scheme developed should be diagonal. Consider a 
problem setting that is identical to what was 
described in Section II. We shall seek 
development of methods to accelerate the 
evaluation of the potential integral in (1) 
with ( ) expg r j r rκ⎡ ⎤= −⎣ ⎦ . One expression that 
readily suggests itself is the Gegenbauer addition 
theorem [31, 59, 71], 
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                                                                           (23) 
 
where X and d are position vectors such that          
r = X+d and X d= ,  jl and ( )2

lh are lth order 
spherical Bessel and Hankel function of second 
kind, XX =  and dd = . Augmenting this 
theorem with another addition theorem for 
Legendre polynomials in (4) completes the 
separation between the source and observer 
coordinates. 
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where L is the number of terms used in the 
summation, {θX, φX} and {θd, φd} are the polar 
coordinates of X̂ and d̂ respectively. It is evident 
that one may use a sequence of addition theorems 
to create hierarchical computational methodology. 
However, the principal bottleneck to such a 
scheme is the fact that the operators involved are 
not diagonal. However, diagonal operators are 
easily developed by recognizing that 
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l lj jl d P d X d e P Xκπ κ κ κ−− ⋅ = ⋅∫ ,                                                                              

                                                                           (25) 
where 2 ˆ sind d dκ θ θ φ=  and ˆ.κ κκ= . The relation 
(25) can be derived from well known 
orthogonality relation among spherical harmonics 
and expansion for plane waves given as. 
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Substituting (25) in (23), interchanging the 
summation and the integral, and truncating the 
summation over l yields the final diagonalized 
form, 
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                                                                           (28) 
     Several derivation that result in above 
diagonalized form exist and are based on different 
set of starting formulas [30–32, 72, 73]. First 
scheme for diagonalizing (23) was presented in 
[30] with the use of forward and inverse far field 
transform defined as, 
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Above definition is a simple spherical harmonic 
transform from κ̂  to {l, m} basis with direct 
analogy to Fourier transform. A simpler version of 
derivation in [30] is presented in [35, 73]. In [31], 
the expansion in (23) is represented as matrix 
vector multiplication which reveals a convolution 
relation in indices {l, m}. Such convolutions in 
{l, m} can be computed as one-to-one 
multiplication in κ̂  domain using the far field 
transform [31]. A detailed discussion on deriving 
the above diagonalized forms from the 
convolution representation of original multipole 
expansion for both Laplace and Helmholtz 
equation is presented in [31]. An alternate 
derivation based on similarity transform and their 
relation to group theory is presented in [32] to 
yield the same expansion in (28). 
 
1) Single Level FMM: As before, assume that Ωs 
and Ωo denote the source and observation domain, 
and it is necessary to find the fields or∀ ∈Ω . It is 
further assumed that the domains are cubes, in 
keeping with the data structure of oct-tree and that 
each domain can be embedded in a sphere of 
radius a. Furthermore, the clusters are assumed to 
be well separated. The separation distance is 
closely related to error bounds [30, 71], and will 
be dealt with in later part of the paper. Given these 
conditions, traversal up and down the tree is 
effected using the following set of theorems: 
 
Theorem 4.1: Farfield signature: The far field 
signature due a set of source qi for i = 1, … , k 
located at i sr ∈Ω is given by 
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Theorem 4.2: Translation operator: If a farfield 
signature exists at a point rs such that it is valid for 
all points outside the domain Ωs, then the 
translation operator that maps this farfield to the 
local expansion that is centered around ro and 
valid in the domain Ωo is given by 
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where ros = ro - rs. Finally, the potential at any 
point or∈Ω can be constructed using 
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While these equations are readily derived from 
(28). More insight into the derivation of these 
equations can be obtained by realizing that the 
farfield (and local expansions) can be represented 
in terms of spherical harmonics. In turn, this 
interpretation leads to expressions that reveal 
convergence rates of these and error bounds as a 
function radius a and the separation distance. More 
importantly, this insight leads to the type of 
quadrature rules that must be used to implement 
these schemes numerically. In other words, the 
continuous integral is evaluated using 
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where L is the order of the Gauss Legendre rule, 
ωpq are the integration weights, p and q are the 
integration points in θ and φ axis, 
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                                                                           (35) 
 
     As is apparent form the above equations, 
uniform sampling is used to evaluate the integral 
along φ. Other applicable rules may be found in 
[74]. We have yet to elaborate the underlying 
factors that decide the order of Gauss-Legendre 
rule that is used along θ. A number of formulae 
exist for choosing the number of Gauss-Legendre 
quadrature point [30, 71, 75]. However, 
examination of (28) yields interesting insight. If 
only the exponential terms are considered in this 

integral, it is apparent that these expressions can 
be represented using L = O(κd) = O(2κa) 
harmonics. This, in turn, implies that the 
summation is also truncated using L terms. 
Though the reasoning here is based on economical 
means to discretize the integral a deeper reason, 
arriving at same conclusion, exists for choice of L 
based on original multipole expansion [71]. 
Choice of L should be large enough for the series 
(24) to converge, but not too large to cause 
numerical instability due to the asymptotic 
behavior of spherical Bessel and Hankel functions. 
Given that only a finite number of terms are being 
used, one can explicitly derive error bounds that, 
in turn, depend on the translation distance also 
[30]. Deriving rigorous error bounds has been a 
focus of considerable work [43, 75–78], and the 
behavior of error is well understood [79, 80] as are 
the means to overcome these. A simple choice for 
truncation limit L applicable to most practical 
problems is, 

( )logL d C dκ κ π= + + ,                     (36) 
where C is a number that depends on the desired 
accuracy ε; typically for ε = {10-3, 10-6, 10-14} the 
choice for C = {3, 5, 10}, respectively [71, 81]. 
This estimate is semi-empirical and assumes that 
the two boxes are well separated if they are one 
box apart. Other estimates [75, 79, 82] based on 
approximation of Bessel and Hankel function 
exists both in two- and three-dimensions and can 
account for multiple box separation between 
interacting boxes [78, 80]. Cost of this scheme can 
be computed in the same manner as in the static 
with P = L and the diagonalized form of 
translation operator implies O(P2) cost per 
operation. However choice of L depends on size of 
box kd, which in turn dictates the number of 
unknowns per box s (assuming uniform 
discretization). It can be show that the optimal cost 
of the above scheme scales as O(N3/2) for surface 
problems. 
 
2) Multilevel FMM: While the above exposition 
details the necessary mathematics for 
implementing a single level scheme, nesting these 
in a hierarchical setting is the next logical 
extension. The first robust attempts to do so are 
[83–85]. Extension to multilevel is different from 
that encountered for the Laplace FMM; there, the 
number of multipoles at all level of the tree was 
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constant. But as is evident from (36) and (34) as 
the size of the source/receiver boxes increases, the 
bandwidth increase increases by a factor of two, 
which implies that the number of directions 
increase by a factor of four. This then creates a 
need for developing robust methods for going up 
and down the tree for the stages of aggregation 
and disaggregation. These operators can be 
thought of as filters. But before we proceed into 
intricate details of the methods to implement these, 
the theorems that help achieve these are as 
follows: 
 
Theorem 4.3: Translation of farfield signatures: 
If the farfield signature M(rs, κ) around the point 

s sr ∈Ω is known, then the farfield signature 

( ),p
sM r κ around the point p p

s sr ∈Ω is given by 

         ( ) ( ) ( ).
, ,

p
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s sM r M r e
κ

κ κ
− −

= .              (37) 

An identical theorem for can be derived for 
translating local expansion at the parent level to 
that of its child. Numerical implementation of 
these theorems is not as simple as it seems. To 
maintain uniform accuracy across levels, 
employing (36), the L for parent is approximately 
twice that of its child. This implies that the number 
of direction for parent box is approximately four 
times that of its child; thus the multipole 
expansions for the child and parent box are 
defined on different grids. This process of 
computing a higher bandwidth representation from 
lower bandwidth farfield signature is referred to as 
interpolation and anterpolation is its inverse 
analogue applied during downward tree traversal. 
Implementing the above theorems calls for 
efficient methods to interpolate (or anterpolate). 
Several methods that exist have been elaborated 
upon in [33] and summarized as well in [75]. An 
efficient and exact algorithm can be devised using 
the forward and inverse farfield transform for both 
interpolation and anterpolation [23, 35, 85, 86]. 
This algorithm relies on the fact that at any level 
the farfield signature can be represented in terms 
of spherical harmonics., viz. 

( ) ( )
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     As is well known, the farfield signature of a 
source constellation is bandlimited to O(κa) 
harmonics. This implies that the above expression 

can be truncated. Furthermore, since an Lth order 
rule is chosen to evaluate the spectral integral in 
(28), it follows that the upper limit in the 
summation over n can be chosen to be L. This 
said, direct computation of anm is expensive. 
Alternate methods both exact and approximate 
have been discussed in [23, 87]. Consider the 
computation of anm from child farfield signature 
M(rs, κkp) represented using (2L2 + 1) coefficients, 
i.e. p = 1, … , L and q = 1, … , (2L + 1), 
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                                                                           (39) 
where ωp are numerical quadrature weights. Since, 
the integration along φ is performed using uniform 
sampling, fast Fourier transform (FFT) can be 
used for summation inside the brackets. These 
coefficients are then used to compute samples 
along new polar coordinates ( ),p qθ φ with 

1,...,p L= and ( )1,..., 2 1q L= + as, 

( ) ( )
1

, cosq
L L

j m
s pq nm nm p
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==−

= ∑ ∑ .     (40) 

     Again, FFT can be used to evaluate the outer 
summation. In interpolation,  L L>  to 
accommodate for the increase in bandwidth and 

pqκ represents the discrete directions of the 
farfield signature corresponding to the parent. The 
required multipole coefficients about parent origin 

p
sr can be obtained using a simple shifting 

operation, 

       ( ) ( ) ( ).
, , .
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κ
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An inverse procedure is performed when 
translating local expansions from parent to child 
where anterpolation is used in place of 
interpolation. First, the parent local expansion 
about p

or is shifted about child origin ro; then in 
anterpolation, the forward and inverse farfield 
transform are performed to reduce the bandwidth 
in an exact manner as described above but with 
L L< , where L represents the number of 
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harmonics in parent domain. Above procedure for 
interpolation/anterpolation can be further 
accelerated with the use of fast Legendre 
transform [23] where the coefficients anm are not 
computed explicitly. Though this approach scales 
favorably the break-even point is large and not 
suitable for most practical applications [35]. This 
can be overcome to some extent using the 1D 
FMM for fast Legendre transforms [87]. Cost of 
Interpolation/anterpolation using this approach 
scales as O(QlogQ), where Q denotes the number 
of directions in farfield signature. This said it can 
be shown that overall cost of the multilevel 
algorithm scales as O(N log2 N) [35]. Other 
methods used for interpolation and anterpolation 
have been presented in detail in [33, 75, 84]. These 
include the use of polynomials and approximate 
prolate spheroidal wave functions. The singular 
advantage of these methods is their cost scales 
linearly with the number of samples, thus the 
overall cost scales as O(N log N). However, while 
interpolation is sufficiently accurate, one has to be 
more careful when anterpolating functions as it is 
necessary to remove higher order harmonics. 
While we have not digressed into implementation 
of these schemes for vector electromagnetic 
problems, we must caution that it is not a trivial 
extension. It is important to realize that the farfield 
component represented in terms of polar 
components in not bandlimited [88], whereas they 
are bandlimited when represented in terms of 
Cartesian components. This means that one either 
uses a fast scheme based on vector spherical 
harmonics [88] or converts these to Cartesian 
before interpolation/anterpolation. Another 
intriguing method for interpolation and 
anterpolation was introduced by Sarvas [48], 
wherein he introduced modifications that enabled 
the use of FFTs. In other words, bandlimited 
farfield signatures can be represented in terms of 
Fourier basis as 
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where DFT(.) represents forward discrete Fourier 
transform, 2M and 2N are number of samples or 
basis function in θ and φ axis respectively. Then 
the integral over the surface of sphere can be 
written as, 
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     Note that the above modification changes the 
limit on θ integral to [-π, π], thus it can also be 
evaluated in fast manner using FFT. In single level 
implementation, the integrand in (24) are first 
represented in terms of Fourier basis using (42) 
and then (44) is used for fast evaluation of 
integrals. In multilevel implementation the 
interpolation and anterpolation, for varying 
bandwidth of multipole and local expansion, can 
be achieved by zero padding and truncating the 
Fourier coefficients respectively. In anterpolation 
the Fourier coefficients of parent local expansions 
are symmetrically truncated before inverse Fourier 
transform, to obtain the local expansion about 
child domain with the desired bandwidth. Thus all 
operations, including the evaluation of integral, 
can be evaluated using FFT. Reader is referred to 
[48] for related theorems, proofs and numerical 
results. Finally, the numerical implementation of 
multilevel FMM has been scrutinized in terms of 
different errors and to ensure stability. This 
includes discussion on the relation between 
truncation and integration error in (34) [77], and 
interpolation/anterpolation error using Lagrange 
interpolation [79] and spherical transform [75]. In 
addition, errors due to round off and evaluation of 
special-function have been considered along with 
stability criterion [80]. Numerical experiments 
show that truncation error in (34) is lower bounded 
[43, 79]; thus for applications that routinely 
demand very high accuracies it is preferable to 
increase the distance between wellseparated boxes. 
Evidently this amounts to an increase in number of 
boxes in near-field interaction. 
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A. Other FMMs 
     The above exposition presented FMMs that are 
apt for analyzing very general problems. However, 
for certain problems it is possible to develop FMM 
schemes that take advantage of topological 
features of scatterer to reduce the asymptotic 
complexity. The first of such algorithm was the 
fast steepest descent path algorithm [89] that 
exploited spectral representation of the Green’s 
function. The next incarnation of this was the 
steepest descent FMM. It was developed following 
realization that when analyzing scattering from 
objects whose height is considerably lesser that its 
lateral dimension, it is not particularly useful to 
expand the fields using the complete spectrum. In 
other words, SDFMM can be interpreted to be a 
windowed FMM, and results in a method whose 
complexity scales as O(N). In SDFMM, it is 
achieved naturally using the Sommerfeld integral 
representation of the Green’s function and 
evaluating this integral using a combination of 
two-dimension FMM and steepest descent. More 
specifically, 
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where Nsd is quadrature rule along the integration 
path, ωn is the integration weight, 

( ) sinn
nρκ κ α= and cosz nk κ α= , and α is defined 

along steepest descent path. It is immediately 
apparent that the summation over Hankel 
functions can be accelerated using a generalization 
of the two-dimensional FMM, and as before, this 
algorithm can be cast within a multilevel 
framework. Another algorithm along these lines 
was the fast inhomogeneous plane wave algorithm 
(FIPWA) [47, 68]. This algorithm follows directly 
from Weyl’s identity 
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The path of integration yields contributions from 
both homogeneous and inhomogeneous plane 
waves. As written, the above integral is slowly 
converging, but the contour can be deformed along 

the steepest descent path. This integral is evaluated 
numerically. However, values of the radiation 
pattern for complex θ is obtained using 
interpolation/ extrapolation. Manipulation of the 
requisite equations results in a diagonal translation 
operator. This method has been extended for 
analysis of scattering from objects above a layered 
medium [45, 47]. Additionally, they have been 
modified for developing stable algorithms for 
broadband applications [90]. However, we shall 
describe these algorithms and others [42] for 
rapidly computing potentials for wideband 
applications in the next section. 
     Finally, other variants of FMM exist that 
exploit the fact that between well separated boxes, 
one may construct windowed translation operators 
to lower the cost. One such method is the ray 
propagation FMM (RPFMM) [72, 91]. Other 
windowed translation operators have been used in 
two-dimensions for the analysis of scattering from 
bianisotropic objects [92]. However, it follows 
from complexity analysis that these methods will 
be fruitful only when the objects are sufficiently 
far away from each other. This implies that the 
algorithm is most useful when used in a one-level 
setting and may not be effective with a multilevel 
implementation. 
 
B. Wideband FMM 
     In above discussion, a significant highlight is 
the restrictive choice of L used to truncate the 
expansions. This choice, based on the asymptotic 
behavior of Bessel and Hankel function, reveals 
the behavior of above expansions when applied to 
low frequency problems where κ is very small. It 
is well known that Hankel function is singular at 
origin and as κ→0 the expansion in (28), though 
valid, becomes numerically unstable. This 
breakdown is referred to as low-frequency 
breakdown [42, 43]. Consequently for fixed κ the 
size of source domain, which also defines the 
translation distance, cannot be made arbitrarily 
small. This issue becomes significant when the 
geometry is densely discretized, much more than 
the conventional λ/10 criterion, mostly to 
represent intricate structural details. 
 
1) Scaled expansions: At low frequencies the 
numerical instability can be averted by using a 
normalized form of the original expansion (28) 
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[44, 46]. This approach is motivated by the 
asymptotic behavior of spherical Bessel and 
Hankel function for small argument. Let t be a 
normalization constant such that t = O(kd) then the 
multipole expansions in (24) can be written as, 
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     In above expression, terms inside the square 
brackets are the new normalized multipole 
coefficients. As κ→0, using small argument 
approximation for spherical functions and with t = 
κ, it is a straightforward exercise to show that the 
normalized expansions reduces to the expansions 
(2) used in static case. While the normalized form 
ensures numerical stability, the low-frequency 
nature of the problem implies that one can choose 
the number of multipoles to be same at every 
level. This in turn implies that the multilevel 
version of this approach scales as O(N) [46]. A 
constant normalization factor is sufficient when 
the geometry is uniformly discretized. However to 
accommodate wide variation in domain sizes and 
maintain the stability of expansion different 
normalization factor should be chosen in different 
parts [33]. This approach has been successfully 
used in integral equation solution for scattering 
from sub-wavelength structures [46, 93]. 
 
2) Spectral representation based plane wave 
expansions: An alternate approach, inspired by 
the diagonalized form for static FMM, was 
introduced in [42] and later implemented in [49, 
50, 90]. It is based on the following well-known 
spectral representation of solution to Helmholtz 
equation [94], 
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this relation is valid for z > 0. Further it is 
straightforward to identify the purely propagating 
part of spectrum as 0 λ κ≤ ≤ and the evanescent 

part as κ λ≤ ≤ ∞ ; with simple change of 
variables, above expression can be written as [42], 
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                                                                           (50) 
Notice that with κ→0 the propagating part 
vanishes and the evanescent part reduces to the 
diagnolized form (19) used in static FMM. Now it 
remains to discretize the above integrals for 
numerical evaluation and generalized Gaussian 
quadratures can be employed for this. However, 
unlike in static case, the integrand cannot be 
rendered scale independent and this means 
quadrature points and weights should be pre-
computed for all possible translation distances at 
all levels. It is worthwhile to recount that the 
multipole and local expansions are computed and 
stored as they appear in original spherical 
harmonics expansion (28); they are converted to 
exponential expansions back and forth during 
multipole to local translation only and these 
relations can be found in [50]. This approach 
avoids the floating point overflow as all the 
computed quantities and operations are regular and 
numerically stable. Other approaches based on 
above spectral representation have been presented 
[49, 90, 95, 96] and they differ significantly in 
their numerical implementation and structure. In 
all these methods the multipole and local 
expansion are represented directly in terms of 
exponential expansion coefficients; hence they 
require new interpolation/anterpolation operators 
for multilevel implementation. In [90], an 
extension of FIPWA as introduced for multi-
layered structures, the integrand is sampled along 
the steepest descent path (SDP) and extrapolation 
techniques to estimate the evanescent portion of 
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the spectrum from samples of the propagating 
portion. However, one has to treat “shallow” 
evanescent waves differently from “deep” 
evanescent waves. In [49], the evanescent 
integrand is sampled along the traditional 
Sommerfeld integral path (SIP) and singular value 
decomposition (SVD) of the integrand is used to 
obtain expressions for multipole coefficient and 
multilevel translation operators. An interpolation 
matrix approach is presented in [96] to relate 
exponential expansions at different levels. Using 
sample points in child and parent domain an 
overdetermined system of equation is formed and 
solved for the interpolation matrix entries in a least 
square sense. The advantage of latter approaches is 
that they avoid the spherical harmonic to 
exponential expansion and reverse mapping 
operations. 
 
3) Cartesian harmonics: At sufficiently low 
frequencies Cartesian harmonics provides the 
following convergent series expansions, 
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     In above expressions Kn(.) represents the 
modified Hankel function of order n, 

ˆ ˆ ˆr xx yy zz= + + , R r= and .⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ is the floor 
operation. Interestingly, it can be shown that 
above expansions reduces to the spherical 
harmonic expansions in (28) with low argument 
approximation for spherical Bessel and Hankel 
functions [97, 98]. This assures the accuracy and 
stability of above expansions for low frequency 
problems. Again the number of harmonics can 

remain constant for all levels and this results in an 
O(N) algorithm. As mentioned earlier the 
multipole and local expansions are independent of 
the form of potential; thus definitions of all 
operators, except M2L, remains same as that for 
static. 
 
4) Hybrid methods: In multiscale geometries the 
low-frequency breakdown occurs only in parts 
when the domain size is much smaller than the 
incident wavelength. This implies that both low 
and high-frequency FMM should be used 
simultaneously. Henceforth, the different versions 
of FMM are referred to as LF-FMM and HF-
FMM. When using different forms of expansions a 
switchover between LF-FMM and HF-FMM 
quantities is necessary to handle both large and 
small domain sizes simultaneously. Such hybrid 
methods have been developed by combining HF-
FMM with plane wave expansions [50] and with 
Cartesian harmonics [99]. A smooth transition 
between the two versions of FMM is a key 
necessity of these hybrid methods and operators 
are prescribed to map quantities from LF-FMM 
onto HF-FMM and vice versa. In plane wave 
based LF-FMM, the multipole and local 
coefficients are represented in terms of the original 
expansion; thus the conversion to farfield 
signature required in HF-FMM and the reverse 
mapping operation can be simply performed using 
the forward and inverse farfield transform using 
(30). Mapping the Cartesian harmonics, 
represented by tensors, onto farfield signatures is 
slightly involved. It follows from the observation 
that farfield signatures are essentially plane waves 
in different directions and following Taylor’s 
series expansion is possible, 
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     In above expressions p = p1 + p2 + p3, 

ˆ ˆ ˆx y zx y zκ κ κ κ= + + , rs and p
sr  represents the 
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center of child and parent domain respectively. 
Here T(p) is the mapping operator relating the 
Cartesian multipole coefficient about child box, 

p
sr , to the farfield signature about parent box. 

Since the local expansions take the same form as 
multipole expansions in both Cartesian and 
spherical forms, the reverse mapping is same as 
T(p) and in addition should evaluate the spherical 
integral 2d κ∫ . In implementation the infinite sum 

in (54) is truncated and it is fairly straight-forward 
to show that error due to this decreases rapidly as 
the translation distance ( p

s sr r− ) decreases or as 

the number of harmonics increases. This is shown 
numerically in Table 1, where the L2 norm error 
between multipole coefficients evaluated using 
farfield transform and by mapping from Cartesian 
multipoles are shown for different orders of 
Cartesian harmonics (P) and translation 
distance /p

s sa r r λ= − . As expected the error 

uniformly reduces to machine precision with 
increasing P and a. 

 
 
Fig. 7. Tree representation for hybrid methods. 
 
Table 1: Error convergence of Cartesian to spherical 
harmonics mapping operator (55). 
 

a P=3 P=6 P=9 P=12 
0.5 2.13 5.58E-3 9.62E-6 5.90E-9 
0.25 2.58E-2 8.04E-6 1.51E-9 1.27E-13 
0.125 3.49E-4 1.30E-8 1.55E-13 2.24E-15 
0.0625 1.04E-5 5.34E-11 1.41E-15 1.41E-15 

 
 
     The overall execution of hybrid algorithm, in 
both cases, proceeds as follows: an adaptive 
(compressed) oct-tree is constructed to represent 
the geometry and a transition level is chosen such 
that LF-FMM and HF-FMM are stable for all 
boxes below and above this level respectively. 

Further, for simplicity, it is assumed that all leaf 
boxes are below this transition level, see Fig. 7 for 
an illustration. First the LF-FMM multipole 
coefficients are computed at all leaf boxes and 
upward tree traversal is executed until the 
transition level. At this point, for Cartesian 
harmonics based LF-FMM, the farfield signature 
of parent box above the transition level are 
computed from the Cartesian expansions in child 
boxes at the transition level using mapping 
operators (54); in plane wave based LF-FMM the 
farfield signature of box at the transition level is 
computed from the plane wave expansion 
coefficients of the same box. With this the upward 
tree traversal is performed for all boxes above the 
transition level. Next, the multipole coefficients in 
each box are translated into local coefficients of 
boxes in its interaction list which, by definition, 
are at the same level. In downward tree traversal, 
the local expansion coefficients of all boxes in HF-
FMM region are updated with that of their parents. 
At transition level, for Cartesian harmonics based 
LF-FMM the child box Cartesian local expansions 
are computed by mapping the farfield signature 
about the parent box; for plane wave based LF-
FMM the child box farfield signature is first 
computed and then converted as spherical 
harmonic local expansion using inverse farfield 
transform. Then the downward tree traversal 
continues for all boxes below the transition level. 
Finally the local expansion coefficients at leafless 
boxes are used to compute the farfield potential at 
their respective observation points. As in all 
algorithms the complete potential is computed by 
accounting for the near-field contribution by direct 
evaluation. The choice of transition level is 
influenced by different constraints in both the 
methods and in general it is determined through 
numerical experiments. In Cartesian-spherical 
harmonics hybrid method, the O(N) scaling of 
Cartesian expansion algorithm may favor a higher 
transition level, however, this implies more 
number of Cartesian harmonics to maintain the 
accuracy of both LF-FMM and the mapping 
operations. Similar considerations for plane wave 
expansion based LFFMM and HF-FMM hybrid 
algorithm are detailed in [50] along with 
numerical experiments. Tables 2 and 3 shows the 
convergence and efficiency of the hybrid method 
obtained by combining the Cartesian and spherical 
harmonics. Table 2 presents the error in potential 
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evaluation for different orders of Cartesian and 
spherical harmonics. Here χsph is the oversampling 
factor in spherical harmonics FMM i.e. the 
truncation L = χsph κd and PCart denotes the 
maximum order of Cartesian harmonics used. All 
errors reported here are the L2 norm error in 
farfield values computed using hybrid algorithm 
and direct evaluation; also, in the numerical 
experiments reported here, 16,000 source and 
observer points were randomly distributed 
following a uniform distribution within a domain 
of size 4 2 2λ× × . The separation between 
interacting boxes was kept as three boxes to ensure 
uniform error convergence till machine precision 
(10-12) in both LF- and HF-FMM. Note that this is 
the worst case error as including the near-field 
contribution will only decrease the error further. 
Table 3 shows the time taken by the hybrid 
algorithm for evaluation of farfield potentials as 
the total number of unknowns is varied. N 
source/observer points were randomly distributed, 
following a uniform distribution, within a domain 
size 4 2 2λ× ×  and the boxes were subdivided 
hierarchically until the number of unknowns per 
box was 64 on average. The orders of expansion in 
Cartesian and spherical harmonics were chosen so 
as to obtain an accuracy of O(10-4). For this 
accuracy the distance between interacting boxes is 
reduced to one box separation. The time scaling 
(complexity) of this hybrid algorithm depends on 
the number of levels in LF- and HF-FMM i.e. the 
complexity would scales as O(N) if the number of 
LF-FMM levels are much more than that in HF-
FMM part. In essence the complexity of this 
algorithm has an O(N log N) upper-bound. 
 
Table 2: Error convergence of Cartesian-spherical 
harmonics hybrid algorithm for 16,000 random points 
in 4 2 2λ× × domain. 
 

χsph PCart ε 
1.5 3 2.14E-2 
1.7 4 3.91E-3 
2.0 6 3.91E-4 
2.2 8 6.74E-6 
2.5 12 4.84E-9 
3.2 16 6.08E-12 

 
 

Table 3: Time vs. N corresponding to an error of 
O(1.0E-4) in Cartesian-spherical harmonics hybrid 
algorithm 
 

N Tfast Tdirect
64000 9.38 468.81 
128000 16.25 - 
256000 34.40 - 
512000 65.15 - 

1024000 133.25 - 
2000000 268.98 - 

 
V. APPLICATIONS 

     This section provides an overview on 
applications of above discussed algorithms in 
different contexts. As mentioned in introduction, 
FMM and other fast methods, e.g. FFT and tree 
code based, were developed primarily to 
accelerate the evaluation of potential or field in N 
body problems. Integral equation solution, a 
common choice in simulation of many 
electromagnetic applications, sought through 
iterative solvers requires repeated evaluation of 
potential or field at source points itself. Thus fast 
algorithms play a significant role in solving real 
world problems within realistic time duration. The 
literature referenced here is only selective and not 
exhaustive as the use of these algorithms has 
become more common during recent years. Also, 
only topics related to electromagnetics are listed 
here; for applications in other research field refer 
to introduction.  
     First, electromagnetic application of static or 
Laplace FMM was evaluation of electrostatic 
potential in 2D [6, 100]. The extension to 3D has 
seen lot of applications, particularly, in plasma 
dynamics [8, 101]. FMM based FastCap and 
FastHenry are widely popular tools for extraction 
of equivalent capacitance and impedance among 
multiconnects in micro-electronic components [19, 
20]. Static FMM is also used in integral equation 
solution of magnetostatic problems predominantly 
for analysis and design of electric machines [102]. 
Simulations with non-linear materials have 
benefited much as they demand multiple solution 
before attaining stability [56, 103, 104]. It has also 
been applied to quasi-static case especially in 
simulation of eddy-current phenomena [105, 106] 
and micromagnetics is another area of practical 
interest [107, 108]. 
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     The recently published book on fast methods in 
electromagnetics is a virtual treasure house of 
FMM methods and their applications to various 
problems in high frequency electromagnetics [33]. 
As is to be expected, Helmholtz FMM has been 
applied to accelerate iterative solution of surface 
and volume integral equations. The means to 
modify Helmholtz equation such that they are 
applicable to vector electromagnetics problems 
was first presented in [84]. More detailed 
description can be found [33, 81, 109]. Since their 
introduction, they have been applied extensively to 
scattering and radiation problems of different 
flavors; for instance, scattering from perfect 
electrically conducting surfaces [28, 71, 75, 84, 
109–114], scattering from dielectric/ composite 
bodies [115–120], volume integral equations [76, 
121–123], anisotropic objects [124, 125], 
scattering from rough surfaces [126–128], 
application to microstrips [129], EMC/EMI 
analysis [130–132], antennas [133–135]. Efficient 
implementation of FMM in solvers with higher 
order geometry and basis function representations 
have led to the development of fast and accurate 
solvers [116, 136, 137]. [138, 139]. 
     Multipole accelerated algorithms have also 
been employed in various hybrid methods where 
solution is obtained with use of moment method 
combined with one or more of following 
techniques: to impose global radiation boundary 
conditions in finite element solvers [140–142], ray 
tracing and diffraction methods [143], multi-grid 
methods [144] and physical optics [145, 146]. 
These techniques are primarily used in 
applications with multi-scale scatterers like 
antenna interactions [147] and field predications 
for urban mobile communications [148]. 
Implementation of FMM was also modified to 
accommodate perfectly matched layer (PML) 
assisted integral equation methods used in 
simulation of monolithic microwave integrated 
circuit (MMIC) and photonic crystals [149–151]. 
Fast inhomogeneous plane wave (FIPWA) method 
and other forms of FMM have been used to 
accelerate solution of scattering simulations 
involving layered media structures with 
applications in design of microstrip antennas [138, 
139, 152–157] and geophysical investigations for 
sub-surface scatterers [70, 158–166]. A combined 
FMM-FFT algorithm [167, 168] and SDFMM 
have been used in electromagnetic analysis of 

general quasi-planar structures with applications to 
rough surface scattering, grating structure design 
in quantum devices and radiation from microstrip 
patch antenna [127, 169–171]. Parallel versions of 
FMM [36, 38, 41, 54, 81, 172–176], especially on 
cluster computers with distributed memory, have 
been employed to solve problems with few 
millions of unknowns [37, 40], aided with 
developments in different preconditioning 
techniques [177–181]. Finally, we note that while 
FMMs reviewed here primarily accelerate the 
solution off frequency domain integral equations, 
equivalent models have been developed for time 
domain integral equations also [88, 182, 183]. 
 

VI. SUMMARY 
     Introduction of FMM changed the landscape of 
numerical simulation in many fields and the 
developments in past two decades have made it an 
ubiquitous tool for fullwave analysis. This paper 
reviews different FMMs and their applications to 
problems in electromagnetics. The development of 
FMM is traced from static to dynamic, and covers 
various methodologies that form the current state 
of art FMM. These include the spectral 
representation to obtain diagonalized operators in 
both static and dynamic FMM, farfield signatures 
for diagonalized forms in dynamic, Cartesian 
harmonics based expansions for static and low-
frequency dynamic case and other application 
specific techniques to improve both accuracy and 
efficiency. This review also includes an overview 
of recent developments in combining different 
FMMs to obtain hybrid algorithms that are 
applicable to wideband analysis. But, all said and 
done, while we have tried to be as comprehensive 
as possible in this review, the papers cited herein 
provide only snapshot of the papers that exploit 
FMM for accelerating integral equation solvers. 
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Abstract─ The lifting wavelet like transform 
(LWLT) is applied to the fast multipole method 
(FMM) to complete the scattering analysis of 
three-dimensional (3D) objects. The aggregation 
matrix and disaggregation matrix are sparsified by 
the LWLT scheme in time. Numerical results for 
different shaped three-dimensional objects are 
considered. It is shown that the proposed method 
can speed up FMM with lower memory required.  
  
Index Terms─ Lifting wavelet like transform 
(LWLT), Method of moments (MOM), Fast 
multipole method (FMM), Electromagnetic 
scattering. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
As an efficient numerical algorithm for the 

analysis and computation of electromagnetic 
scattering by arbitrarily shaped three-dimensional 
objects, the method of moments (MOM) is widely 
used in computational electromagnetics (CEM). 
However, traditional MOM technique is inherently 
limited because its direct solution has 3( )O N  
complexity for a problem with N  unknowns, and 
even though the iterative methods are adopted, the 
matrix-vector multiplication (MVM) can be 

2( )O N . Over the past few decades, a number of 
techniques have been proposed to speed up the 
process of MVM. The fast multipole method 
(FMM) [1-3] and the multilevel fast multiple 

algorithm (MLFMA) [4] are well known among 
them, which can reduce 2( )O N  for MVM to 

1.5( )O N  and ( log )O N N , respectively, and some 
techniques are proposed to further improve the 
efficiency. In [5] the Cartesian components of the 
radiation patterns are represented in a spherical 
harmonics basis to optimize the memory 
requirements. Another interesting method is the 
wavelet matrix method [6-10], which can sparsify 
the dense moment matrix due to its multiresolution 
and vanishing moment properties, leading to a 
reduced solution time for the resulting sparse 
matrix. The applications of wavelet matrix 
transform have been widely used but are mainly 
confined to the analysis of two-dimensional (2-D) 
problems, or to special structures such as wire in 
which the current direction is one-dimensional. 
When 3-D scattering problems are considered, the 
impedance elements distribution will be more 
oscillatory than that in 2-D or 1-D cases, and the 
sparsity obtained by ordinary wavelet can be 
unsatisfying, which makes the application of 
wavelet transform to such problems greatly 
restricted. 
 

II. THEORY 
For perfectly electrically conducting (PEC) 

objects illuminated by an incident field ( )iE r , the 
electric field integral equation (EFIE) is given by  
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        1ˆ ˆ( , ) ( ) ( )i

S
dS

jkη
′ ′ ′× = ×∫∫n G r r J r n E ri ,      (1) 

where ( )′J r  is the unknown current distribution, n̂  
is the unit outwardly directed norm vector of 
surface S , ( , )′G r r  is the well-known free-space 
dyadic Green's function given by  

2( , ) ( , )g
k
∇∇⎛ ⎞′ ′= +⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
G r r I r r ; ( , )

4

jkeg
π

′− −

′ =
′−

r r

r r
r r

,   (2) 

with I  being the unit dyad. 
When ( )J r  is represented by the Rao-Wilton-

Glisson (RWG) basis functions and FMM is 
applied, equation (1) will be reduced to a matrix 
equation. For the far groups, the matrix-vector 
multiplication can be rewritten as    

far =Z x DTAx  ,                          (3) 
where x  is the unknown current coefficients, and 
D , A , T  are the disaggregation matrix, 
aggregation matrix, and translation matrix 
respectively, which are defined as   

( )ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) p ojS
mp p p m

S

e dS− −= −∫ k r rD I k k f r ii ,    (4) 

( )ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) p ojS
pn p p n

S

e dS′ ′−

′

′′= −∫ k r rA I k k f r ii ,   (5) 
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2
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ˆ ˆ( ) (2 1) ( ) ( )
16

L
l

p p l l p
l

k j l h kX Pη ω
π =

= − +∑T k Xi

21,2, , 2 ,p L=  
           (6) 

in which ( )S
mf r and ( )S

n ′f r are the RWG functions, 
k  is the wavenumber in free space, or  and o′r  are 
field group center and source group center 
respectively, ˆ

p pk=k k , ˆ (sin cos ,p p pθ φ=k  
sin sin ,cos )p p pθ φ θ , ( , )p pθ φ  are the sampled points 
over the unit sphere, X  is the center distance 
between field group and source group, (2)

lh (x) is a 
spherical Hankel function of the second kind, and 

( )lP x  refers to a Legendre polynomial. 
The translation matrix T  is highly sparse and 

can be further sparsified through the use of a 
windowed translation operator [12]. In this paper, 
discussions are focused on the sparsify operations 
of D  and A . As we know that for the interaction 
between two far groups, D  is an iM K×  matrix 
and A  is a iK N×  matrix with 22K L= .  

As can be seen from (4) and (5), for a given 

( )S
mf r or ( )S

n ′f r , the elements in the corresponding 
row or column vary with the sampled points on the 
surface of an unit sphere according to the Gauss-
Legendre method. Compared with the elements 
distribution in traditional impedance matrix for 3-
D problem, the elements distribution in D (row) or 
A (column) is relatively regular. That is the reason 
that the wavelet transform is introduced for the 
row in D  and the column in A . 

The wavelet matrix transformation is applied 
and the interaction between the two groups can be 
represented by 
[ ] [ ] [ ]

i jM K K K K N× × ×
D T A x  

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
i jM K K K K K K K K NK K K K× × × × ×× ×

⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦D W W T W W A x , 

 (7) 
where W  and W  are forward and inverse wavelet 
transform matrices respectively and have the 
identity =WW I , and for orthogonal wavelet 

T=W W . 
Equation (7) can be rewritten as 

=DTAx DWTWAx  ,           (8) 
with =D DW  and =A WA . 
Then the MVM will be completed by the 
following steps: 
- Firstly, D , A  and T are generated and wavelet 
matrix transform is applied simultaneity by 

=D DW  and =A WA , then D and A  is a sparse 
matrix by the threshold mσ .  
- Secondly, complete aggregation by 1 =x Ax , and 
the inverse wavelet transform for 1x  is implement 
by 2 1=x Wx . 
- Thirdly, complete translation by 3 2=x Tx . 
- Finally, the forward wavelet transform for 3x  is 
applied by 4 3=x Wx , and the disaggregation is 
completed by 5 4=x Dx . 

To save CPU time and memory consumed for 
transform matrix, the lifting wavelet like transform 
is introduced to complete the forward transform 
and inverse transform. In the LWLT scheme, the 
wavelet transform is directly operated to the object 
matrix according to the polyphase matrices 

1

11

1 0 01 ( )
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0 1( ) 1 0 1

m
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i
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Ft z
z

Fs z
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−=
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in which  ( )is z  and ( )it z  are Laurent polynomials, 
and F  is a nonzero constant. 

 The forward transform is implemented 
according to 1( )tz−P  and the inverse transform is 
operated by ( )zP , and specific examples can be 
found in [11]. 

For a field group with iM  RWG functions and a 
source group with jN  RWG functions, there are 

22L  elements in each row of D  or in each column 
of A , and in the presented scheme, the LWLT is 
actually applied to D  row by row, and applied to 
A  column by column. Take the matrix D  for 
example, once a certain row is generated and the 
transform for it is implemented, then the clipping 
operation [13] is used with the threshold and only 
the left elements in the row are stored. The 
threshold for the m  row is defined by 

( )
1

2 2 2

1

1 ( , ) ( , )
K

m
p

m p m p
K θ ϕσ τ

=

= ⋅ +∑ D D ,     (11) 

and numerical simulations show that [0.8,1.2]τ ∈ , 
and the accuracy is controlled by τ . 

As we can see from the above operations, two 
wavelet implementations are added to each 
iterative step. The number of multiplication 
operations within the LWLT is set to be p  which 
can be counted from the polyphase matrices. If the 
length of the signal is K , the total computational 
complexity for implementation LWLT for it can 
be computed by 

               1 1(1 ...)
2 2 4
Kp pK× × + + + = ,            (12) 

and for Daubechies wavelets of 4  vanishing 
moments (db4) with the maximum level transform 

12p = , which is so smaller than iM  that can be 
neglected when electrically large problem is 
considered, since iM N≈ . 
 

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
Firstly the disaggregation matrix D  for a PEC 

cube is considered with 10L = . After the lifting 
wavelet like transform by db4, a row of D  is 
presented in Figure 1.  
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Fig. 1. The elements distribution in disaggregation 
matrix after the application of  LWLT. 
 
     As can be seen from Fig. 1, most of the 
elements are far smaller than the others. The 
results after the clipping operation is shown in Fig. 
2 and only about 30% of the total elements are 
left, then the inverse LWLT is implemented and 
the new row after transform is given in Fig. 3 
which agrees well with the original row transform 
in D , the relative error is 2.57%, which will 
ensure the accuracy of MVM computation for far 
field.  
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Fig. 2. The elements distribution in disaggregation 
matrix after the application of clipping technique. 
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Fig. 3. The elements distribution in disaggregation 
matrix obtained by inverse lifting wavelet transform 
from the row presented in Fig. 2, which is compared 
with the row in D . 
 

As the first example, a PEC sphere with a 
diameter of 5λ  is considered. The total number of 
unknowns is 15870 and the unknowns are divided 
into 98 groups with group size 1d λ= . When the 
sparsity (defined as the percentage content of 
nonzero elements) of disaggregation matrix and 
aggregation matrix is 32.44% ( 0.9τ = ), the radar 
cross section (RCS) of the sphere computed by the 
LWLT-FMM scheme is compared with that of the 
analytical solution and shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4. The E-plane RCS of a PEC sphere with a 
diameter of 5λ . 
 

A PEC cube with a side length of 4λ  is 
considered as the second example. The surface of 
it is discretized into 12288 triangular elements, 
and 98 nonempty boxes are formed with group 

size 0.8d λ= . The sparsity of disaggregation 
matrix and aggregation matrix obtained is 33.13% 
( 1.1τ = ), the LWLT-FMM method obtained the 
accurate result more quickly as compared with the 
traditional FMM, which is shown in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5. The E-plane RCS of a PEC cube with a side 
length of 4λ . 

 
The total CPU time and memory consumed for 

the MVM in far-field computation is shown in 
Table I. We can conclude that the proposed 
method can speed up the FMM by a factor of two 
with half memory consumed. 

 
Table I  The CPU time and memory required for the 
MVM operations of far-field interactions 

Example 

CPU time for far field 
computation 

Memory required for 
Far-field computation 

FMM    LWLT-FMM FMM    LWLT-FMM 

PEC 
Sphere 

12L =  

192 
seconds 

107 
seconds 213MB 96MB 

PEC 
Cube 

10L =  

177 
seconds 

98 
 seconds 170MB 74MB 

 
IV. DISCUSSION 

To validate the effectiveness of the formula 
presented in equation (11) for the threshold, we 
define the relative root mean square (RMS) error 
as  

[ ]
1
22

10
1

1 ˆ10 log ( ) / ( )
M

RMS m m
m

Err
M

σ θ σ θ
=

⎧ ⎫
= ⎨ ⎬
⎩ ⎭

∑  ,     (13) 
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where the mθ  represent M  selected scattering 
directions. σ̂  and σ  are the radar cross section 
obtained by direct FMM solution and LWLT-
FMM method, respectively.  

For the given two examples mentioned above, 
the relationship between relative RMS RCS error 
and the value of parameter τ  are shown in Fig.6 
and Fig. 7, while the sparsity of disaggregation 
matrix and aggregation matrix is given in Fig.8, 
from which we can conclude that the relative RMS 
RCS error can be controlled under 0.5 dB with the 
sparsity about 30% when the value of parameter τ  
is chosen from 0.8 to 1.2.  

Finally, when we set 0.9τ =  and 1.1τ =  for the 
PEC sphere and PEC cube described in the 
previous section, the nonzero element distribution 
in disaggregation matrix for the first nonempty 
box are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, respectively. 
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Fig. 6. Relative RMS RCS error of PEC sphere varies 
with value of τ. 
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Fig. 7. Relative RMS RCS error of PEC cube varies 
with value of τ. 
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Fig. 8. Sparsity of disaggregation matrix and 
aggregation matrix varies with value of τ. 
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Fig. 9. Nonzero elements distribution for disaggregation 
matrix of a PEC sphere. 
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Fig. 10. Nonzero elements distribution for 
disaggregation matrix of a PEC cube. 
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V. CONCLUSION 
The fast multipole method in conjugation with 

the LWLT scheme is proposed to the scattering 
analysis of different shaped three-dimensional 
PEC objects, the CPU time and memory consumed 
by FMM are reduced by sparsify the 
disaggregation matrix and aggregation matrix in 
time.  
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Abstract─ In this paper a fast integral equation 
method, termed IE-FFT, is developed, analyzed 
and applied to the electromagnetic (EM) solution 
of scattering problems. The methodology is 
developed for the Method of Moments (MoM) 
solution of the Electric Field Integral Equation 
(EFIE) on electrically large Perfect Electric 
Conducting (PEC) structures. Similar to other Fast 
Fourier Transform (FFT) based algorithms, IE-
FFT uses a Cartesian grid to drastically decrease 
memory storage and speed up the matrix-vector 
multiplication. The IE-FFT algorithm employs two 
discretizations, one for the unknown current on an 
unstructured triangular mesh and the other on a 
uniform Cartesian grid for interpolating the 
Green’s function. The uniform interpolation of the 
Green’s function allows the fast computation of 
well-separated MoM interaction terms with the aid 
of a global FFT. Nevertheless, the coupling 
between near-interaction terms should be 
adequately corrected. The major contribution of 
this paper lies on the Lagrangian interpolation of 
the Green’s function. This not only allows simple 
and efficient algorithmic implementation, but also 
naturally suggests a rigorous error analysis of the 
algorithm. The efficiency of the method is based 
on the Toeplitz structure of the interpolated 
Green’s function. Therefore, it is applicable on 
both asymptotically-smooth and oscillatory 
kernels arisen in static and wave propagation 
problems, respectively. Through numerical 
simulations of electromagnetic wave scattering 
from a PEC sphere, the complexity of the IE-FFT 
algorithm is found to scale as O(N1.5)  and 
O(N1.5logN) for memory and CPU time, 

respectively. Various numerical results verify the 
high accuracy and efficiency of the method. 
  
Index Terms─ Methods of Moment, Numerical 
method, Fast Fourier Transform, Electromagnetic 
Scattering, and Integral Equation. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The Method of Moments (MoM) solution of 

surface Integral Equations (IE) has been proven 
very successfully in analyzing electromagnetic 
radiation and scattering from arbitrarily shaped 
conducting objects. A conventional MoM process 
produces high-accuracy results for both near- and 
far-field quantities, but requires prohibitive O(n2) 
memory and fill-in CPU time. This paper 
introduces yet another approach on reducing the 
computational burden of MoM while maintaining 
an explicit error control of the method. 

During the last decades a large number of 
methods have been proposed to reduce the 
computational complexity and memory 
requirement of IE based methods. Perhaps the 
most successful and popular is the Fast Multipole 
Method (FMM) and its multilevel implementation 
MLFMM [1] – [4]. Careful implementations of 
MLFMM achieve O(N) and O(NlogN) 
complexities for memory and matrix-vector-
multiplication time [2]. Unfortunately, the strong 
reliance of multipole-based methods on kernel-
specific mathematical apparatus makes the 
methods inadequate for general purpose kernel-
independent solvers.  

Unlike FMM, a number of recent developments 
have focused on less kernel-dependent fast integral 
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methods. Such methods are the IES3 [6], IE-QR 
[7], [8] and Adaptive Cross-Approximation (ACA) 
[9], [10] algorithms. These are “algebraic” 
methods, in the sense that they consider the IE 
matrix from a linear algebra point of view. The 
computational reduction is achieved by 
compressing, in a multilevel fashion, the rank-
deficient sub-matrices of geometrically well-
separated interactions. 

Another class of fast IE methods, which directly 
relates to the proposed method, is the grid-based 
or FFT-based category. The well-known 
precorrected-FFT (p-FFT) [11], [12] and the 
Adaptive Integral Method (AIM) [13], [14] are 
among the most popular and well documented. 
Both p-FFT and AIM approaches are of ( )1.5O N  
for storage and O(N1.5logN) for matrix-vector 
multiplication. Both approaches are based on an 
“equivalent” source approximation. Namely, the 
unstructured grid sources are mapped onto a 
uniformly distributed set of equivalent multipole 
moment sources. To establish “equivalence”, the 
fields of the two sets of sources need to be 
matched at selected locations. Recently, a fast, 
high-order algorithm, based on “two-face” 
equivalent source approximation, was proposed in 
[15]. The fast, high-order algorithm achieves 
( )6 / 5 logO N N  to ( )4 / 3 logO N N  by placing 

equivalent sources only on the faces of cubic cells. 
Nevertheless, the method is strongly dependent of 
the integral kernel due to the use of the addition 
theorem. The Sparse-Matrix/Canonical-Grid 
(SM/CG) method of [16] is yet another grid-based 
fast IE method. Unlike previous mentioned 
methods, The SM/CG method does not utilize 
equivalent sources, but employs the Taylor 
expansion of the Green’s functions on a uniformly 
spaced canonical grid. Subsequently, the 
impedance matrix is solved by an FFT-based 
iterative procedure based on the number of Taylor 
expansion terms. The SM/CG method does require 
the detail knowledge of the integral kernel. Due to 
the Toeplitz symmetry, the memory complexity of 
SM/CG is ( )1.5O N . Gedney in [17] proposed the 
Quadrature Sampled Pre-Corrected Fast-Fourier 
Transform (QS-PCFFT) algorithm to project the 
unknown currents to a uniform grid.  The QS-
PCFFT algorithm evaluates the discrete Fourier 
transform of the current directly using 

discontinuous FFT, which is based on quadrature 
sampling of the currents. The algorithm provides 
controllable accuracy and exponential 
convergence. Finally, the Green’s function 
interpolation together with the FFT (GIFFT) [18] 
algorithm has developed for arrays with arbitrary 
shape. The GIFFT algorithm uses an array mask 
function to identify the array boundaries and 
specify the domain on which the Green’s function 
is interpolated. The FFT is used to accelerate the 
matrix-vector products in an iterative solver. 
Consequently, the GIFFT algorithm reduces 
storage and solution time. For volume IE methods 
and planar structures, all grid or FFT-based 
algorithms end up with ( )O N  complexity for the 
memory.  

The IE-FFT algorithm described in this paper is 
in essence the same as the GIFFT algorithm, 
although developed completely independent. Its 
basic attributes can be summarized in its 
simplicity, error control and generality due to the 
Lagrangian interpolation of the kernel, and 
efficiency due to the FFT. Before start 
summarizing the approach, it should be 
emphasized that the choice of Lagrange 
interpolation of the Green’s function was based on 
the simplicity. Only minor modifications are 
needed to extend to other standard interpolation 
schemes such as Hierarchical Lagrangian, 
Newton, trigonometric, etc. The proposed 
approach is more versatile than the FMM and is 
also simpler than other grid-based methods. The 
less-kernel dependent algorithm is easily applied 
to various applications with little modification. For 
fast evaluation of integral operators, simple 
polynomial interpolation of the integral kernel is 
constructed on a regular grid. The IE-FFT 
algorithm employs algebraically simple Lagrange 
polynomials on each 3-D Cartesian cell. 
Regardless of the order of the polynomials and the 
electrical size of the scatterer, the sampling 
segments per wavelength should be kept constant. 
In accordance to the Nyquist sampling theorem, 
the proposed algorithm for 3-D surface IE leads to 
( )1.5O N  complexity for the memory requirement. 

Unlike p-FFT and AIM methods, uniform grid 
does not represent “equivalent” source, but 
correspond to interpolation tools for the Green’s 
functions. The error analysis of IE-FFT algorithm 
is considerably easier than other grid-based 
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methods due to Lagrangian interpolations. Upper 
bounds of the Green’s function interpolation error 
versus the sampling segments are derived and 
verified for arbitrary polynomial orders. High 
order polynomials or more sampling segments for 
the interpolation could be chosen to get improved 
accuracy. The trade-off could be straightforwardly 
controlled over the accuracy and efficiency of the 
IE-FFT algorithm. Finally, the IE-FFT algorithm 
demonstrates ( )1.5O N  complexity and achieves 
good accuracy for solving 3-D arbitrarily shaped 
PEC scattering structures. Since the proposed 
method shares many common features with other 
FFT based methods, it is expected to achieve 
almost linear complexity when used to accelerate 
planar (2.5D) multilayer IE solvers or volume 
integral equations (VIEs).   

The outline of the paper is as follows. For 
completeness a short summary of the EFIE 
formulation for 3-D PEC scattering problems is 
described in Section II. The algorithmic 
development and details of the IE-FFT algorithm 
are presented in Section III. Section IV is devoted 
to the error analysis of the algorithm, and to 
demonstrate the error control of interpolating the 
Green’s function. To validate the theory and 
analytical developments, scattering from a PEC 
sphere is first considered in Section V. Through 
numerous numerical experiments, the accuracy 
and performance of the current approach are 
demonstrated. Finally, the proposed method is 
tested, and compared with other methods, in an 
example involving the scattering from a generic 
battleship. Concluding remarks are discussed in 
Section VI. 
 

II. FORMULATION 
Let’s start with the discrete Galerkin statement 

for the electric field integral equation (EFIE), find 
( ) ( )1/ 2 ;h hJ r −

Γ∈ ⊂ ΓX H div  such that 

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

2 2 2
0

2 2

;

                   ;
h h

h h

h h

h h

k r g r r J r dx dx

r g r r J r dx dx

λ

λ
Γ Γ

Γ Γ
Γ Γ

′ ′ ′⋅

′ ′ ′ ′−

∫ ∫

∫ ∫div div
 

 ( ) ( ) 20

0

,
h

inc
h h h

jk
r E r dxλ λ

η Γ

=− ⋅ ∀ ∈∫ X ,  (1)

where hΓ  denotes the facetized surface of the PEC 
object. hX  is the finite dimensional trial and 

testing spaces, and 

 ( ) ( )( ) ( ){ }21/ 2 2 2; ,v v L v L−
Γ ΓΓ = ∈ Γ ∈ ΓH div div  is 

the correct spaces where the unknown currents 
reside [20].  The unknown electric current density 
is denoted by ( )hJ r  and the testing function is 

( )rλ . r  and r′  are observation and source points, 
respectively, and ( )incE r  is the incident electric 
field. In the present application, the free-space 
Green’s function ( );g r r′  is considered. The free 
space wave number and characteristic impedance 
are respectively denoted by 0k  and 0η . 
Throughout the paper the j te ω  time convention is 
assumed, and j  denotes the imaginary unit, except 
when stated otherwise. From the discrete Galerkin 
statement a system of equations is obtained by 
expanding trial and testing functions into a set of 
basis functions 

 ( ) ( )
1

0
,

N

h i i
i

J r J rα
−

=

′ ′= ∑  (2) 

where ( )′r sα  are surface div-conforming vector 
Rao-Wilton-Glisson (RWG) basis functions [19]. 
Finally, the resulting matrix equation can be 
written as  

 =Z J Vi . (3) 
The entries of the impedance matrix Z and those 
of the right-hand vector V  are given by 

 2
0 , 0 , 1ij ij ijZ k A D i j N= − ≤ ≤ − , (4) 

where 

 
( ) ( ) ( )

( )( )

( ) ( ) ( )
( )( )

2 2

supp supp

2 2

supp supp

;

;

i j

i j

ij i j

ij i j

A r g r r r dx dx

D r g r r r dx dx

α α

α α

α α

α αΓ Γ

′ ′ ′= ⋅

′ ′ ′ ′=

∫ ∫

∫ ∫div div
(5) 

and 
 ( ) ( )

( )

20

0 supp j

inc
i i

jk
V r E r dx

α

α
η

= − ⋅∫ , (6) 

where N  is the number of unknowns, notice that 
supp() indicates the finite support of every non-
boundary edge related basis function. 
 

III. IE-FFT ALGORITHM 
As stated in the introduction, the heart of the 

IE-FFT algorithm is the uniform Cartesian 
interpolation of the Green’s function. The IE-FFT 
algorithm starts by constructing a rectangular 
bounding box that encloses the entire 
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computational domain. This box is the domain for 
interpolating the Green’s functions. The key 
outcome of the Green’s functions interpolation is 
the decoupling of the sources and the receivers. 
This is the same idea as the FMM, but instead of 
approximation the Green’s function through the 
spherical multipole expansion, the Green’s 
function is expanded into a Cartesian Lagrange 
polynomial. Therefore the Green’s function can be 
expressed as 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
0 1 1

, ' '
0 0

; ,
g gN Njk r r

p p
n n n n

n n

eg r r r g r
r r

β β
− −′− −

′= =

′ ′=
′− ∑ ∑  (7) 

where p  is the order of Lagrange polynomial 
interpolation, gN  is the number of grid points, p

nβ  
and p

nβ ′ are the thp  order Lagrange interpolation 
basis functions for grids r  and r′ , ,n ng ′  are the 
Lagrange coefficients of the Green’s function, and 
n  and n′  are dimensional indexes of grids r  and 
r′ , respectively The explicit forms of p

nβ  can be 
found in a number of elementary interpolation 
books such as [21]. In equation (7), the source and 
observation terms for the Lagrange interpolation 
basis functions are completely decoupled. Having 
obtained the product form of ( );g r r′  the coupling 
integrals of (5)  are now written as 

    
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( )( )

1 1
2 2

, '
0 0supp supp

g g

i j

ij N N
p p

i n n n n j
n n

A

r r g r r dx dx
α α

α β β α
− −

′
′= =

⎡ ⎤
′ ′ ′⋅ ⎢ ⎥

⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
∑ ∑∫ ∫

 , (8) 

and 
( )

( )

( ) ( )
( )( )

( )
( )

supp

1 1
2 2

, '
0 0supp

      

i

g g

j

ij i

N N
p p

n n n n j
n n

D r

r g r r dx dx

α

α

α

β β α

Γ

− −

′ Γ
′= =

⋅

⎛ ⎞⎡ ⎤⎜ ⎟′ ′ ′ ′⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎝ ⎠

∫

∑ ∑∫

div

div

, (9) 

respectively. Interchanging summation and 
integration orders, and grouping primed and 
unprimed variables, leads to 

( ) ( )( ){
( )

( ) ( )( )
( )

1 1

, '
0 0 supp

2 2

supp

                                

g g

i

j

N N
p

ij i n n n
n n

p
n j

A r r g

r r dx dx

α

α

α β

β α

− −

′= =

′

⋅

⎫⎪′ ′ ′ ⎬
⎪⎭

∑ ∑ ∫

∫
, (10) 

and  

( ) ( )( ){
( )

( ) ( )( )
( )

1 1

, '
0 0 supp

2 2

supp

                                

g g

i

j

N N
p

ij i n n n
n n

p
n j

D r r g

r r dx dx

α

α

α β

β α

− −

Γ
′= =

′ Γ

⋅

⎫⎪′ ′ ′ ′ ⎬
⎪⎭

∑ ∑ ∫

∫

div

div

. (11) 

The product forms of impedance matrix terms in  
(10)(11) are valid for all interactions, except the 
ones that reside on the same Green’s function cell. 
At these location the Green’s function coefficient 
matrix , 'n ng  is singular, thus need to be 
appropriately corrected. In summary the IE-FFT 
algorithm proceeds in four steps: 
1) Represent free-space Green’s function as 

simple Lagrange polynomials. 
2) Construct four projection matrices Π  using 

the EFIE formulation. 
3) Correct entries from near-interaction elements. 
4) Accelerate the matrix-vector products using 

the global FFT. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Two discretizations for a problem domain. One 
is the regular triangular mesh (inside the boundary Γh   
on the scatterer) for the unknown surface current 
induced by the incident field. The other is a uniform 
Cartesian grid of the rectangular box (ΓH  ) enclosing 
the problem domain. 
 
 
The detail of the IE-FFT algorithm could be 
shown below. 

A. Representation of Green’s function using 
simple Lagrange polynomials 

To interpolate the 3-D free-space Green’s 
function, a rectangular box with dimension 

x y zL L L× ×  in the Cartesian coordinate is 
constructed first. The rectangular bounding box 
that encloses the problem domain, as shown in 
Fig. 1, will be considered as the domain of the 
Green’s function. The bounding box is uniformly 
interpolated with simple Lagrange polynomials. In 
the current implementation, the sampling segment 
between two grid points is typically set to 
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be / 7d λ= . The number of sampling points affects 
the accuracy of the approximation, and need to 
exceed Nyquist sampling rate for good accuracy. 
In equation (7), the number of grid points is 

g x y zN N N N= × ×  where /x xN L d= , /y yN L d= , 
and /z zN L d= . Also, the dimensional indexes 
could be expressed as ( ), ,n i j k=  and ( ), ,n i j k′ ′ ′ ′=  
where 0 , xi i N′≤ < , 0 , yj j N′≤ < , and 
0 , zk k N′≤ < . The thp  order interpolation basis 
functions p

nβ  are the 3-D tensor products form of 
one-dimensional piecewise Lagrange polynomials 
on a Cartesian grid 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )p p p p

n i i kr x y zβ β β β= ⋅ ⋅ . (12) 
Combined with equation (7) and(12), the Green 
function is written in the matrix form 
 ( ) ( )( ) ( );

T
g r r r r′ ′β G βi i , (13) 

where 

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

g
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p p p
0 1 N 1

Tp p p
0 0 0
p p p
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p p p
N 1 N 1 N 1
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β β β

β β β
β β β

β β β

−

− − −
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⎢ ⎥
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⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

β

,(14) 
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, , ,

g

g
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0 0 0 1 0 N

1 0 1 1 1 N

N 0 N 1 N N

g g g

g g g

g g g

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥

= ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

G . (15) 

For general Green’s function, one needs to store 
the entire G , resulting in a ( )2

gO N  storage. 

Fortunately, most of the Green’s functions 
appearing in static or electromagnetic field 
computations are of a difference-form. Namely, 
( ) ( );g r r g r r′ ′= − . Naturally, such integral kernels 

would lead to a 3-D block-Toeplitz structure for 
equation . For a 3-D block-Toeplitz matrix, we 
only need to store g2N  entries of the G . As it was 
mentioned above, the numerical values of n ng ′−  for 
n n′=  are infinite. For simplicity, they are set to 
zero, and the near field contributions will be 
appropriately corrected during the correction step. 

B. Representation of П matrices 
There are two projection matrices needed in the 

IE-FFT algorithm, as evidenced from equation  

(10) and (11). They are: 
( )
( )

( )

( ) ( ) ( )
g

0

1 p p p 2
A 0 1 N 1

N 1

r
r

r r r dx

r

α
α

β β β

α

−
Γ

−

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥ ⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

∫Π ,  (16) 
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1 p p p 2
D 0 1 N 1

N 1

r
r

r r r dx

r

α
α

β β β

α
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Γ
−

Γ

Γ −

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥ ⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

∫

div
div

Π

div

 (17) 

respectively. Notice that AΠ  is a vector-valued 
matrix. Both matrices (16) and (17) are non-
symmetric and more importantly sparse, since 
both RWG and the Lagrange interpolation basis 
functions have finite support. In other words, each 
RWG basis function is just projected onto only a 
few Lagrangian cells. Therefore, the memory 
requirement and CPU time of computing these 
matrices are ( )O N . 

C. Correction of matrix entries for touching or 
overlapping cells 

From equation (5), the accuracy of approximating 
ijZ  by the IE-FFT algorithm depends on the distance 

between thi  basis and thj  testing functions. These 
functions are separated at least by αλ  (we 
chose 0.2α = ) to assure accuracy in Fig. 2. In other 
words, the coupling between near-interaction terms 
should be adequately corrected. These entries should be 
substituted by accurate ones, which are computed by 
the conventional MoM technique. These entries should 
be corrected for fast computation before the matrix-
vector products are performed. Finally, the correction 
entries from the interaction between thi  and thj  RWG 
basis functions are written as 

 
( ) ( )

( ) ( )

2
0

          

Tcorr MoM
ij ij A IJ AiI Jj

T
D IJ DiI Jj

Z Z k G

G

= − Π Π

+ Π Π
, (18) 

where 0 i N≤ < , neigj C∈ , and neigC  is the set of 
the near-interaction elements. The coupling 
between basis function i and j  will be corrected 
by (18) if they are separated less than 0.2λ  (our 
choice). The correction matrix corrZ  is 
unquestionably sparse. In the current 
implementation, the memory of correction matrix 
does not depends on the sampling segment of 
Cartesian grid and the order of Lagrange 
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interpolation basis functions, used to interpolate 
the Green’s function.  

D. Fast matrix vector multiplication 
Let ijZ  represent one entry of the impedance 

matrix and the matrix-vector product is written as  

 ,
N 1

i ij j
j 0

y Z x 0 i N 1
−

=

= ≤ < −∑ .             (19) 

Combined with IE-FFT algorithm, the matrix-vector 
products could be rewritten as 

( ) ( )( ){ }
( ) ( )( ){ }

2
0     

     

corr

T

A A

T
D D

y Z x

k IFFT FFT G FFT x

IFFT FFT G FFT x

= ⋅

+ Π ⋅ ⋅ Π ⋅

−Π ⋅ ⋅ Π ⋅

.      (20) 

From the above expression, the significant 
saving of memory due to the ( )O N  complexity of  

corrZ  and Π  matrices is clearly shown. Note that 
the FFT of the G  matrix is computed only once. 
The memory requirement of the coefficient is 
( )1.5O N  complexity. However, the FFT can be 

applied to speed up matrix vector multiplications 
significantly. It leads to ( )1.5 logO N N  complexity.  

 
 

 
Fig. 2 A PEC sphere with two discretizations, a 
triangular mesh and a uniform Cartesian grid. Note that 
in the figure, d is the sampling resolution, C is the size 
of the Cartesian element, α  is a constant used to define 
the local correction region, and λ  is the wavelength. 
 
 
 

IV. ERROR CONTROL 
The only additional approximation of IE-FFT 

algorithm compared to the conventional MoM 
comes from the interpolation of the Green’s 
function. Consequently, in order to assess the 
accuracy of the IE-FFT algorithm alone, the error 
analysis of the Green’s function interpolation need 
to be considered. This section provides an error 
bound, which will guide the practical 
implementation of the IE-FFT algorithm for 3-D 
PEC scattering problems. 

A. thp order interpolation 

Consider an analytical function ( ),xf  bxa ≤≤ . 
A unique thp  order interpolation [ ] ( ),xf p  bxa ≤≤  
can be determined with 
 [ ]( ) ( ) bxaxfxf iii

p ≤≤= ,  px ,,0=  (21) 
Moreover, by Cauchy reminder theorem [21] 

for polynomial interpolation, we have  
 [ ] [ ] ..,,,, tsbabax ∈∃∈∀ ξ  

( ) [ ]( )
( )( ) ( )

( )
( ) ( )ξ110

!1
            +

+

−−−
=

−

pp

p

f
p

xxxxxx
xfxf

,  (22) 

where ( ) ( )xf p 1+ denotes the ( )1+p derivative of 
( )xf  at x . Subsequently, the following error 

bound is valid 

 

( ) [ ] ( )
( )

( )

( ) ( )
( )

1

0

max max
           

1 !

p

p
p

ia x b a bi

f x f x

f x

x x f

pf x
ξ

ξ+
≤ ≤ ≤ ≤=

−
≤

−
⋅

+

∏
. (23) 

 

B. Free space Green’s function and its 
derivatives 

For free space scattering applications, 

( )xf ( )
x

e xjk0−

= is considered. Note here that in 

order to fulfill the assumption that ( )xf is to be 
analytic, separation by αλ to be called well-
separated should be persevered. The derivatives of 
( )xf are summarized below 
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C. Upper error bound in the IE-FFT 
algorithm  

For thp  order interpolation polynomial in the IE-
FFT algorithm, pdab += and nd /λ=  are 
given (where n  is the number of segments per 
wavelength). Also, as mentioned earlier, to assure 
the analyticity of the integral kernel, αλ≥a  
should be kept. Furthermore, in the current IE-FFT 
implementation, uniform sampling is simply 
adopted, namely dxx ii =−+1 . Subsequently, the 
following equation holds 
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Additionally, we have the following inequalities 
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In equation (26), the parameters iσ are given by  
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Substituting equation (24), (25) and (26) into 
(23) results in the final upper bound for the IE-
FFT algorithm in (28) below. 

In summary, the upper error bounds for the 
relative interpolation error versus the sampling 
segments, n , is plotted in Fig. 3 with 2.0=α . 
The resulting equation is given by (29).  
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The second-order and third-order interpolation 
polynomials in the IE-FFT are plotted with 
squares and circles. Fig. 4 shows the upper 
error bound for the relative interpolation error 
versus the minimum distance, α  with 7=n  . 
We should point out that in Fig. 4, the error 
approaching a constant as ∞→α . This is the 
unique feature of the wave propagation 
problems. Namely, any high-order derivatives 
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of the Green’s function will always exhibit 
( )xO /1  behavior asymptotically. If this is for 

static applications, the error will approach zero as 
∞→α . 
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Fig. 3 Error bounds of the interpolated Green’s 
function, plotted as a function of sampling rate and with 
p=2 and p=3. 
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Fig. 4 Plots of upper error bounds for the Green’s 
function interpolation of the IE-FFT algorithm as a 
function of minimum distance between source and 
receiver. 
 
 

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
In this section, studies on two numerical 

examples are conducted in order to demonstrate 
the complexity and accuracy of the IE-FFT 
algorithm. The EM scattering from a PEC sphere 
of various electrical sizes is first computed to 
validate the accuracy and efficiency of the IE-FFT 
algorithm. To demonstrate the IE-FFT algorithm, 
second-order and third-order Lagrange 
polynomials for interpolating the Green’s function 
are used. For a very large-scale realistic problem, 
the scattering of a generic battleship, is 
considered. All numerical experiments are carried 

out on a 16 GB RAM, AMD® OpteronTM 246 64-
bit workstation. All computations in this section 
have been performed in single precision 
arithmetic. 

A. A PEC sphere 
     Scattering from a PEC sphere of radius 1 meter 
is first considered to demonstrate the complexity 
of the IE-FFT algorithm. In this example, the mesh 
density is kept constant, e.g. 7/λ=h  , while the 
operating frequency increases. Table 1 and Table 2 
summarize the performance, in terms of memory, 
of the IE-FFT algorithm for second-order and third 
order Lagrange polynomials, respectively.  The 
total memory is split into the last three columns of 
each table, representing each individual matrix 
involved in (18). 
 
Table 1: Memory requirement of the IE-FFT algorithm 
( 2p = ) for scattering from a perfect conducting sphere  

Frequency 
(MHz) 

Unknowns corrZ  
(MB) A DΠ +Π  

(MB) 

G  
(MB) 

600 12,288 7.0 7.6 3.1 
1,200 49,152 28.1 30.7 24.4 
2,400 196,608 112.7 124.8 194.6 
4,800 786,432 450.8 502.4 1547.7 

 
Table 2: Memory requirement of the IE-FFT algorithm 
( 3p = ) for scattering from a perfect conducting sphere 
  
Frequency 

(MHz) 
Unknowns corrZ  

(MB) A DΠ +Π  
(MB) 

G  
(MB) 

600 12,288 7.0 17.1 3.1 
1,200 49,152 28.1 67.7 24.4 
2,400 196,608 112.7 274.0 194.6 
4,800 786,432 450.8 1088.7 1547.7 

 
     Having addressed the complexity of the 
algorithm, we shall now address the accuracy. For 
that reason, the bistatic echo area or scattering 
cross section (SCS) results of the IE-FFT 
algorithm for 2=p  are compared with those of 
the conventional MoM and Mie series solution in 
Fig. 5(a). To further quantify the error, the RMS 
error of the SCS is reported in each figure. The 
RMS error of SCS calculation is defined as 

 ( ) ( )
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2 2
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2 2
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where θ  and φ  are angles of the observation 
points, ( ),MieSCS θ φ  is the SCS calculation by the 
Mie series, and ( ),IE FFTSCS θ φ−   is that of the IE-
FFT algorithm. For MoM, the RMS error of SCS 
calculation relative to Mie series is computed as 
6.2727e-04. The bistatic SCS solutions of MoM 
are very well matched to those of Mie series. For 
IE-FFT algorithm, the RMS error relative to MoM 
solutions is also computed and corresponds to 
0.0443. The bistatic SCS is in very good 
agreement with that of MoM. The accuracy can be 
improved by increasing the order of the Lagrange 
polynomials or the sampling segments per 
wavelength, in the interpolation of the Green’s 
function. Fig. 5(b) shows the improvement of the 
bistatic SCS calculations. By increasing the order 
of the Lagrange polynomials or the sampling 
segments, each RMS error has improved to 0.0165 
and 0.0074, respectively. For the second-order and 
third-order Lagrange polynomials, 11 and 7 
sampling segments per wavelength are used, 
respectively. To summarize these experiments, the 
RMS errors versus the size of sampling segments 
per wavelength are plotted in Fig. 6 for second-
order and third order interpolation. Figure 7 
compares the bistatic SCS from the IE-FFT 
algorithm ( 2,3p = ) with the result from Mie series 
at 2.4 GHz. It corresponds to 196,608 unknowns. 
The electrical size of the PEC sphere is 16λ . The 
memory of MoM and Π matrices, and the 
coefficients of Green’s function are about 432 MB 
for second-order interpolation, and 661 MB for 
third-order interpolation. Both results agree very 
well with the solution of Mie series. As expected, 
the result from the third-order polynomials is more 
accurate. The RMS error of SCS is computed to be 
0.0494 and 0.0160, respectively. In Fig.8, the 
bistatic SCS of the sphere with diameter 32λ is 
plotted. The number of IE-FFT unknowns is 
786,432. The result of IE-FFT algorithm agrees 
well with those of Mie series. However, 2p =  
answer oscillates around the exact values. The 
solution is improved by increasing the order of the 
polynomials, not by increasing the sampling 
segments. Due to ( )1.5O N  complexity, increasing 
the order of the polynomials is preferred in 
electrically large problems. The total memory 
required is about 2.5 and 3.1 GB for second and 
third order polynomials, respectively. 

   

 
Fig. 5  Bistatic SCS for a PEC 4λ sphere. (a) IEFFT 
results, using p = 2 (d=λ/7); (b) using p = 2 (d=λ/7) and 
p = 3 (d=λ/7) with comparisons to conventional MoM 
and Mie series. 
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Fig. 6 The RMS error of bistatic SCS calculation versus 
sampling segments per wavelength. A 4λ PEC sphere is 
tested and the RMS error is relative to that of MoM 
solution. The second-order and third-order Lagrange 
polynomials are used.  
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B. Generic battleship 
A realistic example considered here is a generic 

battleship. When the plane wave is incident from 
the nose direction, the bistatic SCS of θθ -
polarization is computed by the IE-FFT algorithm 
and conventional MoM. Fig.9 shows the 
comparison between the bistatic SCS from the IE-
FFT algorithm and the result of the conventional 
MoM at 30MHz. Both results agree very well.  

In the next experiment, the frequency of 
operation is increased to 60MHz. The results of 
the IE-FFT algorithm are compared with those of 
ACA algorithm [9], as shown in Fig.10. The result 
of IE-FFT algorithm agrees well with that of ACA 
algorithms. Finally, the bistatic scattering of the 
battleship at the frequency of 240 MHz is 
considered in Fig. 11. In the IE-FFT computations 
N = 739,416 unknowns ( corresponds to an 
average discretization size of / 5h λ= ) are 
involved along with a third-order Green’s function 
interpolation. The memory of MoM and П 
matrices, and the coefficients of Green’s function 
are about 4.3 GB. Two polar plots are also shown 
in Fig. 11. The left and right figures are plots in 
the azimuth and elevation planes, respectively. 
The bistatic SCS of φφ -polarization is plotted in 
Fig. 12.  
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Fig. 7 Bistatic SCS for a PEC 16λ sphere. The results 
of the IE-FFT algorithm are compared with those of 
Mie series. It corresponds to 196,608 RWG unknowns. 
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Fig. 8 Bistatic SCS for a PEC 32λ sphere. The results 
of the IE-FFT algorithm are compared with those of 
Mie series. It corresponds to 786,432 RWG unknowns. 

 

 
Fig. 9 Comparisons of the bistatic SCS for the 
battleship at 30 MHz (θθ-polarization) using the IE-
FFT and the conventional MoM.  

 
Fig. 10 Comparisons of the bistatic SCS for the 
battleship at 60 MHz (θθ -polarization) using the IE-
FFT and the ACA algorithm [9]. 
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Fig. 11 The computed bistatic SCS of the battle ship at 240 MHz (θθ -polarization) using the IEFFT. 

 
Fig. 12 The computed bistatic SCS of the battle ship at 240 MHz (φφ –polarization) using the IEFFT. 
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Abstract─ A Discontinuous Finite-Element Time-
Domain method is presented that is based on a 
high-order finite element discretization of 
Maxwell’s curl equations.  The problem domain is 
decomposed into non-overlapping subdomains that 
couple through boundary integral terms.  Within 
each subdomain, the tangential electric and 
magnetic fields are discretized via high-order curl 
conforming basis functions, leading to a high-
order representation of the volume fields.  For 
unbounded problems, a perfectly matched layer 
absorbing medium is used.  The discrete equations 
are presented in a symmetric form.  The method 
leads to an explicit time-dependent solution of 
Maxwell’s equations that is high-order convergent.      
 
Index Terms─ Discontinuous Galerkin Method, 
Finite-Element Time-Domain.  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
     Discontinuous Galerkin Time-Domain methods 
are a class of finite element methods that employ 
piecewise continuous basis and testing functions.  
The methods are characterized as being high-order 
accurate, able to model complex geometries, 
efficient, stable, and highly parallel [1].  
Discontinuous Galerkin Time-Domain (DGTD) 
methods have more recently been employed for 
the solution of Maxwell’s equations [2-8].  DGTD 
methods are typically based on a point-based 
discretization by sampling at Gauss-Lobatto 
Quadrature points.  The fields are interpolated by a 

polynomial expansion over each cell, which are 
then projected onto the quadrature points [1, 4].  
One can thus draw an analog between DGTD 
methods and point-based Nyström discretizations 
used for integral equation solutions [9, 10].  
DGTD methods have proven to be highly accurate, 
providing exponential convergence and have 
provided an excellent solution method for large 
scale electromagnetic simulations. [2-8].   
     It is noted that the vector fields of DGTD 
methods are projected onto a polynomial complete 
function space.  A concern arises that near 
discontinuities or geometric singularities spurious 
charges can corrupt the solution.  Thus, penalty 
methods have been recommended to weakly 
enforce the divergence preserving properties of the 
fields [11].  Furthermore, for late-time stability, 
upwind flux methods have also been 
recommended [4, 5].   
     In this paper, a Discontinuous Galerkin method 
based on a finite-element discretization is 
presented.  This method, which is referred to as 
the Discontinuous Galerkin Finite-Element Time-
Domain (DGFETD) method, is based on a finite-
element discretization of Maxwell’s curl equations 
[12].  Rather than a point-based sampling, both the 
electric and magnetic fields are expanded via 
hierarchical Nedelec curl-conforming mixed-order 
basis functions [13, 14].  Similar to the DGTD 
method, tangential field continuity is weakly 
constrained across shared boundaries.  Due to the 
properties of curl-conforming vector basis 
functions, only basis functions associated with 
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topologies on a domain boundary (i.e., edges and 
faces) have a non-zero tangential projection.  
Thus, only local basis functions are shared across 
domain boundaries.  This is similar to DGTD 
methods. The use of curl-conforming basis 
functions that satisfy Nedelec’s criterion also 
avoids the concern of spurious solutions [15].  
Hence, the formulation avoids the need for penalty 
methods [16].  Furthermore, the method does not 
require upwind flux terms for stability.  The use of 
hierarchal curl-conforming basis functions allows 
for local hp-refinement of the discretization.  
Another advantage of the DGFETD formulation is 
that sub-domains are not restricted to single cells.  
Rather, an arbitrary partitioning of the domain can 
be employed.   
     Other finite-element time-domain 
discretizations of Maxwell’s curl equations have 
been proposed [17-20].  The majority of these 
methods provide a reciprocal discretization based 
on a curl-conforming basis function representation 
for the electric field intensity, and a divergence 
conforming basis function representation of the 
magnetic flux density (or the dual H-D 
formulation).  Time domain integration is typically 
performed using Symplectic time-integration 
methods.  In contrast, the proposed DGFETD 
scheme expands both the electric and magnetic 
field intensities using high-order curl-conforming 
basis functions.  Also, high-order Runge-Kutta 
time-integration methods are employed.  The 
proposed DGFETD method thus provides an 
explicit solution scheme that is high-order in both 
space and time leading to exponential convergence 
     A salient feature of the proposed DGFETD 
formulation is that a PML termination is naturally 
represented.  The perfectly matched quality of a 
PML medium is based on a dual behavior of the 
electric and magnetic properties of the material 
media.  This is ideally represented by the proposed 
formulation, which has dual function space 
representations for the field intensities, and the 
flux densities. The time-integration scheme also 
assumes that the electric and magnetic fields are 
co-located in time.  As a consequence, it is found 
that the PML implementation within the DGFETD 
scheme provides upwards to 5 digits of accuracy 
with only a 2 cell thick PML that has a constant 
material profile. In this paper, the DGFETD 
formulation and discretization are presented in 
Sections II – IV. The implementation of a 
perfectly matched layer absorbing medium for 
simulating unbounded domains is presented in 
Section V.  A number of numerical simulations 

based on the DGFETD scheme are presented in 
Section VI. Through these examples, the 
exponential convergence of the DGFETD method 
is demonstrated, and the performance of the PML 
is validated.  

  
II.  THEORY 

     Consider the electromagnetic fields that are 
radiated by electric or magnetic current densities 
in a domain Ω  bound by ∂Ω .  The fields must 
satisfy Maxwell’s curl equations: 

 *E H H M
t
μ σ∂

∇× = − ⋅ − ⋅ −
∂

, (1) 

 H E E J
t
ε σ∂

∇× = ⋅ + ⋅ +
∂

, (2) 

where, μ , ε , *σ , and σ  are permeability, 
permittivity, and conductivity tensors, and J  and 
M  are impressed current densities. 
     The domain Ω  is subdivided into non-
overlapping and contiguous subdomains.  The ith 
subdomain is defined by the volume iV  and bound 
by iV∂ .  Each subdomain is then discretized with 
fitted polyhedra, or finite elements.  The field 
intensities are expanded within each finite element 
using suitable vector basis functions weighted by 
time-dependent coefficients. A set of testing 
functions that span the same function space as the 
basis functions is also introduced. The inner 
product of the coupled curl equations with a set of 
test functions is performed: 

 * 0
i

h

V

T H H M E dv
t
μ σ∂⎡ ⎤⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ + +∇× =⎢ ⎥∂⎣ ⎦∫ ,(3) 

 0
i

e

V

T E E J H dv
t
ε σ∂⎡ ⎤⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ + −∇× =⎢ ⎥∂⎣ ⎦∫ , (4) 

where hT  and eT  are testing functions that span 
the H  and E -field function spaces, respectively.   
After applying a vector identity, the curl term in 
(3) can be written as: 

( )ˆ
i i i

h h h

V V V

T Edv E T dv T n E ds
∂

⋅∇× = ⋅∇× + ⋅ ×∫ ∫ ∫ , (5) 

where n̂  is the outward normal of iV∂ .  It is 
assumed that the tangential field n̂ E×  on iV∂  is 
the field just interior to V .  Let n̂ E+×  represent 
the tangential field on iV∂  just exterior to iV .  The 
exterior field is typically the field of a neighboring 
subdomain.  For generality, assume there is an 
impressed magnetic surface current density on iV∂ .  
Consequently, the tangential electric fields must 
satisfy the relationship: 

( )ˆ
i

s
V

n E E M+

∂
× − = − ,  (6) 
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where, n̂  is to be the outward normal to iV .  This 
boundary condition can be rewritten as: 
 ( )ˆ ˆ ˆ2

i i
sV V

n E n E n E M+

∂ ∂
× = × + × − , (7) 

 ( )1 1ˆ ˆ ˆor,   
2 2i i

sV V
n E n E n E M+

∂ ∂
× = × + × − , (8) 

which is equivalent to averaging the tangential 
fields.  Substituting this into (5) leads to: 

 
( )1 1ˆ ˆ

2 2

i i

i i

h h

V V

h h
s

V V

T Edv E T dv

T n E n E ds T M ds+

∂ ∂

⋅∇× = ⋅∇× +

⋅ × + × − ⋅

∫ ∫

∫ ∫
. (9) 

Next, from (5) 

 

1 1ˆ
2 2

1
2

i i

i

h h

V V

h

V

T n Eds T Edv

E T dv
∂

⋅ × = ⋅∇×

− ⋅∇×

∫ ∫

∫
. (10) 

This is combined with (9), leading to: 
1 1
2 2
1 1ˆ
2 2

i i i

i i

h h h

V V V

h
s

V V

T Edv T Edv E T dv

T n E ds T M ds+

∂ ∂

⋅∇× = ⋅∇× + ⋅∇×

+ ⋅ × − ⋅

∫ ∫ ∫

∫ ∫
. (11) 

     Finally, applying (11) within (3) leads to the 
operator: 

 

*

1 1
2 2

1 1ˆ
2 2

i

i i

h h h
V

h hV

h h
s

V V

T H T H T M
t dv

T E E T

T n E ds T M ds

μ σ

+

∂ ∂

∂⎡ ⎤⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅⎢ ⎥∂⎢ ⎥
+ ⋅∇× + ⋅∇×⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦
= − ⋅ × + ⋅

∫

∫ ∫

. (12) 

By duality, (4) can also be written as: 

 
1 1
2 2
1 1ˆ
2 2

i

i i

e e e
V

e eV

e e
s

V V

T E T E T J
t dv

T H H T

T n H ds T J ds

ε σ

+

∂ ∂

∂⎡ ⎤⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅⎢ ⎥∂⎢ ⎥
− ⋅∇× − ⋅∇×⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦
= ⋅ × + ⋅

∫

∫ ∫

, (13) 

where, sJ  is an impressed surface current density, 
and H +  is the magnetic field exterior to iV  on 

iV∂ . 
     Equations (12) and (13) represent the weak 
form of Maxwell’s curl equations that will be 
applied within each sub-domain.  The fields E  
and H  are associated uniquely with subdomain 

iV .  Each subdomain is coupled with neighboring 
sub-domains, or an exterior region, through the 
boundary integral terms.  It is noted that the 
surface current densities are zero unless an 

impressed current density is placed on the 
boundary.  Hence, the boundary integral terms 
weakly constrain the continuity of the tangential 
fields across source-free sub-domain boundaries. 

 
III.  DISCRETIZATION 

     Each subdomain is discretized with a fitted 
polyhedral mesh, which can be hexahedron, 
tetrahedron, or prisms.  Within each sub-domain, 
the field intensities E  and H  are expanded into a 
set of hierarchical pH -curl conforming basis 
functions, such as those proposed in [13, 14]: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1 1

,
p pN N

i i i i
i i

E e t f r H h t f r
= =

≈ ≈∑ ∑ , (14) 

where, ( )ie t  and ( )ih t  are unknown time-
dependent coefficients weighting each basis 
functions.  The test functions span an identical 
function space as the basis functions, leading to a 
Galerkin formulation.  This leads to a set of 
coupled difference equations derived from (12) 
and (13) expressed as: 

 *
, , , ,

M Etμ σ

+ +∂
+ + = − −

∂
h h h h h e h h eM h M h S e T F e , (15) 

 , , , ,
J Htε σ

+ +∂
+ − = − +

∂
e e e e e h e e hM e M e S h T F h , (16) 

where, the superscript x,y implies the x-field test 
function and y-field basis function, and h  and e  
are the vectors of time-dependent coefficients 

( )ih t  and ( )ie t .  The vectors +h  and +e  are the 
coefficient vectors associated with exterior 
tangential fields from a coupled region.  The 
matrix entries are computed as:  
 [ ] ,

,
i

j ij i
V

f f dvν ν= ⋅ ⋅∫M  (17) 

 [ ] ( ),

1 ,
2

i

j i i jj i
V

f f f f dv= ⋅∇× + ⋅∇×∫S  (18) 

 / ,

1 ˆ ,
2

i

E H j i kj k
V

f n f ds+ +

∂

⎡ ⎤ = ⋅ ×⎣ ⎦ ∫F  (19) 

 [ ] [ ] 1, or
2

i i

J j V J j sj j
V V

f J dv f J ds
∂

= ⋅ = − ⋅∫ ∫T T , (20) 

where, if  and jf  are the basis and testing 
functions, respectively, for the appropriate e-field 
or h-field, and , ,  or ν μ ε σ= .  The S matrices 
have the property ,h eS  = , Te hS . The matrices M 
are symmetric for isotropic media, and for 
rotationally symmetric anisotropic media.  
     The “face” matrices ,

E

+h eF  or ,
H

+e hF  represent 
the coupling to the neighboring sub-domains.  The 
operator involves only the tangential projections of 
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the interior and exterior fields.  Thus, when using 
curl-conforming basis functions, only the basis 
functions associated with the boundary topology 
(e.g., function spaces associated with faces and 
edges on iV∂ ) with overlapping support, 
contribute to these matrices.  Consequently, the 
matrices are highly sparse.  If the topology of the 
mesh on either side of iV∂  are aligned (that is the 
faces and edges between the two sub-domains are 
shared), then , , .

T

E H

+ +
= −h e e hF F   In general, the 

meshes need not align, and only the overlapping 
support of the vector basis functions on iV∂  
contribute to the face matrices. 
     The coupled equations in (15) and (16) are 
combined into a single difference equation as: 
 += + +x Ax Bx t , (21) 

where               ,
+

+
+

⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞
= = ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

h h
x x

e e
, (22) 

 
1 1

*

1 1

, , , ,

, , , ,

μ μσ

ε ε σ

− −

− −

⎛ ⎞− −
⎜ ⎟=
⎜ ⎟−⎝ ⎠

h h h h h h h e

e e e h e e e e

M M M S
A

M S M M
, (23) 

 
1

1

, ,

, ,

0

0
E

H

μ

ε

− +

− +

⎛ ⎞−
⎜ ⎟=
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

h h h e

e e e h

M F
B

M F
,  (24) 

 
1

1

,

,

M

J

μ

ε

−

−

⎛ ⎞−
⎜ ⎟=
⎜ ⎟−⎝ ⎠

h h h

e e e

M T
t

M T
. (25) 

     The local difference equation (21), represents 
the first-order coupled differential equation for the 
fields in each sub-domain.  The difference 
operators in all sub-domains are then solved 
simultaneously using a high-order Runge-Kutta 
(RK) scheme [2], [21].  It is noted that the local 
difference operator is implicit.  That is, it involves 
the inversion of the matrix M. However, this local 
linear system is generally quite small, and this can 
be efficiently performed using an LU-
factorization.  The global linear system of 
equations, which consists of the combination of all 
the local linear systems, is thus an explicit 
formulation.  The global system is conditionally 
stable.  To date, an analytical study of the stability 
criterion has not been completed.  However, via a 
heuristic analysis, a general stability criterion has 
been determined, which is expressed as: 

 
2

2

1 ,hexahedron
2 ( 1)min

1 , tetrahedron
4 ( 1)

r r

o

r r

h
pc t

h
p

ε μ

ε μ

⎧⎛ ⎞
⎪⎜ ⎟+⎪⎝ ⎠Δ ≤ ⎨⎛ ⎞⎪⎜ ⎟⎪ +⎝ ⎠⎩

 (26) 

where, h is the edge length, and p is the order of 
the Hp curl conforming basis (e.g, H0 basis are the 
classic Whitney curl-conforming vector basis 
functions).  Consequently, the stability criterion is 
based on the minimum edge length in the mesh.  It 
is noted that through experimentation, this stability 
limit has been dependable, even for elements with 
very poor aspect ratios, and very small Jacobians. 

 
IV. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

     On perfectly electrical conducting boundaries 
(PEC), the tangential electric field is presumed to 
be zero.  Consequently, the curl-conforming basis 
associated with all edges and faces on a PEC 
surface are constrained to be zero.  Similarly, E+  
and sM  = 0 on the PEC boundary.  Since eT  
spans the same space as the electric field, the test 
functions on the PEC surface are also constrained 
to be zero.  Thus, the right-hand-side of (13) also 
has null contribution on a PEC surface.  Note that 
if the conductor is infinitesimally thin, distinct 
meshes on either side of the conductor must be 
assumed, so that the magnetic field on either side 
of the conductor is distinct.  If the sub-domains 
boundaries are defined on the thin PEC surface, 
this is implicitly constrained by the DGFETD 
formulation. 
     A dual formulation is used to constrain the 
function space on the surface of a perfectly 
magnetic conductor (PMC) boundary. An 
impressed surface current density can also be 
placed on an exterior or an interior boundary.  
Surface currents couple directly into the sub-
domains through the boundary terms in (12) and 
(13).  The current density can be on the exterior 
boundary ∂Ω , such as demanded by a hybrid 
modal/FEM or Boundary Element/FEM 
formulation. In this case, the exterior tangential 
fields n̂ E+×  and n̂ H +×  are assumed to be zero, 
since they are effectively represented by the 
current densities. 
     The surface current density can also lie within 
Ω  on a sub-domain boundary iV∂ .  In this case, 
n̂ E+×  and n̂ H +×  would represent the exterior 
fields of the neighboring subdomain, and sM  and 

sJ  the impressed current densities.  It is noted that 
the step discontinuity in the fields are naturally 
represented by the DGFETD formulation. 
     An alternative source is a discrete lumped 
source model, such as a voltage source, current 
source, or discrete circuit mode (with internal 
impedance).  To describe the implementation of 
such sources, we will begin with the simplest case, 
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which is a discrete voltage source, as illustrated in 
Fig. 1.  The source is applied across a gap in a 
conductor path as represented by the shaded 
region on the left figure in Fig. 1.   The gap has a 
length g along the unit axial vector of the gap, ĝ .  
If the gap is small relative to a wavelength, then 
the electric field in the gap can assumed to be 
constant, and is expressed as: 

 ( ) ( ) ( )ˆ stot
g

V t
E t g g

g
δ= , (27) 

where, ( )sV t  is the time-dependent voltage.  This 
can be incorporated into the finite element method 
by assuming that source gap field located on an 
edge of the mesh perpendicular to the gap axis.  
Then, from (12) 

 1 1
2 2
1 ˆ
2

i

i

i

h h
V

V

h h

V

h tot
g

V

T H T M dv
t

T E E T dv

T n E ds

μ

∂

∂⎡ ⎤⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ +⎢ ⎥∂⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤⋅∇× + ⋅∇×⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

= − ⋅ ×

∫

∫

∫

, (28) 

where, n̂  is the unit normal directed out of iV .  
(Note, the conductivity is assumed to be zero for 
simplicity).  The surface integral is thus non-zero 
when tested with the edge basis hT  associated 
with the gap edge.  It is further noted, that on the 
conductor, n̂ E×  and ˆ en T×  = 0. 
 

ĝ
conductor

⇒ +− ( )sV tg

 
Fig. 1. Discrete voltage source model. 

 
V.  PML ABSORBING MEDIA 

     When simulating unbounded media, the FETD 
domain must be truncated and an exterior radiation 
boundary condition must be introduced on the 
truncation boundary.  A number of approximate 
local absorbing boundary conditions could be 
employed [22]. However, such boundary 
conditions have limited accuracy, and require that 
the truncation boundary be placed a non-trivial 
distance from the device under test.  Absorbing 
material layers have also been proposed to 
truncate the problem domain.  The most accurate 
is the perfectly matched layer (PML) [23].  A 
number of PML formulations have been proposed 

for the DGTD method, including the anisotropic 
PML formulation[6, 8, 24], and a non-linear PML 
formulation [25]. In this paper, a PML formulation 
based on the stretched-coordinate formulation is 
presented [26, 27].  
     It is assumed that the extremity of the mesh is 
terminated by a PML media with Cartesian 
boundaries.  Within the PML media, Maxwell’s 
equations are expressed in a stretched coordinate 
form [26, 27].  The x-projections of Maxwell’s 
equations in the frequency domain are then 
expressed as (note, a lossless anisotropic media is 
assumed for simplicity): 

              1 1
x z y

y z

j H E E
s y s z

ωμ ∂ ∂
− = −

∂ ∂
, (29) 

 1 1
z y

y z

j E H H
s y s z

ωε ∂ ∂
= −

∂ ∂
, (30) 

where ks  ( , ,k x y z= ) are the stretched coordinate 
metric coefficients [26].  The classical choice for 
the stretched coordinate coefficients is [28]: 

 , , ,k
k k

o

s k x y z
j
σ

κ
ωε

= + = , (31) 

where kκ  and kσ  are assumed to be positive real, 
and can be one-dimensional functions along the k-
direction.  Starting with (29), both sides of the 
equation are multiplied by y zs s , leading to: 

 y z x z z y yj s s H s E s E
y z

ωμ ∂ ∂
− = −

∂ ∂
. (32) 

Since, zs  and ys  are functions of z and y only, 
respectively, this can be re-written as: 

 y z x z z y yj s s H s E s E
y z

ω μ ∂ ∂
− = −

∂ ∂
. (33) 

Defining the metric coefficients as in (31) leads to: 

 

y z
y z x

o o

yz
z z y y

o o

j H
j j

E E
y j z j

σ σω κ κ μ
ωε ωε

σσκ κ
ωε ωε

⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞
− + + =⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞∂ ∂

+ − +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟∂ ∂⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

. (34) 

Next, the variable substitutions are made: 

 ( ), , , ,h ek k
k k

H EP P k x y z
j jω ω

= = = . (35) 

This substitution is applied to (34), leading to: 
( )

2
y z z y y z h

y z x x
o o

ye ez
z z z y y y

o o

j H P

E P E P
y z

σ κ σ κ σ σ
ωκ κ μ μ

ε ε
σσκ κ

ε ε

⎛ ⎞+
⎜ ⎟− + −
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞∂ ∂
= + − +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟∂ ∂⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

. (36) 
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A second variable substitution is made: 

 
( )

,

, , ,

hk
k k k k

o

ek
k k k k

o

H H P

E E P k x y z

σ
κ

ε
σ

κ
ε

= +

= + =
. (37) 

This is substituted into (36), leading to: 
( )

( )

2

1
y z z y

y z x x
o

y z z yx x x
y z x x

o o o

y z h
x z y

o

j H H

j P P

P E E
y z

σ κ σ κ
ωκ κ

εμ
σ κ σ κκ σ σ

ωκ κ
ε ε ε

σ σ
μ

ε

⎛ ⎞+
⎜ ⎟+
⎜ ⎟− ⎜ ⎟+
⎜ ⎟− −⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

∂ ∂
− = −

∂ ∂

.(38) 

From (35) and (37), it is further seen that: 

 1 1h x
x x x x

x x o

j P H H Pσ
ω

κ κ ε
= = − . (39) 

Applying this to (38), leads to: 

 

( )

( )
2

2

2 2 2 2

.

y z z yy z y z x
x

x x o x o

x y z z yy z y zx
x

x o o x o

z y

j H

P

E E
y z

σ κ σ κκ κ κ κ σω μ
κ κ ε κ ε

σ σ κ σ κκ κ σ σσ
μ

κ ε ε κ ε

⎛ ⎞+
⎜ ⎟− + −
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞+
⎜ ⎟− + −
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
∂ ∂

= −
∂ ∂

.(40) 

     The expression in (40) can be written in the 
time-domain, and then generalized to all 
projections of Faraday’s law as: 

 ha H b H c P E
t

μ μ μ∂
− ⋅ − ⋅ − ⋅ = ∇×
∂

, (41) 

where, from (39) 

 1h hP H d P
t

κ −∂
= ⋅ − ⋅

∂
. (42) 

The tensors , , , ,a b c d and κ  are all diagonal 
tensors, defined by: 

 
( )

2

,

1 ,

,

, .

y z
xx

x

xx y z z y xx x
x o

y z x
xx xx

o o

x
xx xx x

x o

a

b a

c b

d

κ κ
κ

σ κ σ κ σ
κ ε
σ σ σ
ε ε
σ

κ κ
κ ε

=

= + −

= −

= =

 (43) 

The remaining diagonal terms of the tensors are 
derived via a permutation of the subscripts 
( , ,x y y z z x→ → → ). 

A similar analogy is followed for Ampere’s 
law, leading to the dual form: 

 ea E b E c P H
t
ε ε ε∂

+ ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ = ∇×
∂

, (44) 

where, from (39) 

 1e eP E d P
t

κ −∂
= ⋅ − ⋅

∂
. (45) 

     In summary, the pertinent PML equations 
governing the fields in the PM region are given by 
(41), (42), (44), and (45).  The unknowns in this 
region are thus E , H , eP , and hP .   

It is observed that outside the PML region, 
a Iκ = = , the unit dyad, and 0b c d= = = .  

Thus, outside the PML region H H=  and E E= , 
(41) and (44) reduce to the classical Maxwell curl 
equations, and (42) and (45) are not needed.  Thus, 

eP , and hP  are only used in the PML region. 
The PML region is also sub-divided into non-

overlapping contiguous subdomains that are 
discretized with finite-elements. Within the 
discrete space, the field intensities and the 
auxiliary fields are expanded using Hp-curl 
conforming basis.  Test functions that span an 
identical function space as the basis functions, are 
introduced.  Following the procedure in (3) – (20), 
a Galerkin formulation is thus derived.  This leads 
to the discrete linear operator: 

 , , , , , 0a b ct
+∂

+ + + + =
∂

h h h h h h h h e h eM h M h M p S e F e ,(46) 

 , , , , , 0a b ct
+∂

+ + − − =
∂

e e e e e e e e h e hM e M e M p S h F h , (47) 

 1
, , , 0dt κ−

∂
− + =

∂
h h h h h h h hM p M h M p , (48) 

 1
, , , 0dt κ−

∂
− + =

∂
e e e e e e e eM p M e M p , (49) 

where the matrices are defined in (17) – (19).  
Equations (46) – (49) can be expressed as a first 
order difference operator: 
 += +x Ax Bx , (50) 
where, 

 ,
h

e

+
+

+

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥ ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥= = ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎣ ⎦⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

h
e h

x x
p e
p

, (51) 
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d

d

κ

κ
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− − −

− −

− −
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                                                                            (52) 
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. (53) 

     It is observed that with this form of the PML, 
arbitrary unstructured meshing can be employed 
within the PML region.  The restriction is that the 
global PML boundaries be planar and orthogonal.  
It is further noticed that hp  and ep  are local to 
each subdomain and are not shared.  
Consequently, only the exterior fields +h  and +e  
couple the sub-domains.  It is further noted that 
when iV∂  lies on the PML interface, +h = +h , and 
+e = +e .  This is proven by observing in (37), that 
kκ  and kσ  are functions of k-only, and hence only 

impact the normal-projections of the fields on the 
PML boundaries.  As a consequence, the mapped 
fields kH  and kE  maintain tangential continuity 
with the physical fields kH and kE . 
 

VI. NUMERICAL STUDIES 
     The focus of this section is the validation of the 
DGFETD method presented in the previous 
sections.  In the simulations presented, either 
three-dimensional hexahedral or tetrahedral 
meshes are used to discretize the volume.  In all 
cases presented, the sub-domains iV  consist of a 
single finite element.  The subdomain boundary 

iV∂  is thus the faces of the polyhedron.  In all 
cases, the sub-domain boundary faces are 
contiguous.  Over each finite element, a variant of 
Webb’s curl-conforming mixed-order hierarchal 
vector basis [14] were employed for tetrahedral 
elements.  Hierarchal curl-conforming mixed-
order basis functions for hexahedral elements have 
also been derived, and were used for hexahedral 
elements.  RK-4 time-integration was used for all 
simulations for the time-integration of (21) and 
(50). 
     Initially, we consider the cavity resonator 
problem that is a PEC cube.  The cube had a 
dimension of 1 m edge lengths.  The fields within 
the cavity were excited by a volume current source 
randomly placed in the cavity.  The time-
dependent source had a differentiated Gaussian 
time-signature.  The electric and magnetic fields 
were also probed during the time-simulation at a 
random location.  The resonant frequencies of the 
cavity were extracted from the time-dependent 
fields using the FFT.  The cavity was discretized 
with fitted hexahedral elements.  The mesh 
densities ranged from 2 elements along an edge to 
16 elements along an edge. The resonant 

frequencies were extracted for various order 
elements. 
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Fig. 2. Relative error for the first four modes of a 1 m 
PEC cube resonator.  (a) H0 basis, (b) H1 basis, (c) 
varying basis order (h = 0.5 m). 
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Fig. 3. Cavity ring resonator loaded with a dielectric 
ring tessellated with a quadratic tetrahedral mesh.   
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Fig. 4 Cavity ring resonator loaded with a dielec-tric 
ring tessellated with a quadratic tetrahedral mesh.  (a) 
722 quadratic tetrahedral mesh.  (b) 5622 quadratic 
tetrahedral mesh. 
 
 

Figures 2(a) and (b) illustrate the error of the 
first four modes in the cavity (the (1,1,0), (1,1,1), 
(1,2,0), and (1,2,1) modes, and their degenerate 
partners), as the mesh is refined for H0 and H1 
basis functions.  The error is expected to converge 
as 2( )pO h  for the Galerkin procedure.  Thus, a 
reference line is included.  It is interesting to note 
that the (1,1,0) mode appears to super-converge.  
It is not clear why this is the case.  Figure 2(c) 
illustrates the error in the predicted resonant 
frequency of the (1,2,0) and (1,2,1) modes for the 
coarsest mesh (2 elements on an edge) as the basis 
order is increased from p = 0 to 3.  In each case, 
the error is observed to be converging as 2( )pO h , 
as anticipated for the DGFETD method. 

The next example studied is a cavity resonator 
loaded with a dielectric ring, as illustrated in Fig. 3 
[29].  The rectangular PEC cavity has a dimension 
of 324 mm x 121 mm x 43 mm.  The dielectric 
ring has an inner radius of 16.65 mm, and outer 
radious of 26.75 mm.  The ring is sitting on the 
bottom of the cavity, but only has a height of 39 
mm.  The dielectric constant of the ring is 9.8.  
Again, the DGFETD method was used to extract 
the resonant frequencies of the loaded cavity.  The 
cavity was excited in a similar manner as in the 
previous study.   

The cavity was discretized with curvilinear 
second-order tetrahedron (10 nodes per 
tetrahedron).  Here, two different meshes are 
presented.  The first consisted of 722 quadratic 
tetrahedra.  The second mesh consisted of 5,622 
quadratic tetrahedra. (Note that curvilinear 
quadratic tetrahedra were used to more accurately 
resolve the ring geometry.)  The basis function 
order was increased from p = 0 to 3 in each case.  
The error of the first 4 modes is presented in 
Figures (a) and (b) for the two meshes.  A 
reference result was simulated using a denser 
mesh and high-order basis. 

It is distinctly observed that for the coarse 
mesh, the error of the higher-order modes stagnate 
beyond p = 1.  The reason for this is that the error 
is dominated by the boundary error of the surface 
of the dielectric ring.  It appears that the lowest 
order mode is less dependent on the ring surface.  
The accuracy of the simulation could be improved 
by using higher-order tetrahedral elements.  
Unfortunately, such a meshing scheme was not 
available.  Observing Fig. 4(b), the finer mesh 
leads to improved convergence to better than four 
digits of accuracy.  If the basis order were 
increased further, the error will again stagnate due 
to the boundary error. 
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Table 1:  Resonant frequencies of the PEC cavity 
loaded with the Dielectric ring as computed via the 
DSI, NFDTD, FETD, and DGFETD methods  († 
reference [29]) 
 

Mode DSI† NFDTD† FETD† DGFETD 
k01 0.952 0.952 0.9518 0.9518 
k02 1.415 1.415 1.420 1.4151 
k03 1.608 1.612 1.615 1.6109 
k04 2.025 2.025 2.026 2.0257 

 
 

     Table 1 lists the resonant frequencies of the 
four modes to 5 digits calculated by the DGFETD 
method.  As a reference, the resonant frequencies 
computed via the Discrete Surface Integral (DSI), 
the Non-Orthogonal FDTD (NFDTD), and a 
finite-element time-domain (FETD) method based 
on the vector wave equation are also provided.  
This data was obtained from [29].   
     The next set of problems involves unbounded 
domains that are terminated by the perfectly 
matched layer absorbing boundary condition.  The 
first example is a parallel plate waveguide.  The 
waveguide had PEC planes bounding the top and 
bottom boundaries.  The side walls of the guide 
were PMC planes.  The waveguide was discretized 
via rectangular hexahedron, which had 1 cm edge 
lengths.  The waveguide was also meshed with 
tetrahedron with ~1 cm edge lengths. 
     The ends of the waveguide were terminated 
with PML layers.  The TEM mode was excited in 
the guide via a surface current density.  The time-
dependent current had a Gaussian pulse time-
signature with a 15 GHz bandwidth.  The fields 
computed along the waveguide were Fourier 
transformed.  The error of the phase and 
magnitude of the computed field relative to the 
exact field was computed.  It is noted that the 
PML was tuned so that the PML reflection error 
was less than the computational error.  Figure 5 (a) 
illustrates the maximum phase and magnitude 
error in the fields recorded over the frequency 
range of 0 to 15 GHz as a function of the order of 
the mixed-order curl-conforming basis functions.  
Typically, the maximum errors occurred at the 
highest frequencies.  Exponential convergence of 
the solution is observed.  It is noted that 6 digits of 
accuracy are realized for 4th order basis functions 
at this level of discretization.  Figure 5 (b) 
illustrates the relative phase error for the 
tetrahedral mesh.  This error is commensurate with 
that observed via the hexahedral mesh. 
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Fig. 5 Error in the electric field excited in a parallel 
plate waveguide discretized with (a) hexahedral, and (b) 
tetrahedral cells with 1 cm edge lengths.  The maximum 
error over the 0 – 15 GHz frequency range is recorded 
as a function of the basis order. 

 
     Next, a more systematic study of the reflection 
error of the PML is presented.  The parallel plate 
waveguide geometry is used again for this 
purpose.  To extract the reflection error for the 
PML, a reference parallel plate waveguide was 
used that was sufficiently long so that the 
simulation would cease before reflections from the 
terminating boundary wall would return. 
     When applying the PML to FDTD applications, 
the PML is not actually perfectly matched since 
the discrete electric and magnetic fields are 
staggered in both space and time.  As a 
consequence, the PML constitutive parameters 
must be spatially scaled to avoid large reflection 
errors.  In the DGFETD formulation, the discrete 
electric and magnetic fields are co-located in both 
space and time.  Thus, the PML is matched in the 
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discrete space. Discretization errors will still lead 
to reflection error.  However, spatial scaling is not 
as imperative, and thinner PML layers can be 
used. 
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Fig. 6. Reflection error due to the PML termination of 
the parallel plate waveguide versus the PML 
conductivity ( 1κ = ) (a) for 2 and 4 cell thick PML 
layers with constant PML profile (m = 0), and      (b) for 
a 4 cell thick PML with a polynomial scaled PML 
profile (m = 0, and m = 2). 

 
The reflection error due to the PML as a 

function of the PML conductivity is presented in 
Fig. 6.  The simulations used for Fig. 6 (a) assume 
PML parameters with a constant profile.  Cases 
are presented where the PML was 2 and 4 
hexahedral cells thick.  H0, H2, and H4 curl-
conforming basis functions were employed.  The 

exact reflection error is also illustrated in the plot, 
where 
 2 /( 1)(Exact) d mR e ση− += , (54) 
where, d  is the thickness of the PML slab (in 
meters), σ  is the normal PML conductivity, η  is 
the free-space wave impedance, and m is the 
polynomial scaling factor of σ .  The PML 
reflection error is dominated by the reflection error 
at the back PEC wall (namely, due to a round trip 
of the wave through the PML) for sufficiently 
small values of sigma.  As sigma becomes 
sufficiently large, the reflection error levels off 
due to discretization error of the fields.   

It is observed that increasing the basis order 
dramatically improves the reflection error.  
Though, it is also striking that increasing the 
thickness of the PML bears only a few dB 
improvement in the minimum reflection error.  
This implies that the bulk of the reflection error 
occurs at the PML interface boundary. In an 
attempt to improve this, σ  is scaled using 
polynomial scaling [28].  Quadratic scaling is 
compared to a constant profile.  It is found that 
this improves the reflection error by approximately 
10 dB. 

The final example is the extraction of the 
scattering parameters of a printed microstrip patch 
antenna printed on a dielectric substrate.  The 
dimensions of the patch antenna are given in [30].  
The antenna was simulated using both the FDTD 
method and the DGFETD method.  The FDTD 
lattice was terminated with a tuned CFS-PML 
absorbing media [27, 28] that were 10 cells thick.  
The DGFETD mesh was terminated using the 
proposed PML scheme that were 2 cells thick.  
The FDTD simulations were performed with 
(65x60x17) lattice grid cells (FDTD(A)), and a 
refined mesh of (191x111x31) lattice grid cells.  
The DGFETD simulations were performed with 
780 hexahedron and H3 basis (DGFETD(A)), and 
with a finer discretization consisting of 3,120 
hexahedron and H2 basis (DGFETD(B)).  A cross 
section of the mesh with 780 hexahedron is 
illustrated in Fig. 7.  The microstrip line was 
excited by a soft current source placed under the 
microstrip.  The line was matched via the PML 
boundary.   

The magnitude of the reflection loss (S11) is 
presented in Fig. 8 as computed by the FDTD and 
DGFETD methods each with two successive 
refinements.  FDTD (A) has the most significant 
error.  DGFETD(A) is also not yet converged.  
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There is good agreement with the finer FDTD and 
DGFETD discretizations. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Cross sectional view of the microstrip patch 
antenna fed by a microstrip line, discretized with the 
780 cell hexahedral mesh. 
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VII.  CONCLUSIONS 
A novel Discontinuous Galerkin Finite-

Element Time-Domain (DGFETD) method has 
been presented in this paper.  The DGFETD 
method is based on a spatial decomposition of the 
problem domain into non-overlapping sub-
domains.  A Galerkin formulation based on 
Maxwell’s curl equations is imposed over each 
sub-domain.  Each sub-domain is discretized 
independently using high-order hierarchal curl-

conforming basis functions to discretize both the 
electric and the magnetic field intensities.  The 
continuity of the fields across sub-domain 
boundaries is weakly enforced via boundary 
integral terms.  By using curl-conforming basis, 
only basis functions associated with topologies 
that lie on the sub-domain boundary (i.e., face and 
edge basis functions) couple.  The use of mixed-
order curl-conforming basis avoids spurious 
solutions and the need for penalty methods.   

The DGFETD method is a locally 
implicit/globally explicit method.  That is, local to 
each sub-domain, a matrix inversion must be 
performed.  However, since the sub-domains are 
generally quite small, this can be efficiently done 
via a LU-factorization.  The global system of 
equations, which is superposition of all the sub-
domains, is then solved via an explicit time-
stepping algorithm.  High-order Runge-Kutta (RK) 
schemes were used for this purpose. 

For open region problems a perfectly matched 
layer (PML) absorbing boundary based on a 
stretched coordinate formulation was presented.  
PML absorbing layers have controllable accuracy, 
and are well suited for a high-order method.  Since 
the electric and magnetic fields are co-located in 
both space and time, the scaling of the constitutive 
parameters is not necessary.  In fact, reflection 
errors on the order of 0.001 % are possible with 
PML layers that are only 2 cells thick.  However, 
it was shown that scaling the parameters can 
moderately reduce the reflection error. 

Through numerical validation, it was 
demonstrated that the proposed DGFETD method 
does provide exponential convergence.  It was also 
shown that the dispersion error can be 
dramatically reduced.  This has great advantage 
when solving large scale problems, where phase 
errors are accumulated over long propagation 
distances.  Unlike symplectic integration schemes, 
RK methods are also dissipative.  However, it was 
also shown that the magnitude error is 
commensurate with the phase error, and the 
precision can be controlled via the high-order 
scheme. 

Finally, since the DGFETD method is based 
on a spatial decomposition of the domain, and 
local solutions within these sub-domains, it is a 
naturally parallel algorithm.  The most efficient 
parallel implementation of the algorithm is based 
on a distribution of sub-domains to processors 
based on contiguous non-overlapping domains of 
sub-domains.  This will be the topic of a future 
publication. 
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Abstract─ Aggregate functions approaches 
construct efficient MoM basis functions by 
suitably grouping standard (e.g. Rao-Wilton-
Glisson) functions. The application domains, 
objectives and related means of achieving them 
can be significantly different. In this paper we 
review some recent advances in aggregate-
functions methods, putting them in a unifying 
perspective. We address matrix compression, 
multi-resolution sets, low- and high-frequency 
constructs. They can reduce the degrees of 
freedom of the problem so as to allow a direct, 
iteration-free solution, or can accelerate the 
convergence rate of iterative methods. We analyze 
compressive methods in more detail, providing 
general discussion and specific implementation 
examples. 
 
Index Terms─ Integral equation techniques, 
Method of Moments, Large structures, Aggregate 
functions. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
     The Integral Equation (IE) approach is widely 
used to solve antenna and scattering problems, and 
known for its effectiveness and robustness. The 
standard implementation of its Method of Moment 
(MoM) discretization has obvious limitations on 
the matrix size in terms of memory and CPU time 
for large scattering bodies and large and complex 
antennas and arrays. Less obvious, but very 
relevant are also issues related to the matrix 
conditioning, especially for very large problems or 
for problems with fine meshes, or mesh cells of 
very different sizes. In order to reduce the problem 
numerical complexity, two different families of 
approaches can be adopted: the first one consists 

in the so called fast methods that are based on the 
use of iterative solvers, and essentially act on the 
cost and memory occupation needed at each step 
of the iterative algorithm. Another class of 
methods is based on the grouping of basis 
functions into “aggregate functions” that are 
constructed in such a way to inject information 
about nature of the solution directly into the 
representation of the unknown currents. 
     Function aggregation, in turn, may take two 
different routes and perspectives. In one of its 
embodiment, aggregation may be used to reduce 
the number of degrees of freedom (DOF) of a 
problem; such a reduction may be so drastic as to 
make the direct solution of the MoM linear system 
is attainable even for very large and/or complex 
problems; when not possible, it will in any case 
make the use of iterative solvers more expedite. 
The other type of aggregate function approaches 
instead aim at improving the stability of the 
system, or to allow a sparsification of the resulting 
MoM matrix. 
     In this paper, we will address the aggregate 
function methods from a general perspective at 
first, showing that in all cases they add 
considerable flexibility to the MoM; this flexibility 
in turn allows to exploit the physical and 
mathematical properties of the underlying problem 
to the advantage of the computational complexity 
or stability of the solution. We will then focus our 
attention on methods that lead to a ”compression” 
of the MoM matrix; two methods already 
proposed by these authors will be discussed in 
more detail for the sake of making clearer points. 
The two examined methods address different types 
of problems, and allow a broader perspective. The 
characteristics of the aforementioned algorithms 
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have been presented, or will be presented, in more 
detail in other works; the main scope of this paper 
is not indeed a detailed discussion of these 
particular methods but a more general review. 
     While this paper will be devoted to aggregate 
function methods, it is important to underline that 
fast methods and aggregate function methods are 
complementary. It is indeed possible to arrive at 
hybrid techniques that sum up the advantages of 
both approaches. A brief discussion on the 
prospects of these issues will be addressed where 
appropriate in the following sections. 
 

II. THE AGGREGATE BASIS 
FUNCTION PARADIGM 

     Electromagnetic analysis of radiators or 
scatterers with arbitrary geometries requires the 
dicretization of the descriptive equations (EFIE, 
MPIE, CFIE, or GCFIE) by basis functions 
defined on subdomains. 
     The unknowns will in general comprise both 
electric and magnetic currents; for the sake of 
simplicity here we will however refer to the 
electric current only, denoted by ( )J r . The 
unknown is initially approximated by a set of basis 
functions defined on the meshed structure; most 
often these will be RWG on triangular patches, 
and/or piecewise-linear functions on wire 
segments; we will denote these standard basis 
functions ( ){ }, 1,...,nf r n N= as ”elemental” basis 

functions, and eJ is the approximation obtained 
with such a basis:  

( ) ( )
1

N
e

n n
n

J r I f r
=

=∑ .                 (1) 

The key of function aggregation is to look for a 
different basis, of dimension M, 

   ( ) ( )
1

M
a

k k
k

J r i rψ
=

=∑                   (2) 

constructed with the elemental functions, 

    ( ) ( )
1

kN

k nk n
n

r U f rψ
=

=∑ .               (3) 

The new basis functions ( ){ }, 1,...,n r n Mψ = are 

called “aggregate” basis functions, and are 
combinations with fixed weights Unk of the 
elemental basis functions ( )nf r . 
     The new basis must of course present desirable 
numerical properties; this is discussed below. 

Also, one wants that the two bases yield the same 
accuracy, i.e. a ej j= within the accuracy of both 
with respect to the actual solution. 
     Equation (3) describes the basis change from 
the initial elemental basis to the aggregate basis. 
We consider the initial MoM system for the 
elemental basis in (1) 

( ) ( ) [ ][ ] [ ]
1

N
e

n n
n

J r I f r Z I B
=

= → =∑ ,               (4) 

and the MoM for the aggregate basis (3) 

( ) ( ) [ ][ ] [ ]
1

M
a

k k
k

J r i r z i bψ
=

= → =∑ .                (5) 

The basis change can likewise be written in terms 
of matrix operations via (3), 

( ) ( ) [ ] [ ] [ ]1
1

,...,
kN

k nk n M
n

r U f r X U Uψ
=

⎡ ⎤= → = ⎣ ⎦∑ . 

                                                                             (6) 
      With this notation, application of the Galerkin 
testing with ψk to the initial Integral Equation 
leads to the relationship between the MoM 
matrices for the two bases: 
[ ] [ ][ ] [ ] [ ] [ ][ ] [ ] [ ] [ ], , ,H HI X i z X Z X b X B= = =
                                                                             (7) 
that clearly defines a basis change operation. In 
the above, we have considered the general case of 
complex-valued coefficients in the aggregation; 
the hermitean (H) adjoint (conjugate transpose) 
reduces to transpose operation (T) for real 
coefficients. 
     The general description of the method 
presented above includes all kinds of aggregation 
(and specifies none). As a general remark, note 
that all aggregate function schemes allow the re-
use of MoM codes, and they are kernel-
independent; this is a strong advantage of this 
class of approaches. 
     On the basis of the values of N and M, we 
differentiate between two fundamental cases as 
follows. 
 
II.1 M = N: One-to-one basis change 
     In this case the dimension of the system 
remains unchanged, but the matrix in the 
aggregate function basis exhibits ”better” 
properties: sparse matrix, faster convergence, etc.. 
To be practical, the (square) basis-change matrix 
[X] must obviously be very sparse.  
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     The two bases { ( )nf r , n = 1 , . . . , N}
 
and 

{ ( )n rψ , n = 1 , . . . , N}
 
now span the same space, 

and with infinite-precision arithmetic the two 
solutions should be identical, a ej j=  . However, 
when the aggregate basis is used to solve problems 
of the standard elemental basis, it might not be so, 
and aj may be closer to the actual solution or more 
stable. 
     A classical example is the Helmholtz (Hodge) 
decomposition employed to avoid the low-
frequency ill-conditioning of RWG (and wire) 
bases. This leads to the loop-star or loop-tree 
decompositions (e.g. [1, and references therein]); 
the MoM matrix in the aggregate basis has a far 
better conditioning. 
     Another important instance of this class of 
aggregate functions is the Multi-Resolution 
approach, where wavelet-like properties are 
introduced into the set of basis functions. Earlier 
applications of wavelet constructs were limited to 
simple geometries and mostly 2D scattering 
problems; in those cases wavelet functions similar 
to those employed in signal processing were used. 
More recently, realistic geometries have been 
addressed, either in planar or 3D cases; this has 
forced the wavelet functions to be significantly 
simpler, and the most successful approaches have 
managed to construct multiresolution functions as 
linear combinations of standard elemental basis 
functions: this ensures applicability to all those 
cases that can be analyzed by the employed 
elemental basis functions (e.g. RWG). 
     The first attempts addressed planar structures 
that can be discretized by rectangular cells [8] [9], 
[10], [11]; more recent approaches have addressed 
triangular cells [13], [12], [14], [15], [16]. 
     In the early days, the motivation for MR 
approaches was the hope to ”sparsify” the MoM 
matrix, i.e. of achieving a high dynamic range of 
matrix entries that allows clipping smaller 
elements within a given accuracy bound. More 
recent works [10], [12], [16] have focused on the 
spectral properties of the resulting MR-MoM 
matrix, and the intrinsic pre-conditioning potential 
of the MR basis; the reasons of this pre 
conditioning effects are addressed in [17]. In all 
the above examples, aggregate functions are real. 
 
 

II.2 M << N: compression 
     In this case the dimension of the system 
described by the aggregate functions is reduced, 
which corresponds to having the reduced degrees 
of freedom (DOF) of the solution. As will be 
discussed later on in Sec. III., this does not imply 
per se the necessity to reduce the accuracy. It is 
however important to assess the overhead 
introduced by the compression scheme into the 
overall solution, for a given degree of accuracy. 
For a given accuracy, the degree of compression 
and the overall efficiency depend on how the 
aggregate functions are generated; it is intuitive 
that it is important to incorporate information on 
the physical nature of the problem under analysis 
to affect this choice efficiently. 
     Since in this case the dimension of the system 
can be drastically reduced, even of orders of 
magnitude, the primary computational gain is 
achieved during the factorization of the system 
matrix in the reduced basis. Low memory 
occupation, the possibility to employ a direct 
solver, and with the ability to treat multiple right 
hand side (RHS) at marginal costs are the 
immediate advantages. The reduced number of 
DOF also preludes to a faster convergence of 
iterative solvers, if a direct solution is not viable. 
While memory occupation can be significantly 
reduced, the matrix fill time is not addressed 
directly. The aggregate nature of the basis 
functions, however, lends itself to various schemes 
to exploit fast matrix-vector multiplications to this 
aim, as discussed later on. 
     The overhead comes from two parts of the 
procedure: a) generation of the aggregate function 
basis; b) basis change in (7). Using standard 
matrix-vector products, it is O(MN(M + N)) ≈ 
O(MN2), i.e. much less than the N3 of the LU 
factorization. With fast matrix-vector products, 
this is reduced accordingly. 
     Works that belongs to this class where first 
developed for planar structures, and then extended 
to 3D problems [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]; a com 
prehensive survey can be found in [7]. Aggregate 
functions have been termed with different names 
along the ”history” of this approach: diakoptic [2], 
”macro” basis functions (MBF) [4], synthetic basis 
functions [6], [7], and characteristic basis 
functions (CBF) [5]. All of these methods are in 
essence domain-decomposition methods, i.e. they 
are based on the solution of the initial problem on 
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parts of the overall structure, and employ this 
information in constructing the aggregate 
functions; the aggregate functions, in turn, are 
defined on sub-domains larger that the individual 
mesh cells and smaller than the entire structure. 
The more recent Wave-front Basis Function 
(WBF) method [24, and references therein] is 
slightly different. It addresses very large scattering 
problems, and employs phase information on the 
asymptotic (high-frequency) solution to construct 
the aggregate functions. While the associated 
aggregate functions are still defined on 
subdomains, the associated geometric partitioning 
has different (much less stringent) needs as in the 
case of the previous groups of methods. In what 
follows, we will discuss compression-type 
aggregate function schemes only. 
 

III. COMPRESSION SCHEMES 
 
III.1 General features 
     We begin by observing that the use of 
compressive aggregate-function bases is 
equivalent to the use of the space spanned by the 
elemental basis functions to approximate the 
unknown, but leaving only certain subspaces 
accessible to the solution algorithm. This can be 
seen from equations (4-7), and noting that the 
basis-change matrix [X] is N × N. The specificity 
of the aggregate function algorithms is indeed in 
choosing and constructing these subspaces in 
which the solution is sought. 
     In particular, we assume that the initial 
discretization is accurate enough and can be 
considered ”exact” (i.e. we do not count on the 
improvement on condition number and stability 
that the compression scheme might allow). If we 
denote the concerned spaces by 

{ }
{ }

, span , 1,...,

, span , 1,..., ,

e f f
N N n

a
M M n

J H H f n N

J H H n M Nψ ψ ψ

∈ = =

∈ = = <
    (8) 

because of (3), [X] : f
N MH Hψ→ ; since M < N it is 

apparent that f
M NH Hψ ⊂ . Per se, this does not 

prevent the equality a ej j= , but that depends on 

whether the ”exact” solution ej lies in the 

subspace f
M NH Hψ ⊂ . 

     It is the experience of the authors, that it is 
often counter-intuitive that a reduction of the DOF 

may be done without sacrificing solution accuracy. 
This issue is best addressed after two specific 
examples of compressive aggregate-functions 
methods are discussed, and will be addressed in 
Sec. III.4. 
     As mentioned previously, most methods of 
present interest can be considered domain-
decomposition (DD) methods, i.e. methods in 
which the solution for the entire structure employs 
partial solutions for isolated parts of the entire 
structure to reduce the overall size of the problem. 
Domain-decomposition (DD) methods are well 
known and employed in finite-element solutions of 
differential problems (FEM) (a review of the 
related literature is outside the scopes of this 
work). There, DD is directly feasible (albeit far 
from trivial) thanks to the local nature of the 
interactions between basis functions that constitute 
the (exactly sparse) system matrix. In integral 
equation formulations no interaction is local, and 
this makes the DD effort more complex. 
     The first step of a DD method is the 
subdivision of the overall structure into portions, 
here called ”blocks”. Next, the electromagnetic 
(EM) problem is solved on these blocks, taken in 
isolation. Finally, these solutions are used to 
compute, at a reduced cost, the solution for the 
entire structure. Having to ”patch up” the solutions 
on individual blocks, three issues are crucial for an 
effective method. 

1. Specify the forcing terms when solving for 
the isolated blocks; 

2. Ensure continuity of the solution across 
boundaries of neighboring, contacting 
blocks (when present); 

3. Avoid the artifacts arising from the solution 
for isolated blocks when these originate 
from ”tearing” an otherwise continuous 
surface. When treated as isolated, a block 
will have edges at which a correct solution 
of the EM problem exhibits a singular 
behavior; this latter constitutes an obvious 
artifact when patching up the structure, in 
which the inter-block boundary is not an 
edge. 

     The above steps and issues are common to all 
methods of the explicit DD type (SFX, CBF, 
MBF, diakoptics); the way these steps are 
performed, and how the above issues are tackled is 
precisely at the root of the differences for the 
various approaches. 
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     In the following we present two instances of 
implementations of the compressive aggregate 
function scheme: the Synthetic Function 
eXpansion (SFX) approach and the Wavefront 
Basis Method (WBF). 
     As alluded in the Introduction, the details of the 
methods being presented do not belong to this 
paper; their main steps will be however be 
reported here for the sake of clarity, with the 
objective of putting them in perspective. 
     It can be observed that compressive aggregate 
function methods reduce memory storage 
requirements to the size of the largest block in the 
DD, and will drastically reduce solution times. 
However, function aggregation does not reduce 
per se the MoM filling time. However, as 
mentioned in the Introduction, aggregate function 
methods are conveniently coupled to fast methods 
to this end. While not claiming any literature 
completeness, one can report that macro-basis 
functions have been coupled to the Fast-Multiple 
Method (FMM) [18]; SFX has been coupled to 
AIM [19] and a multi-grid strategy [20]; CBF has 
been coupled to FMM [21] and to the Adaptive 
Cross Approximation (ACA) [22]. 
     On the other hand, the Wavefront Basis 
Method (WBF) is naturally posed to be used in 
conjunction with a fast method. 
 
III.2 The Synthetic Function Expansion (SFX) 
Approach 
     We now describe how the above general DD 
predicaments are implemented in practice, using 
the SFX method as example. The method is 
described in [6], and in [7] in a detailed manner: 
here we will only briefly summarize the key 
aspects. For the sake of readability, we will refrain 
from referring to the above-cited papers in 
describing the method here. 
     In the SFX approach, the DD step is followed 
by the identification of surface blocks (s-blocks) 
and line-blocks (l-blocks). The s-blocks are 
formed by all mesh cells (triangles) that 
geometrically constitute a block; the l-blocks are 
the mesh edges (segments) that are in common 
between two adjacent blocks; they are absent 
when the block subdivision does not generates 
”cuts” in the metal (e.g. for isolated radiators in an 
array). This is the first step taken to address the 
current continuity across blocks. An example of 
this division is shown in Figs. 1 and 2. 

 

 
 

(a) 

 
                     (b)                              (c) 
 
Fig. 1. Conformal base station antenna. (a) Photograph, 
(b) CAD model, (c) CAD model of the single column, 
with example indications of s-blocks and l-blocks. 
 
     It is important to stress that while unknowns 
are surface currents, the blocks have to be thought 
in terms of volumes that include the surfaces 
where the unknown currents reside; this allows to 
employ the (surface) Equivalence Theorem on the 
bounding box of the block. With this setting, the 
DD problem can be set in terms of coupled 
equations that involve the sources on the bounding 
box; in SFX, these are not treated as unknowns, 
but employed as forcing terms for the EM problem 
of the block in isolation (see Fig. 2 for an 
example). 
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Fig. 2. CAD model of the conformal base station 
antenna: (a) Meshed geometry, (b) block separation 
used when analyzing it with SFX technique with the 
auxiliary sources around the Blocks 1 and 2 
respectively. 
 
     Thanks to the Equivalent Theorem setting, if 
enough sources are considered, a linear 
combination of all the responses to the forcing 
terms on the bounding box will be able to 
correctly represent any currents inside the block, 
including the exact solution of the complete 
problem. Hence, if these responses are used to 
construct the aggregate basis functions the 
subspace f

M NH Hψ ⊂ will contain the desired 
solution. In order to make the procedure robust 
and efficient, an SVD is employed to retain those 
terms that are linearly independent (to a specified 
degree). The aggregate functions defined on the 
blocks of the structure are called ”Synthetic 
Functions” (SF). 
     With respect to the notation set in the previous 
section, the SF generation procedure can be 
summarized as follows. The conductor surface S is 
divided into NSB portions Ss, s = 1, ..., NSB (S 
= 1

SBN
sU = Ss), the above-mentioned s-blocks (surface 

blocks); on each block, there will be Ks << N 
unknowns. Some s-blocks may be contacting, i.e. 
a portion of their boundary may be shared with 
another s-block; these NLB line segments are the l-
blocks (line blocks). 
     The SF are defined on the s-blocks; this leaves 
out the individual elemental functions defined on 
the edges belonging to l-blocks. So far, these 
functions are left unconstrained as unknowns (i.e. 
not organized in aggregations). This allows a 
considerable flexibility in enforcing current 
continuity across blocks, which is naturally 

achieved – provided the above alluded spurious 
edge effects are not present. 
     In order to avoid artifacts due to edge-
singularities in the single-block solution, the 
(edge) boundary condition has been modified on l-
blocks; on these segments, half-RWG functions 
are inserted during the solution for the single-
block problem, and deleted henceforth. This 
approach locally approximates a short-circuit 
(electric wall) condition, that effectively deletes 
the edge-singularity, and preludes to a successful 
current continuity. On the sth s-block we will 
indicate by Ls the total number of these half-RWG. 
When solving for a block in isolation, there will 
therefore be KTs = Ks + Ls unknowns. 
     In order to compute the responses that will lead 
to the SF, sources have first of all to be placed at 
the block feeding ports (if any is present); they 
will be called ”natural”, and their number (for the 
sth block) denoted by s

natN ; in case the problem 
entails an incident-wave forcing term, this will 
substitute for the port feeding as a natural source. 
Coupling with the rest of the structure is 
accomplished by considering two other types of 
sources. 
 

- Sources placed on the block boundary, that 
are called ”coupling” sources; their number 
(for the sth block) is denoted by s

coupN . They 
are conveniently implemented as RWG, 
which allows re-use of the modules of any 
MoM code to compute the RHS of the single-
block problem. 

 
- If l-blocks are present (i.e. the block 

periphery cuts a solid metal of finite extent), 
sources have to be placed along that 
periphery, called ”connection” sources. They 
can be simply half-RWG, which simplifies 
the implementation. According to the 
previous discussion, on the sth block there 
will s

conN such sources. 
The total number of sources on each block is 
therefore s s s s

S nat con coupN N N N= + + . Each of these 

sources will constitute a RHS [ ( )k
sB ], k = 1, ..., s

SN  
for the problem (1, 4), but limited to the number 
KTs = Ks + Ls of the unknowns on the block. 
Denoting by [ZB,s] the pertinent MoM matrix of 
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the problem, [ ( )k
sr  ] the response to kth source and 

omitting the block index for simplicity, the 
responses are defined by 

[ZB][r(k)] = [B(k)] 
The responses are next assembled into a matrix 

      [ ] ( ) ( )1 ,...., sNR r r⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦  

and an SVD is performed on it, resulting in 
[R] = [U][ρ][V ]H                       (9) 

Each column of [U] identifies the coefficients of 
one aggregate function   in (6); the most relevant 
(largest) Ns,SF terms are kept (note re-introduction 
of the block index s), and constitute the basis for 
the SF eXpansion (SFX) of the solution. In [7] an 
extensive study of the threshold used for the 
determination of the number of SFs has been 
presented. It is necessary at this stage to introduce 
the notion of SF (singular vectors) “associated” to 
a given type of source. While the SVD 
orthogonalization does not allow to identify an 
exact, direct correspondence between the sources 
and the SF, this relationship often exists 
approximately. In quantitative terms, a SF 
described by column [Uj] is related to source k 
when the projection [Uk]H[r(j)] is significantly 
larger than for all other responses. The 
correspondence is still stronger when one 
collectively considers homogeneous groups of 
sources and SF, e.g. natural, coupling, and 
connections. This justifies the ensuing terminology 
of “natural SF”, “coupling SF”, and ”connection 
SF”.  
     The scheme always calls for the inclusion of all 
Nnat natural SF; the number of the remaining SF to 
be kept is conveniently related to a thresholding of 
the SV sequence ρ1, ρ2, ..., ρNS . Upon fixing a 
threshold t, we will keep all SF associated to SV 
that satisfy 

/
natn N tρ ρ ≤ .                          (10) 

Examples of convergence studies and thresholding 
are given in Sec. IV.; convergence with respect to 
the employed number of coupling sources was 
studied in [7]. 
     As to the SV thresholding issue, some general 
comments can be made: 
 
- The threshold is problem dependent; very 

often the SV sequence has visible features that 
can guide a “manual” or automatic selection, 
like a clear jump or a clear change of slope. 

For example, if the block bounding box is the 
far region of [23], there is a jump in 
correspondence with the number of degrees of 
freedom of the radiated field; the latter is 
seldom observed in most practical problems, 
especially when the DD effects a “tearing” of 
the metal structure; nonetheless, the above 
example shows that the SV sequence depends 
on the physical structures, not on the source 
selection. 

 
- The SV sequence and the effect of 

thresholding are expected to be different in 
antenna and scattering problems. Aside from 
the block-toblock interactions due to the cuts 
(discussed above), in antenna problems there 
will be often interaction between non-
contacting but near features belonging to 
different blocks. The level of accuracy 
required in scattering problems is lower than 
required in antenna problems: these impacts on 
the threshold value selection. In this sense, it is 
very important that the convergence with 
respect to t be uniform, so that one can choose 
to be conservative in the absence of better 
knowledge. While no mathematical proof of 
uniform convergence can be presently offered 
for any of the existing compressive methods, 
the case studies in [7] and in Sec. IV.1 have 
always exhibited this convergence for SFX. 

 
- When the DD calls for tearing of metal 

portions, it is to be expected that connection 
sources have almost the same importance as 
natural ones; therefore, to be on the safe side 
one can always include 

Q = Nnat + Ncon 
SFs, and start counting the SV threshold from 
that point; this corresponds to the modified 
threshold parameter 

/n Q Tρ ρ ≤                             (11) 
 

- Finally, we remark that the ratio between total 
number of SV and actual number of kept term 
is not necessarily an indication of numerical 
efficiency. As a matter of fact, the ideal 
situation knows exactly how many sources are 
necessary, which makes the abovementioned 
ratio one. This should be kept in mind, e.g., 
when interpreting the thresholding study in 
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Sec. IV.1. On the opposite end, the maximum 
dynamic range in the SV of the kept terms 
depends on the ”noise floor”, i.e. machine 
precision and accuracy of the implemented 
SVD algorithm. 

 
III.3 Wavefront Basis Method (WBF) 
     This technique is a new approach to solve very 
large scattering electromagnetic problems based 
on the MoM. The method can be seen as an 
extension of the Asymptotic Phase front 
Extraction (APE) approach to MoM [25] - [29]. In 
what follows we will report on the key points of 
the method, and present preliminary results for 2D 
scattering problems. The presentation of WBF 
here is functional to exemplifying how the 
aggregate function paradigm can conveniently 
comprehend approaches of very different nature, 
and to discuss the issue of the DOF and the related 
sub-space choice. A more comprehensive 
description of the method will be presented in a 
forthcoming paper. 
     The Asymptotic Phasefront Extraction (APE) 
method is based on the observation that most of 
the degrees of freedom in the MoM are used just 
to follow the fast variation of the phase of the 
solution, while its amplitude varies on a much 
slower scale, 

     ( ) ( ) ( )( )expslowJ r J r jk r= Φ ,      (12) 
so that it can be correctly described by much fewer 
basis functions having a multi-wavelength support. 
The APE produces a huge reduction in the matrix 
size, but matrix filling time is drastically more 
expensive due to the highly oscillatory behavior 
introduced by the inserted phase terms; 
overcoming this difficulty is the subject of several 
papers that we refrain to review here. The 
extraction of the ”asymptotic” phase function is a 
key issue. For smooth convex scatters the PO 
phase appears to be sufficient, while the issue for 
convex scatterers remains essentially open. 
     In the present approach [24], we employ the 
aggregation paradigm to construct the 
multiwavelength basis functions of APE starting 
from standard basis functions. In line with the 
aggregate functions approach discussed above, we 
consider our approach as an add-on to a fast MoM, 
of which it affects a compression. A key 
component of the method is the (novel) method for 
extracting the phase front of the induced currents, 

which leads to ”Wavefront Basis Functions” 
(WBF) aggregate functions. It is essentially a kind 
of numerical Beam Tracing performed with 
algebraic operations on the standard MoM matrix. 
This process permits reusing standard Fast-MoM 
codes as FMM or AIM. The method will be 
presented with specific reference to 2D scattering 
problems (TE incidence), and results will be 
presented for this case; because of the scalar 
nature of the problem, with respect to the previous 
sections we will drop the vector sign in all relevant 
notation. It can be extended to 3D problems; due 
to the algebraic nature of the procedure, most of 
the extension steps are straightforward, and we 
will briefly discuss those issues that are not 
obvious.  
     The problem is initially discretized with 
standard (sub-wavelength) basis functions as in 
(1); in the 2D problem explicitly considered, these 
are piece-wise triangular (PWT) functions. It is 
convenient to indicate them as ( );nf r l where the 
second argument is their (sub-wavelength) length 
l; as for the other aggregate-function methods, 
these will be termed ”elemental” basis functions. 
Next, one approximates the slow variation of the 
solution with the same type of functions used for 
the initial discretization (RWG or PWT), but of 
much larger, multi-wavelength extent; this is 
conveniently expressed as 

      ( ) ( )
1

;
M

slow
slow m m m

m

J t I f r L
=

=∑ ,         (13) 

where ( );nf r l is the (phaseless) amplitude 
behavior of the (large) functions, that have the 
same expression of the elemental functions but 
different (multi-wavelength) support L. The 
definition of the aggregate functions follows from 
insertion of (12) and (13) into (1); the terms 

( ) ( )( ); expm mf r L j k rΦ are conveniently 
approximated using the elemental basis functions, 
apt to represent the fast variations of the solution 
J; that is, one can write 

( ) ( )( )

( )( ) ( )
1

; exp

exp ;

m m

Km

p p p
p

f r L j k r

j k r f r L
=

Φ =

Φ∑
 

where pr is the center of the pth elemental basis 
function; comparison with (2) and (6) yields 
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( ) ( ) ( )

( )( ) ( )

,
1

,

;

exp ;

Km
AP

m m p m p p
p

p m p m m

r F r U f r L

U j k r f r L

ψ
=

= =

= Φ

∑
 .            (14) 

 
     The aggregate functions ( ) ( )AP

m mr F rψ = have 
multi-wavelength support, and this results in a 
drastic compression of the standard MoM matrix. 
These functions are the ”Wavefront Basis 
Functions” (WBF) to be discussed here; a pictorial 
description of the WBF can be found in Fig. 3. 
The geometric aggregation underlying theWBF is 
trivial in the 2D case; in 3D it requires geometric 
aggregations like those employed in the oct-tree 
partitioning employed for fast multi-level 
methods; two different examples of how to do it 
can be found in [15] and [16](the aggregation is 
carried out with a different aim in these works). 
     We observe that the aggregate 
(multiwavelength) functions are overlapped; this 
makes enforcement of current continuity on sub-
domains a non-issue. 
    With reference to the setting in Sec. III.1, one 
can observe that the method above is equivalent to 
look for a solution in the subspace f

M NH Hψ ⊂  with 
the pre-calculated asymptotic phase. Therefore, 
the accuracy of the method hinges about this 
Ansatz, and the ability to correctly estimate this 
phase. 
 

 
 
Fig. 3. WBF Aggregate basis function (top; real part) as 
linear combination of standard (sub-wavelength) basis 
functions (bottom).  

     Next, we use a Galerkin scheme with respect to 
the M aggregate functions. Assembling the basis 
change in algebraic form as in Sec. Sec. II., we 
have 
          [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]. .H

HF HF HFz Z X Z X= =  

        

1,1

1,2

1,1 .

2,2 1,

,

.

.
. .

k
HF

k M

kM M

U
U

U
X

U U

U

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥=
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

,              (15) 

 
where [XHF] is sparse because two non-adjacent 
(aggregate) basis functions have disjoint support; 
each column has a number of non-zero terms 
independent of N. Note that one can use standard 
fast MoM codes to compute the vector-matrix 
products in (15). Very often the number M of 
aggregate basis functions is small enough to allow 
a direct solution for the compressed matrix ZHF ; in 
all other cases, the above is used in the iterative 
solver. The compressive effect of the WBF 
produces a strong acceleration of the convergence. 
     Before proceeding further, we add that in most 
practical problems there will be sharp features 
(like the edge of a reflector) where the Ansatz (12) 
is questionable. This is solved in a simple manner 
by adding (unconstrained) elemental basis 
functions around these sharp features, which will 
add up to the count of the DOF like the unknowns 
associated to connection functions in SFX. 
     When the scatterer is flat or smooth and 
convex, PO is usually a good approximation for 
the phase; in this case, the above is directly 
applicable. The proposed algorithm, however, 
allows to go further. While a detailed description 
is beyond the scope of this work, the phase-
tracking algorithm is outlined next in its salient 
traits. 
     One starts with the WBF with local PO phase. 
These will be zero-order WBF, 0

kψ , described by 

coefficients [ ( )0
kU ]. Next, the radiation of all of 

these WBF0 everywhere on the structure is 
considered; note that this is described by the 
product 

[ ] ( )0
kZ U⎡ ⎤

⎣ ⎦  
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that can be carried out by a fast matrix-vector 
multiplication. Because of the large support, the 
WBF radiate very narrow beams, and this is 
analogous to a beam shooting. The region(s) more 
intensely ”lit” will constitute the support for the 
first-order WBF, as pictorially shown in Fig. 4; 
their phase will be that of the field radiated by the 
0-th order WBF. The procedure is repeated with 
WBF or order 1 acting as ”transmitter” to get the 
second-order WBF, and so on. 

 
Fig. 4. Numerical Beam Tracing by iterating the 
operator of the EFIE. 
 
     2D tests of the method are reported in Sec. 
IV.2; in many instances it reduces the degrees of 
freedom to a very low value that is almost 
frequency independent, thus allowing a direct 
(iteration free) solution. Finally, we remark that a 
recent work [30] shares some of the objectives and 
approaches of this work. 
 
III.4 Accuracy and DOF 
     It is often intuitive that a DOF reduction is 
possible when the solution is over-sampled. For 
example, in antenna problems one is often forced 
to employ mesh cells well below the λ/5−λ/10 rule 
employed in smooth scattering problems. It can 
thus be expected that a “smart” choice of the 
aggregate functions may tap into this redundancy 
to reduce the global DOF; for example, far 
interactions between aggregate functions will not 
need a fine detail to be accurately described. The 
above is correct, but it does not constitute the full 
picture. 
     A trivial, but somewhat revealing example is 
the following. If we take M = 1 and  1ψ  to be the 
exact solution to the original problem, of course a 
1-dimensional subspace is enough to allow the 
solution with compressive aggregate functions. No 

matter how trivial, this example points at the two 
key ingredients of a good compressive scheme: a) 
the aggregate basis functions must be related to the 
solution of the original boundary-value problem 
(hopefully, not in its entirety); b) the success of the 
method also depends on its ability in selecting the 
subspace of the aggregate-function solution in a 
way that depends on the properties of the forcing 
term (RHS). 
     In this perspective, one can observe that all 
compression schemes imply the use of aggregate 
basis functions that are ”Maxwellian”, in the sense 
that they are related to the (exact or asymptotic) 
solution of Maxwell’s equations with part of the 
original boundary conditions. 
     The methods like SFX, CBS, etc., rely on the 
solution of the problem in parts of the original 
structures, and these solutions are related to the 
original forcing field. It can be noted that this 
obviously comes at a (computational) cost, and in 
general the higher this cost (e.g. the larger the sub-
domains), the more accurate the solution. The 
issue is finding an optimal way of achieving 
accuracy at a low cost. 
     The WBF method relies on the asymptotic 
approximation of the solution; this solution is not 
used in its entirety, and only the phase is 
employed. As already commented, this phase 
information essentially bounds the supbspace 
determination, and is key in ensuring a correct 
solution. The dependence on the forcing term in 
the construction of the solution subspace is more 
evident in this technique than in the explicit DD 
schemes like SFX and CBF. However, in both 
SFX and CBF the forcing field plays a role in the 
construction of the aggregate functions; in these 
case, one often considers a certain number of 
incident plane waves as ”natural sources”; in SFX 
and the case of an array, e.g., each block has its 
own natural source, which corresponds to 
considering all possible choices of port feeding. 
     Another vantage point can be gained by 
resorting to the SVD of the problems in (4) and 
(5): 

[ ] [ ][ ]

[ ] [ ] [ ]( )
1

1

1

N
H

k k k
k

N
He

k k
kk

Z u v

I u v B

ζ

ζ

=

=

=

⎡ ⎤ =⎣ ⎦

∑

∑
.             (16) 
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     As well known, the above indicates that the 
most relevant singular values (SV) of [Z] are the 
smallest, in the sense that for a generic RHS the 
smallest (SV) are those who determine the 
solution accuracy. Considering now the 
compressed matrix, 

[ ] [ ] [ ][ ] [ ] [ ][ ] [ ]
1

N
H H H

k k k
k

z X Z X X u v Xζ
=

= =∑ . 

         (17) 
one understands that the aggregate functions must 
ideally all reside in the span of the singular vectors 
associated to the most relevant (i.e. smallest) SV. 
Note that this criterion is essentially independent 
of the forcing term, and is the option most 
typically followed in approaches like SFX and 
CBF, less oriented to tailoring the solution 
subspace around a specific forcing term. 
 

IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
     In this section numerical results are presented 
to clarify the application of SFX and WBF. All the 
reported examples have been simulated on 
standard PC, equipped with a Pentium4 processor, 
with 2.3GHz clock and 512MB RAM. 
 
IV.1 SFX 
     The SFX method was employed to design the 
conformal broad-band GSM-UMTS base station 
antenna shown in Fig. 1. It was designed for 
adaptive (“smart”) operation. It is similar to, and 
inspired by the configuration in [31]. 
     The structure has been chosen with the aim of 
applying the SFX method to a real-life geometry, 
and finally comparing simulation and measured 
results. The antenna requirements, design, and 
measurement procedure are outside the scopes of 
this paper; they are reported elsewhere, [32], [33] 
and in future communications; here we 
concentrate on the computational side and on the 
ensuing experimental validation. 
     The array antenna has 32 identical square 
stacked patches, in a 4 × 8 arrangement over an 
octagonal prism. Radiating elements are excited 
by proximity coupling with an L probe-strip 
structure, visible in the CAD model in Fig. 1. 
Excitation is modeled numerically via a voltage 
gap at the base of the probe, where it is connected 
to the (finite) ground. For SFX application, it is 
important to note that the underlying prism is a 

solid metal (the grounds of the facets are 
electrically connected). 
     In the full antennas, the 4 patches of each 
column are fed by a 1 : 4 equal-length, uniform-
amplitude microstrip beam forming network 
printed below the ground plane; i.e., individual 
radiator are not accessible individually. One of the 
facets of the antenna in Fig. 1 (not shown there) 
was initially constructed with access to the four 
individual radiators; it will be used to compare 
simulation and measured results for S-parameters. 
The radiation results of the conformal array refer 
to operation with equal phase and amplitude over 
the eight columns (achieved via a commercial 1 : 8 
uniform splitter). 
     At the center frequency, the antenna is about 
3.1λ in height; the width of one facet is about 
0.55λ while the average length of the edge of the 
stacked patches is of about 0.32λ. Its numerical 
model involves 24501 unknowns. We observe that 
no symmetry was used in the SFX simulation. A 
standard MoM solution in this case was unfeasible 
on the standard (32-bit) employed PC. The 
individual column, requiring 3010 unknowns, will 
thus be used for comparing SFX results to 
standard MoM. 
     Comparison between SFX and the standard 
MoM solution will be done with reference to the 
surface current relative error: 

2

2

MoM SFX

MoM

I I
I

ε
−

= ,                (18) 

and directly on S-parameters or radiation pattern. 
 
Analysis of the single column  
     The block partitioning of the facet is shown in 
Fig. 1c; it can be noted that there is one radiator 
per block, and that the block boundary cuts the 
(finite) ground, thus requiring the use of l-blocks 
and connection functions. It can be observed that 
the blocks are pairwise identical, the difference 
being on whether the block is central (bordering 
with one block per side) or on the edge. The 
coupling sources were placed on a regular grid on 
the (cubical) bounding box (not shown; an 
example of source distribution is shown for the 
full antenna below). The reported result refers to a 
total of 98 coupling sources on the block boundary 
for all blocks. 
     In counting SV and SF, it should be kept in 
mind that the present implementation employs real 
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(as opposed to complex) response vectors, i.e. 
separating their real and imaginary parts prior to 
the SVD operation in (9); the reasons for this (not 
critical) choice are detailed in [7]). This makes the 
association between SF and sources to appear 
typically in pairs. 
     The SV sequences for the four blocks are 
shown in Fig. 7, and the associated convergence of 
the solution vs. SV truncation threshold t (in (10)) 
is shown in Fig. 8. The convergence for the 
radiation pattern is in Fig. 5. Comparison of S-
parameters results for standard MoM and SFX are 
shown next in Fig. 6 for t ≈ 10−3. 
 

 
 
Fig. 5. Single column 4-patch array: radiation pattern 
convergence vs. SV truncation threshold t. The graph 
shows the cut along the array longitudinal axis. Solid 
blue line: reference; the other curves refer to the t value 
reported in the inset. 
 
     In order to interpret the results, we detail the 
relevant numbers for this case. We have one 
natural port on all blocks, i.e. 1,2 1natN = , while the 
number of connection functions is 1 20conN =  and 

2 40conN =  on block 1 and 2 respectively. We have 
therefore Q1 = 42 and Q2 = 82 for the two types of 
blocks, having factored in the 2 factor for 
real/imaginary splitting; the position of these 
numbers in the SV sequences in Fig. 7 is indicated 
for further reference. 
     It is important to observe that the solution 
convergence is monotonic with respect to the 
number of considered SF; this is a guarantee of 
stable solution. The convergence analysis shows 
that keeping as many SF as natural plus all 
connection sources is a conservative estimate. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Single column 4-patch array: Significant S 
parameters. Blue lines: standard MoM (reference); red 
lines: SFX. 
     

 
(a) 
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(b) 

Fig. 7. Single column array (see Fig. 1): SV sequence. 
(a) Singular values sequence for the four s-blocks 
(superimposed); (b) Detailed view of the first part of 
the SV sequence. The vertical bars indicate the numbers 
Q. 
 
     Finally, Fig. 9 compares numerical and 
experimental results (reference MoM and SFX are 
undistinguishable); the agreement is very good 
(note that the slight shift in the resonance 
frequency happens below −20 dB in return loss). 
     As to numerical performances, using a t ≈ 10−5 
threshold, the total dimension of the final linear 
equations system in the SFX basis has decreased 
to 658 unknowns (from 3010 unknowns in the 
RWG basis) and the solution time for this 
compressed system is of 4.9 seconds, which gives 
a cumulated solution time for all the 21 frequency 
steps of about 105 seconds. The necessary time for 
solving the 3010 unknowns linear equation system 
in the original RWG basis, for only one of the 21 
frequency steps, is of 433.43 seconds. This means 
that the total solution time for all the 21 frequency 
steps in the original RWG basis is of 9102 
seconds, 86 times the solution time in the SFX 
basis. 
     As the convergence results show, the t = 10−5 
value chosen for the SV threshold for this 
numerical simulation is very conservative. A 
higher compression of the final linear equation 
system, without significant changes in the 
accuracy of the final solution can be achieved also 
with t = 10−3. 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 8. Single column array (see Fig. 1). (a) Surface 
current error (18) with respect to SV threshold value t 
in (10); (b) Number of SFs corresponding to threshold 
values t; solid line: external blocks; dashed line: 
internal blocks.  
 

 
Fig. 9. Simulated vs. measured values for the S 
parameters of one column of the array considered in 
isolation; the curves without markers correspond to the 
measurements. 
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Analysis of the entire antenna  
   As alluded above, the only direct comparison 
between measured and simulated data is for the 
radiation pattern, yet including cross-pol. 
However, computed self- and mutual-impedances 
of the 32 radiating elements were employed in 
obtaining the radiation data; they were used to 
compute the excitation coefficients at all ports by 
solving the circuit problem with the S-matrix of 
the BFN splitters (data sheets and measured on 
prior breadboarding) and the S-matrix of the 32-
element array. 
     The complete base station antenna in Fig. 1.a) 
was separated into the 16 blocks shown in Fig. 2 
(exploded view of the mesh after block 
separation); each block contains two azimuthally 
neighboring radiating elements. Due to the 
symmetry of the structure and of the domain-
decomposition, all blocks are identical to one of 
the two separately shown in Fig. 2, corresponding 
to internal or terminal location in the structure. 
Also in this case, we note that the block 
partitioning requires the cut of the continuous 
ground plane below the patches, i.e. the continuity 
of the current on it; this generates the need of 
connection functions and connection sources. 
     There are two natural responses for the block (4 
natural SFs, arising from the separation into real 
and imaginary parts) originating from the port 
excitation of each one of the two radiating 
elements inside each block. In addition to natural 
and connection functions, a total of 56 coupling 
sources were used around each block. 
     The SV sequences for the different blocks are 
shown in Fig. 10, only for the two basic blocks 
shown in 2. The reported results refer to two 
threshold values: T = 10−1 and T = 10−2, the latter 
being very conservative. For T = 10−1, the total 
number of SFX unknowns in the SFs basis was of 
2354, and the solution time of about 204 seconds 
(about 3.4 minutes). With T = 10−2 there were 
4379 SFX unknowns, requiring 1358 seconds 
(about 22.6 minutes) to solve. The surface current 
distribution on the entire structure obtained for the 
higher accuracy SFX simulation is illustrated in 
Fig. 11. 
 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 10. (a) Singular values sequence for two blocks of 
conformal base station antenna; (b) detailed view of the 
first part of the SV sequence. For numbering see Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 11. Logarithmic plot for surface current on the base 
station antenna obtained by using the SFX technique. 
 
 
     The radiation patterns for the antenna were 
computed for the two sets of computed surface 
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currents and reported in Fig. 12 for the co-polar 
and cross-polar components. The results for the 
two solutions show negligible differences. The 
radiation patterns were measured for eight 
elevation cuts (vertical planes, Fig. 13), one cut for 
each facet, and in the horizontal plane (azimuth 
cut, Fig. 14). Despite the structural symmetry, 
some differences are observed, and most likely 
due to feed cables (especially beyond 140◦) and 
mast in addition to fabrication tolerances in the 
radiating elements and BFNs. 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 12. SFX simulation results for base station antenna 
in Fig. 1; (a) radiation patterns in the two main planes 
for the base station antenna (solid line for T ≈ 10−2 
threshold on SV sequence, dotted line for T ≈ 10−1 
threshold); (b) Co- and cross-polar components 
(azimuthal cut) for the base station antenna (solid line 
for T ≈ 10−2, dotted line for T ≈ 10−1). 

 
Fig. 13. Base station antenna: radiation pattern. The 
solid line shows computed results; the confidence bars 
display, for each angle, the min and max of the 
measured individual patterns for the 8 columns, in the 
plane orthogonal to each antenna facet. 
 

 
Fig. 14. Measured vs. simulated Co and Cross-polar 
components of the field for the entire array in azimuth 
cut. 
 
IV.2 WBF 
     We will only consider simple examples so that 
we can use a simple fast 2D MoM algorithm due 
to the Toeplitz property of the resulting matrix. 
Nevertheless those easy examples contain all 
relevant difficulties to prove the method works, 
that is: concavity, multiple reflections, etc.. In all 
reported examples, we consider plane wave 
incidence along the directions indicated 
graphically in the relevant figures. The standard 
MoM (sub-wavelength) discretization uses 
triangular basis functions with l = λ/10 support; 
the number of associated basis functions will be 
denoted by N. 
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     Scattering from flat strips were considered in 
[24]; here we discuss the case of scattering from a 
curved, concave strip; it is an arc of circle of 
angular aperture λ/2 and arc length L sketched in 
the inset of Fig. 15; the incidence is from the 
direction bisecting the opening angle (φinc = π/4) in 
the concave part. Two cases were considered: L = 
360λ, with N = 3600 and NWBF = 273, with 
support of about 6λ; and L = 1440λ, with N = 
14400 but with the same NWBF as in the previous 
case, i.e. with aggregate function of about 24λ. 
     The error on the current, defined as in (18) 
(with SFX substituted for WBF), was 3.5% for the 
L = 360λ case, and 1.8% for the larger, L = 1440λ 
case. It is interesting to note that the number of 
necessary WBF terms is essentially independent of 
the frequency. This observation seems confirmed 
by [30]. The comparison for the radiated (far) field 
is shown in Fig. 15 for the case of L = 1440λ; 
panel (a) shows the overall pattern, and the 
following panels (b-h) report enlargement of 
various zones, to allow for a closer comparison. 
The figure allows to appreciate the accuracy of the 
WBF approach; the deviation from standard MoM 
is negligible almost everywhere, with small 
deviations in a low-amplitude region (panel d; 
well below -30dB). 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
     We have discussed integral-equation methods 
that employ basis functions constructed by 
grouping standard ”elemental” basis functions 
(e.g. RWG); these basis functions are termed 
”aggregate” throughout. The initial general setting 
includes both one-to-one basis change, that leave 
the number of unknowns unchanged, and 
compressive mappings, that reduce the overall 
number of necessary unknowns. In the former 
case, the reasons behind the basis change are 
typically centered around the spectral properties of 
the ensuing MoM matrix, like in the loop-tree 
decomposition used at low frequencies. 
     The discussion then has been focused on 
compressive aggregate-function methods. General 
considerations have been offered, and the specific 
examples of SFX and WBF methods employed to 
substantiate the general discussion. The SFX 
method belongs to the larger class of domain-
decomposition methods, while WBF is based on 

high-frequency local solutions of Maxwell 
equations. 
     Compressive methods appear to be a mature 
technology in Computational EM; they can 
provide a simple ”boost” solution that re-uses 
existing MoM codes, but they can also be used to 
produce sophisticated tools. In particular, their 
combination with fast methods appears very 
promising, due to the complementary natures of 
the two approaches. 
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Abstract─ This paper presents an innovative 
procedure that allow for the Method of Moments 
(MoM) analysis of electrically large objects 
composed of flat faces, i.e. open or closed 
polyhedrons with or without attached plates. The 
method is framed within the category of iteration-
free, compressive basis function approaches. Two 
kinds of diffraction-like basis functions are 
introduced to achieve drastic memory requirement 
compression; relevant results compared with those 
obtained employing standard RWG basis functions 
are presented. 
  
Index Terms─ Method of Moment (MoM), large 
structures, Synthetic Functions (SFX), scattering. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The Integral Equation (IE) approach combined 

with the Method of the Moment (MoM) 
discretization scheme is widely used in the 
prediction of the electromagnetic scattering from a 
large complex objects. The conventional MoM 
formulations have well-known limits to the 
problem size, because they lead to large, dense and 
sometimes ill-conditioned matrices, with a 
consequent huge memory occupation and CPU 
time consumption. In order to overcome these 
problems, different schemes have been presented 
in literature. Among these schemes, we mention 
the Fast Multipole Method (FMM), the Adaptive 
Integral Method (AIM), and the multilevel matrix 
decomposition algorithm. 

An alternative route is taken in a family of 
methods that employ an “iteration free” approach 
[1], where standard (e.g. RWG) basis functions are 

aggregated into larger functions. This notably 
includes the Synthetic Function expansion (SFX) 
[2] and the Characteristic Basis Function (CBF) 
[3] methods. These aggregate basis functions are 
defined from the solution of smaller-size 
numerically-tractable problems, excited by 
appropriate sources, and then used in the MoM 
solution of the large problem. This allows one to 
incorporate the intermediate and macro-scale 
features of the structure, while maintaining a 
reduced number of unknowns. Thousand of 
wavelength structures can be treated with memory 
and CPU cost provided by a standard personal 
computer. Within this scheme, we proposed here a 
method to treat large portions of PEC planar 
objects containing edges; special cases include 
geometries with large polyhedral sub-surfaces, as 
frequently encountered in ships and especially in 
satellites. We will show that this appears a quite 
useful addition to the general framework of the 
iteration free methods. 

The core of the proposed method is centered 
around the construction of the basis functions that 
describe the edge diffraction effects. As usual in 
compressive methods, the large-support basis 
functions derive from the (exact or approximate) 
solution of the EM problem on portions of the 
overall structure, for a set of suitable excitations. 
A key issue investigated here is the excitation 
mechanism employed to generate these basis 
functions. Two different approaches are 
investigated, and the relevant results critically 
compared: 1) spherical wave generated diffraction 
basis functions  where the generating dipoles are 
located slightly displaced from the edge; 2) 
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grazing plane-wave generated  BF with different 
propagation directions. 

The paper is structured as follows: in Section II, 
the iteration free synthetic function method is 
summarized to frame the present approach; the 
particular case of flat metallic portions and of the 
object within the Physical Optics interpretation is 
discussed. In Section III, the appropriate 
definitions of the two types of generating sources 
for defining the basis functions is presented. 
Section IV shows the procedure to select and 
construct the synthetic basis functions on the basis 
of the singular value decomposition, and the 
subsequent followed Section V illustrate the MoM 
spectral domain solution, with focus on the 
calculation of the impedance matrix entries. 
Numerical results are presented in Section VI. 
 

II. THE SFX METHOD 
In the following, we will start from the baseline 

SFX method.  The first step is a geometrical 
domain-decomposition, that breaks down the 
conductor surface into portions, that we called 
surface blocks (s-blocks) iS , whose collection 
reconstruct the entire surface S  on which EFIE is 
applied. Each s-block is bounded by a boundary 
line iS∂ . On each s-block iS , one generates basis 
functions with support on the entire s-block, that 
are subsequently used as synthetic basis functions 
(SBF) for the analysis of the entire structure. Since 
the number of SBF functions is significantly 
smaller than those used in a conventional 
description [4], the overall number of unknowns is 
drastically reduced with a consequent gain in 
terms of memory and solution time.   These basis 
functions defined over the entire domain  iS  are 
called “Synthetic Functions” (SF), they are 
generated from the numerical solution of the 
electromagnetic problem for the block in isolation, 
under excitation by suitably defined “generating” 
sources. The synthetic functions are obtained from 
a linear combination of  the responses to all 
sources via a procedure based on the Singular-
Value Decomposition (SVD). Because of the 
strong reduction of the global number of 
unknowns, one can store the MoM matrix and 
afford a direct solution. In this sense, the method 
can be viewed as an ”iteration-free” alternative to 
so-called fast methods (like the Fast Multiple 
Method) that are based on iterative solvers for the 

MoM linear system, and on special techniques to 
avoid the storage of the full MoM matrix. The 
method is kernel-free, and can be implemented on 
top of existing MoM codes. 

 
A. Flat Perfectly Conducting Portions of 
Complex Objects  

Let us assume as an s-block a flat perfectly 
conducting portion of surface. If the geometrical 
decomposition conforms to the mesh of the entire 
structure the boundary line S∂  may result in zigzag 
lines to conform to the mesh edges (see surface iS  
in Fig. 1).  The way to treat interaction among 
blocks with non-straight contour S∂ mesh is 
described in [4] and will not be repeated here. For 
the sake of simplicity, we will assume here that the 
boundary line S∂  is composed by straight 
segments (see surface Si in Fig. 1); this is not a 
restriction, except on the meshing algorithm (the 
meshing should follow the block subdivision and 
not vice-versa). As described for the general 
scheme [4], the s-block (flat polygonal face) is 
isolated from the rest of the structure by a (virtual) 
closed surface eqS (bounding box), via the 
Equivalence Theorem. On this separation surface 
one then allows an equivalent current distribution 
that accounts for the external world. This 
equivalent current distribution may be defined by 
using several kinds of wave objects, like plane 
waves [3], point sources [4], or complex point 
sources. The SFX formulation does not use the 
coefficient of these wave objects as unknowns of 
the problem. Rather it use these sources as 
generating sources for the basis functions to be 
defined on for the s-block, called Synthetic 
Functions (SF). The set of EM responses to the 
generating sources constitutes the starting point for 
the generation of the SF set, in which a SVD is 
employed to orthogonalize and discriminate 
among the totality of the responses that might have 
scarce linear independence.  

As mentioned before the choice of the 
generating sources is largely arbitrary [4], and 
different sets of (synthetic) basis functions arise 
from different choices of generating sources. The 
efficiency of each scheme, i.e. the number of 
necessary SF to represent the solution to the 
complete problem is actually associated to the 
ability of the generating sources to produce 
responses that well reconstruct the solution space, 
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the latter being defined as the (sub) space spanned 
by all the possible solutions for the entire problem 
localized to the considered s-block. 
 
B. Physical Optics SF 

When addressing the internal part of the 
equivalence problem for the s-block, the 
(arbitrary) medium that can fill the external part is 
chosen in order to simplify as much as possible the 
Green’s function of the internal region. The 
conventional choice is to fill the external region by 
a free-space medium. In this case, the SF basis 
functions fn are derived by a MoM solution of a 
problem of the dimension of the surface block in 
isolation. Taking advantage from the fact that our 
s-block is a flat surface, the region  external to eqS  
is filled with the infinite continuation of the flat 
portion, to recover an infinite flat plate (see Fig. 
1). This allows the construction of the SF fi  in 
exact closed form for each generating source, 
simply applying the image principle. The 
responses so obtained will be called “PO 
functions” in the following. Because of the 
simplicity of dealing with analytical expressions of 
PO functions, in the following we will use the PO 
functions as starting point for the generation of  SF 
on flat polygonal plates. The usual SVD process 
[4] will be used on them to generate the actual SF. 

 

 
Fig. 1.  Flat surface blocks on complex object. The 
surface block iS  is bounded by true edges; part of the 
contour of the surface block jS  matches the mesh 
edges. The surface blocks are isolated by equivalent 
surface eq

iS ; the exterior of this surface is filled by the 
infinite continuation of the flat surface to simplify the 
internal region. 

As generating sources we will use and compare 
both grazing plane waves and point sources 
(dipoles); this is addressed in the next sections. 

In order to avoid confusion, in the following we 
will always deal with a block subdivision in which 
the edges of the s-block correspond to actual edges 
in the overall structure. This is the sensible choice 
for this approach, but it is obviously different from 
the setting in [4], where large plates could be 
“torn” into smaller pieces to reduce the associated 
computational effort. The singular behavior of the 
field at these edges is therefore not an artifact of 
the procedure in this case.  
 

III. GENERATING SOURCES AND 
THEIR SPACE AND SPECTRAL 

RESPONSES 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Fig. 2.  Different schemes for generating PO synthetic 
basis functions. (a) Homogeneous plane waves plus 
nearly evanescent plane waves, (b) homogeneous plane 
waves plus spherical wave sources. 
 

The choice of the generating sources is a key 
point for the correct reconstruction of the solution 
space. Let us subdivide conceptually the current 
solution J  on the s-block in the sum of two 
contributions 0 fJ J+ , where fJ  are the “fringe” 
currents associated to the diffraction process at the 
true edge of the S-block, and 0J  is the remainder. 
Two schemes will be investigated here. 
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In a first scheme the solution space associated 
to the fringe currents fJ  will be spanned by 
synthetic functions generated by elementary 
dipoles distributed close to the edges of the S-
block. The synthetic functions to describe the 
remainder contribution 0J  are instead generated 
by homogeneous plane waves . In a second 
scheme, the contribution 0J  is still represented by 
SFs generated by homogeneous plane waves, 
while the fringe contributions are generated by 
nearly-evanescent (near grazing) plane waves. 
The two schemes differ in the way to describe the 
fringe contributions. We have set our focus on the 
diffraction effects, and therefore we limit our 
investigation here on the contribution fJ  
described by the two mentioned alternatives. 

 
A. Spherical Wave Generation of Po Basis 
Functions 

As prescribed in the framework of high 
frequency diffraction theory, the diffraction 
process may be described by equivalent spherical 
wave incremental contributions arising from the 
edge [5, 6]. Following this guideline, it seems 
adequate the use of (elementary) dipoles 
distributed close to the edge as generating sources 
of fringe currents. To this end, let us introduce a 
local reference system with the τ -axis along the 
considered edge of the surface, the η -axis 
orthogonal to the edge oriented toward the surface 
and z -axis normal to the surface, that lies at 0z =  
(see Fig. 3).  

The generating electric dipoles are centered at a 
generic position 'τ and displaced of /10λ  from the 
edge along both τ  and η  in order to avoid 
inappropriate singularities at the edge. To cover 
the two polarizations, pairs of dipoles parallel and 
orthogonal to the edge are used. The PO induced 
currents normalized with respect to the maximum 
values can be well approximated by the following 
expressions: 
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, (m=1,.. N)mv  are the position 

vectors of the s-block surface vertexes, α  is the 
normalization constant that is taken to have 
maximum amplitude equal to unity,  and ( , )x yχ  
is the characteristic function of the s-block, that is 
unity inside the s-block and zero elsewhere. The 
basis functions are normalized in such a way that 
the maximum value of the amplitude (obtained for 

0η = , and 'τ τ= ) is equal to unity. The 
generating sources are placed along the polygonal 
contour of the surface with uniform steps, thus 
constructing a sequence of type: 
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where:   ˆ ˆˆ ,m m m=ξ τ η  

               2 2 2( ) ( /10) ( /10)nr nτ δ η λ λ= − + − + . 
Since the currents are devoted to reconstruct 
diffraction effects, these functions are herein after 
denoted as Spherical wave generated-PO 
functions (SWG-POF) . The step δ  between 
contiguous generating sources will be chosen 
according to the SVD scheme presented in the 
subsequent section. 

 
Fig. 3.  Geometry for defining SWG-POF.  
 

It is interesting to look at the Fourier transform 
             , ,( , ) [ ( , )]n x y nk k FT x yξ ξ=F f             (3)     

of the two types of PO-functions. Note that the 
spectrum is not available in closed form due to the 
presence of the truncation function ( , )x yχ ; 
therefore an FFT has been used to calculate it. The 
typical spectral domain behavior of , ( , )n x yk kξF  
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for the case of a flat metallic square s-block is 
shown in Fig. 4, while the space domain response 
is strongly concentrated in the area close to the 
generating dipole, the spectral amplitude is 
concentrated close in an angular spectral sector 
around the circular periphery of the visible region 
(Fig. 4). Note that the extension of the significant 
spectral region is different when the source is near 
a corner and when it is near a fault edge. These 
spectra can be simply explained (at least inside the 
visible region) by invoking the direct relationship 
between the far field radiated by each basis 
function and the spectrum of the same basis 
function. It is indeed evident that the PO field 
scattered by a metallic plate illuminated by a 
coplanar dipole is concentrated in the paraxial 
region, with an angular spread which is dictated by 
the metallic sector seen by the generating source in 
its actual position; it is also useful to recall that the 
boundary of the visible region in ( , )x yk k  
corresponds to grazing directions. For instance, if 
the dipole is placed on a corner of the first 
quadrant of a square plate, the far field radiation 
density (spectrum amplitude) is concentrated in 
the opposite direction (third quadrant of the 
spectral plane) close to grazing aspect (boundary 
of the visible region) and along an angular range 
of 90°. If the source is placed at the center of the 
edge, the radiation is concentrated along an 
angular range of 180° in the opposite directions. 
The spectral density concentration will be used to 
derive a criterion to select the right number of 
generating sources to be placed around the s-block 
periphery (see Section IV). 
 

 
 

Fig. 4.  Spectrum amplitude of the diffraction basis 
functions for a given position of the spherical wave 
generating sources. 

B. Nearly Grazing Plane Wave Generation of 
PO Basis Functions 

An alternative description of the diffraction 
contribution can be given in terms of basis 
functions generated by propagating nearly grazing 
plane waves. As a generating source we take TE or 
TM polarized plane waves characterized by the 

wave-vector ( ) ( )2 2' ' '' t x yk k k= + − −k k z , where 
' ˆ ˆ' 't x yk k= +k x y  is the transverse to z part of 'k , 

and k is the free-space wave-number. The 
transverse wave-vectors '

tk  associated to the 
generating plane waves are chosen so that 

( ) ( )2 22 ' '
x yk k k< +  (near grazing incidence) with a 

constant angular step; namely  
              ( ) ( )( )' ˆ ˆsin costn k n nφ φ= Δ + Δk x y ,      (4) 

where the step φΔ  between contiguous wave-
numbers will be chosen according to the SVD 
scheme presented in the next section and in a 
similar way as done for the selection of the 
spherical wave basis functions. The normalized 
PO currents associated to the above plane waves 
are given by  
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where χ  is the above-defined characteristic 
function of the polygonal surface. We note that in 
order to interpret the TE component in (5) as a 
normalized grazing wave PO current for TE 
polarization, we should apply a process to the limit 
for near grazing of the normalized currents. We 
note indeed that the non-normalized TE PO 
currents are zero for exact grazing incidence, but 
the TE component are essential to the 
completeness of the description. The spectrum of 
the above functions can be evaluated in a closed 
form for arbitrary polygonal flat surface with 
vertexes located at the position vectors 

(m=1,.. N)mv , as 
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where 
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The spectrum of each plane wave generated PO 
functions (PWG-POF) is concentrated along the 
boundary of the visible region and rotates at each 
angular increment φΔ  in the direction of 
incidence of an equal spectral azimuthally step. 
Figure 5 illustrates the same case of a square plate 
used in for the spherical wave generation (Fig. 4). 
At difference with SWG-POF, here the spectral 
spot is azimuthally narrow, being the spectral 
density in both directions inversely proportional to 
the size of the domain in the corresponding spatial 
direction. This is well evident in case of a 
rectangular plate, because of the associated 
separable sinc spectral functions, and it holds in 
general. 
     Compared to the spherical wave functions, the 
present basis functions appear to be spectrally 
localized, while the previous functions were 
spatially localized; they are therefore 
complementary. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5.  Amplitude of the spectrum of the PO basis 
functions for a given direction of incidence of the plane 
wave generating sources for a four wavelength square 
plate. The associated plane wave direction is 
symbolically depicted in each same diagram. 
 

IV. SINGULAR VALUE 
DECOMPOSITION (SVD) PROCESS 

 
A. Selection of the Number of Generating 
Functions through SVD 

The optimal number of basis functions is 
determined by evaluating the degree of 
independence of the entire domain functions both 
generated by near-edge dipoles and by near-
grazing plane-waves via an iterated SVD-based 
procedure analogous to the one described in [4]. 

In the proposed procedure, we start with a given 
discretization in both schemes, i.e. with a given 
spatial (δ ) or spectral ( φΔ ) source density; the 
responses to the source sets are computed as 
indicated above, and processed by SVD as 
described in [4]. The number of the generating 
sources is incremented  by reducing increasingly 
the parameter δ  or φΔ  with a linear law, and the 
SVD repeated. The process is stopped when the 
N most relevant SV do not change beyond a fixed 
ratio between the minimum and the maximum 
singular value, the latter can’t be too small to 
avoid ill-conditioning. 

At a difference with the procedure in [4], we 
adopt here a specialized implementation of the 
SVD generation process, that is very convenient 
for the present case. The procedure in [4] operates 
on the coefficients of the solution represented in 
terms of elemental, spatially localized functions 
(e.g. RWG), i.e. with spatial samples of the 
responses to the set of defining sources; in that 
case, the number of spatial samples is simply 
dictated by the mesh initially chosen to discretize 
the problem. In the present case, the (PO) 
responses are not subjected to an inherent spatial 
discretization, which is however a necessity when 
dealing with numerical operations. In the first 
place, then, we will choose a discretization for the 
PO responses to dipoles and plane waves; we will 
use 2 sN  samples, being only constrained to be 
able to correctly represent the functions. In 
addition, we observe that in the present case it is 
meaningful and feasible to employ spectral 
samples instead of spatial samples of the 
responses. Indeed, the natural space sampling of 
the PO responses is not suitable since the s-block 
surface may extend over several wavelengths, thus 
leading to very large matrices. Furthermore, it has 
been shown in section III that both the spherical- 
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and the plane-wave generation processes produce 
responses with spectral concentration around the 
boundary of the visible region. This suggest a 
spectral sampling of the PO response spectra in 

sN  equal-spaced points on the spectral 
circumference of radius k (Fig.6).  

 

 
Fig. 6.  Example of spectral samples for SVD 
computation. 
 

We call N  the number of employed sources, 
and we assemble the 2 sN  samples ( sN samples 
for each polarization) of the ensuing N  PO 
functions into the columns of the 
2 sN N× response matrix R . This matrix 
represents the operator that maps the (N-
dimensional) source spanned by linear 
combinations of the generating sources into the 
corresponding PO currents. 
     For spherical wave generating functions (dipole 
sources) the entries of the response matrix 
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where: , ( , )n x yk kξF  is defined in (3), 

( )0 cossxk k s η= Δ , ( )0 sinsyk k s η= Δ , 2 / sNη πΔ =  
and 1, , ss N= … . 

For near-grazing plane-wave sources they are 
given by: 
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where ,n TEF  and ,n TMF are defined in (6). Note that 
this scheme strongly reduces number of samples 
with respect to those needed in a space domain 
sampling. The number of samples sN  has to be 
greater than N and sufficiently large to respect the 
Shannon sampling condition  (correct 
representation of the spectral current functions); 
namely 02 / 2sN k Bπ≥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ , where B  is the larger 
extension of the total surface.  

Applying to the matrix R  the SVD process 
yields the decomposition 
                                 ,H= ΣR U V                      (11) 
where U and V are unitary matrix and Σ  is the 
diagonal matrix containing the singular values 

1 2 Nσ σ σ≥ ≥ ≥ . The shape of this 
decomposition is visualized below for 
convenience of the reader 

 
 

 
 

 
The square matrices { } 1,2

1,2
s
s

i Nij
j N

u =
=

=U  and 

{ } 1,
1,

n Nnm
m N

v =
=

=V  have dimensions 2 sN  and N , 

respectively, and the matrix Σ  has and the same 
dimensions 2 sN N×  as R . The matrix 

{ }*
1,
1,

H
n Nmn
m N

v =
=

=V is the transpose conjugate of V . 

The singular value sequence }{ iσ  typically 
presents a decay beyond a certain value [7].  
     As indicated in [4], the normalized SV 
sequence 1/rσ σ  indicates the relative 
independence of the rth singular vector respect to 
the preceding subset, is a good indicator to select 
the necessary number of synthetic functions, upon 
the establishment of a threshold. For a given N , 
we increase iteratively the number of the 
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generating sources, recomputing the SVD and 
stopping the process when the SV within the 
thresholding set of min max/σ σ  do not change 
anymore appreciably. A systematic 
implementation is based on the following iterative 
steps. One first fix an a priori value of  min max/σ σ  
on the basis of the conditioning number one can 
accept (let us say 410− ). Next, one fix an initial 
number of generating sources 0N N=  on the basis 
of an initial guess for 0δ (for SWG-BF) or 0φΔ  
(for PWG-POF). (for SWG-POF, 0 0/N P δ=  
where P is the surface perimeter, for PWG-POF 

0 0360 /N φ= ° Δ ). As initial guess of the process 
we suggest 0 2δ λ=  and 0 30φΔ = ° . 
Successively, the corresponding SV are 
determined trough (11). At the ith iterative step the 
number of sources is increased to 12i iN N −=  
( 1 / 2i iδ δ −=  or 1 / 2i iφ φ −Δ = Δ ) and the process is 
restarted obtaining a new SV sequence that is in 
general slightly different from that obtained at the 
previous step. The procedure is stopped when the 
SV sequence inside the fixed threshold min max/σ σ  
does not change appreciably anymore. We note 
that to stabilize the process we need a number of 
generating sources IN  (with I  number of 
iterations) which is higher than the number N  to 
which the sequence meets the threshold.  
Examples of stabilized SV sequences for PWG 
and SWG basis functions are shown in Fig. 7 and 
Fig. 8, respectively. The sequences are relevant to 
the problem of a square flat metallic plate of side 
0.9λ . The horizontal axis presents the index 
number of singular values and the vertical axis the 
relevant normalized SV’s. Fig. 7(a) are obtained 
sampling both TE- and TM-polarized waves at the 
same spectral locations. In Fig.7(b) only TE waves 
have been considered, with the evident outcome to 
reduce by a factor 2 the number of independent 
functions. Analogously, Fig. 8 are relevant to 
spherical generating dipoles both orthogonal and 
tangent to the edge (a) and only tangent to the 
edge (b). Again, the number of independent 
functions is reduced of a factor two in the second 
case. The final outcome of this analysis is that 60 
PWG-POF are required to stabilized a sequence of 
26 SV’s in the range 4

min max/ 10σ σ −= , while in 

the same range, the required SWG-POF are 40 to 
stabilize a sequence of 34 SV’s. 

 
   (a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 7.  Singular value sequences for PWG-POF defined 
over a square metallic plate of side length 0.9λ . The 
results are obtained using both polarization TE and TM 
(a) or using just the TE polarization (b). The spectral 
step φΔ is decreased till when each sequence is 

stabilized in the range 4
max/ 10σ σ −= . The final step 

φΔ  obtained is 12φΔ = ° . 
 
B. Generation of the Synthetic Functions 

The final SVD obtained at the end of the 
iterative process contains information of an 
“orthogonal” set of synthetic functions in spectral 
(in the { } 1,2

1,2
s
s

i Nij
j N

u =
=

=U ) and spatial (in the 

matrix { } 1,
1,

n Nnm
m N

v =
=

=V ) domain, where N  is the 

number of generating sources used to stabilized 
the sequence. 
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(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Fig. 8.  Singular value sequences for SWG-POF defined 
over a squared metallic plate of side length 0.9λ  
obtained using both polarized dipoles as generating 
sources (a) or using only dipoles alignment to the edge  
(b). The space step δ is decreased till when each 
sequence is stabilized in the range 4

max/ 10σ σ −= . The 
finale δ -step obtained is 0.18λ . 

 
In particular, the coefficients of the nth column 

of V  constitutes the coefficients of the PO-type 
functions that synthesize orthonormal plane-wave 
generated synthetic basis functions (PWG-SFX) or 
spherical-wave generated synthetic basis functions 
(SWG-SFX) in spatial domain: 
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The number of synthetic functions N  
corresponds to the number of singular value inside 
the dynamic range (e.g. 26N = for PWG-SBF, 
and 35N =  for SWG-SBF in case of Figs. 7 and 
8). The spectrum of the selected synthetic 
functions can be easily obtained by linearity from 
the  spectrum of the generating sources:  
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We note that sampling the above equality on the 
boundary of the visible spectral region in the same 
Ns spectral points used for the SVD in (11) 
reconstructs the relation = ΣRV U  obtained by 
multiplying both sides of (11) by V (note 
that 1 H− =V V ). We note that the spherical wave 
generation approach requires in general less 
number of sources to reach a stable value of the 
SV sequence wrt the plane wave generation , the 
latter really finally gives a lower number of SV’s 
within the same threshold, after stabilization of the 
sequence. 
 

V. MOM SOLUTION 
The basis function selected by the SVD process 

are now used in a MoM-Galerkin solution scheme. 
Since the synthetic functions are extended over 
domains that could be electrically large, it is 
convenient the use of the inverse spectral-domain 
transform of the MoM matrix entries. Our 
investigation is limited here to coplanar basis 
functions, but the process should be easily 
extended to non coplanar surfaces [8, 9]. For a pair 
of two spectral synthetic functions ,p ζD  and 

,q ηD the Galerkin MoM matrix entry is obtained as 
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where ˆ ˆ ˆx y zk x k y k z= + +k  in which 
2 2 2    z x yk k k k= − − is the wave-vector and ς  is 

the characteristic impedance of the medium. Using 
(13), (14) can be expressed as a  function of the 
mutual impedances ,PO

pqZ ζη of  the PO-type basis 
functions via 
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We stress that the integrand in (16) is calculated 
in a closed form for the plane wave generation 
approach and by FFT for the spherical wave 
generation approach. 

 
 

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
As an example of application we consider a 

square flat plate of dimension 0.9L λ=  
illuminated by an electric dipole at a distance of a 
wavelength as shown in Fig. 9. The plate will be 
considered as a unique block in the iteration-free 
procedure. The SVD sequences associated to this 
block for both type of basis function introduced in 
this paper are those shown in Figs. 7 and 8. 
 

 
Fig. 9.  Electric dipole radiating over a squared flat 
metallic plate. 
 

The simulations have been carried out by using 
alternatively 26 PWG synthetic functions and 35 
SWG synthetic basis functions, according to the 
sequence in Figs. 7a and 8a, respectively, and 
adding as a basis function a part the PO currents. 
The results compared with those provided by a 
commercial standard MoM (FEKO™) using 648 
RWG basis functions. Figure 10 shows the 

amplitude of the induced currents on the plate in 
the E and H cut-planes. A reasonable good 
agreement has been seen except very close to the 
edge, where the SWG-SFX looks like more 
appropriate than PWG-SFX to represent the edge 
effect for the intrinsic space high resolution 
capability of the SWG-POF space functions.  

 

      
                                    (a) 
 

       
                                    (b) 

Fig. 10.  Square plate, 0.9L λ= ; comparison of the 
induced currents on (a) E-plane and (b)H-plane cuts.  
 
     Figure 11 shows the comparison between the 
far field in E-plane (Fig. 11a) and H-plane (Fig. 
11b); the agreement is satisfactory for both SWG-
DBF and PWG-DBF.  
     We observe that the present procedure 
increases accuracy for increasing the plate 
dimensions. Let us consider the same scattering 
problem as shown in Fig. 9 for a plate side 4L λ= . 
The simulations have been done by using 98 
SWG-SFX and 80 PWG-SFX stabilized by using 
120 SWG-POF and 100 PWG-POF, respectively; 
the relative SV sequences are shown in Fig. 12.  
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Figeurs13 and 14 shows the comparison of the far 
field and the induced current with a standard MoM 
(FEKO™) using 12800 RWG basis functions, as 
we can see using just respectively 98 SWG-SFX 
and 80 PWG-SFX it is possible to obtain a very 
good agreement between the results. 

      
                                    (a) 

      
                                    (b) 

Fig. 11.  Square plate, 0.9L λ= ; far  field comparison 
on (a) E-plane and (b) H-plane.  
 

       
                                    (a) 

 
                                    (b) 

Fig. 12.  SV stabilized sequences for a flat squared 
metallic plat with side length 4λ  (a) Spherical-wave 
generation (final step 0.26δ λ= )  (b) Plane-wave 
generation (final step 7.2φΔ = ° ). 
 

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
     We have presented a method to reduce the 
computational cost of the MoM analysis of large 
and complex structures that exhibits a large 
portion of flat metallic surfaces with edges. While 
the overall framework is the one presented in [1] 
the method is based on breaking down the overall 
structures into smaller parts, called “blocks,” and 
constructing entire-domain “synthetic” basis 
functions over these blocks making use of PO 
functions to span the solution space. The PO 
functions are generated by two alternative 
processes, namely, by using edge located spherical 
wave sources, or near grazing propagating plane 
waves. The most evident computational gain 
consists on a reduction of the MoM matrix size, 
that have a dimension proportional to the 
perimeter and not to the area of the plate (it is 
obvious that this property refers to the description 
of the edge mechanisms only, and leaves out of 
consideration the generating sources used for 
describing the external environment).  

Comparison of the two different generating 
processes shows that the spherical wave 
generation approach is more accurate while the 
plane wave generation approach exhibits 
advantages of closed form spectral domain entries, 
with favourable capability in treating large 
structures in terms of wavelengths. 
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         (a) 

 

 
          (b) 

Fig.13. Square plate, 4L λ= ; far  field comparison on 
E-plane (a) and H-plane (b). 
 
 

 
   (a) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
   (b) 

Fig. 14.  Square plate, 4L λ= ; induced currents 
comparison on E-plane (a) and H-plane cut (b). 
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Abstract─ We present a numerically efficient 
technique, called the Characteristic Basis Function 
Method (CBFM), for computing the scan 
impedances of antenna elements located inside an 
electrically large subarray, which is surrounded by 
(many) other actively phase-steered subarrays. We 
construct a reduced moment matrix for a single 
subarray, and modify its entries in a manner that 
accounts for the mutual coupling between the 
surrounding subarrays. This enables us to 
circumvent the difficult problem of having to deal 
with the entire large array geometry in one step 
and reduces the total solve time significantly. 
Furthermore, the reduced moment matrix can be 
constructed in a time-efficient manner by 
exploiting the translation symmetry between pairs 
of Characteristic Basis Functions (CBFs). 
However, since we propose an overlapping 
domain decomposition technique for arrays of 
electrically interconnected antenna elements, 
symmetry can only be exploited if the mesh 
partitioning facilitates a one-to-one mapping of 
CBFs. To fully utilize the translation symmetry, a 
strategy has been developed to mesh the structure 
and to take advantage of this geometrical property. 
A numerical example is presented for a large array 
of subarrays of Tapered Slot Antennas (TSAs). 

The proposed method has good accuracy, 
excellent numerical efficiency, and reduced 
memory storage requirement. 
  
Index Terms─ Characteristic Basis Function 
Method, Moment Methods, Scan Impedance, 
Tapered Slot Antennas, Square Kilometre Array. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The Square Kilometer Array (SKA) project is a 

world-wide project to design and construct a 
revolutionary new radio telescope with a 
collecting area which is on the order of 1 million 
square meters in the wavelength range from 3 m to 
1 cm [1–3]. It will have receiver sensitivity orders 
of magnitude higher than the current radio 
telescopes in operation, and an unprecedented 
large instantaneous field-of-view (FOV). The 
Netherlands institute for radio astronomy 
(ASTRON) is engaged in the development of   the 
aperture array concept, by designing and 
examining small-scale prototype arrays, thereby 
demonstrating the feasibility of the instrument [4]. 
Concurrently, the knowledge gained from the 
SKA design studies is being used to realize cost-
effective solutions for inexpensive fabrication of 
the instrument [5]. An electromagnetic field 
simulation is required at each step to analyze the 
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antenna impedance and radiation characteristics, 
which, in turn, facilitates the evaluation of the 
potentials of various array technologies [6, 7]. 

In some of these studies it is vitally important to 
accurately analyze electrically large – but finite – 
array antenna problems and associated truncation 
effects. Given the electrical size and geometrical 
complexity of such structures, the numerical 
analysis presents a severe computational burden 
when only limited computing resources are 
available [8]. In order to mitigate the 
computational burden, a vast number of 
numerically efficient techniques have been 
developed over the last few decades. 

In the present paper, we only provide a brief 
overview of the literature relevant to the approach 
employed in this paper, namely, iteration-free 
integral-equation techniques. Moreover, while 
focusing in this paper on the challenging case of 
large arrays of strongly coupled TSAs, we point 
out that the radiation and scattering characteristics 
of such arrays have been considered by others as 
well. Much work has been performed on the edge 
truncation effects and the efficient computation of 
embedded element patterns and element 
impedances by the authors of [9], both in the time 
and the frequency domain. Furthermore, in [10], 
the Finite Element Method has been combined 
with an Integral-Equation technique (FEM-IE) to 
iteratively solve for the fields in TSA arrays that 
involve dielectric materials. 

In this paper, we present an integral-equation-
based technique, called CBFM, which enhances 
the conventional method of moments by 
compressing the moment matrix such that the 
resultant reduced matrix equation can be solved in 
an iterative-free manner, and simultaneously for 
multiple right-hand sides (MRHS) [11, 12]. The 
above compression is achieved by employing 
macro basis functions, which themselves are 
constructed as fixed combinations (aggregations) 
of subsectional basis functions [13, 14]. Hence; 
these macro domain functions can conform to 
arbitrarily shaped geometries, provided that the 
underlying subsectional basis functions also 
satisfy this geometrical property. An additional 
advantage in using these macro domain functions 
is that existing computer codes that employ 
subsectional basis functions can be reused with 
only minor modifications. Furthermore, in CBFM, 
the entire computational domain is subdivided into 

smaller subdomains, each of them supporting a set 
of numerically generated macro basis functions, 
referred to herein as CBFs. The inherent advantage 
of such a domain decomposition technique is that 
many algorithmic steps involved can be carried 
out in parallel, on supercomputers or on platforms 
with multiple processors [15]. Furthermore, the 
modular setting of a domain decomposition 
technique enables one to analyze/optimize the 
entire structure at minimal cost by only 
reconsidering the domains that have been altered 
[16]. 

The concept of reducing the matrix equation by 
employing numerically generated macro basis 
functions, and decomposing the problem into 
smaller problems, has also been widely exploited 
in other recently developed iterative-free methods 
for solving large-scale problems. For instance, the 
Synthetic-Functions Approach (SFX) [17, 18], the 
Sub-Entire-Domain Basis Function Method (SED) 
[19], the eigencurrent approach [20], and a 
subdomain multilevel approach [21]. Although the 
above methods all have similar objectives, namely 
to reduce the matrix equation and to solve it in an 
iterative-free manner, the differences between 
these methods can be considerable. For example, 
within the framework of each of these methods, a 
variety of techniques have been proposed to 
numerically generate the macro basis functions. 
Among these, it is possible to distinguish between 
two categories, namely the overlapping and non-
overlapping domain decomposition techniques. 
Furthermore, different methods have been 
proposed to ensure that the surface current at the 
interfaces between adjacent domains are smoothly 
varying functions without the presence of 
truncation effects [17, 22]. Obviously, the 
accuracies of the aforementioned iterative-free 
methods depend upon the type of domain 
decomposition employed. In each of these 
methods, several techniques have been proposed 
to arrive at a computationally efficient 
implementation. 

For electrically large problems, the overall 
solution time of CBFM is governed by the time it 
takes to construct the reduced matrix equation, as 
opposed to solving it. The construction of the 
reduced matrix involves the calculation of reaction 
integrals between pairs of CBFs, for many of 
which the computation time can be reduced 
significantly, especially for those that are well-
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separated. Various acceleration techniques have 
been proposed to reduce the matrix construction 
time, including; multipole approaches [23, 24]; the 
Adaptive Cross Approximation (ACA) technique 
[25]; a multi-level decomposition approach [26]; 
and the Adaptive Integration Method (AIM) [27]. 
These methods all rely on the fact that the electric 
field, generated by a macro basis function, is a 
relatively smoothly varying function over the 
support of the macro test function. Obviously, the 
electric field function becomes increasingly 
smoother over the support of the macro test 
function, for increasingly large separation 
distances. Hence, for electrically large antenna and 
scattering problems, many of the reduced matrix 
entries (CBF reactions) can be computed rapidly. 
     In addition to these acceleration techniques, the 
reciprocity theorem is often used to compute only 
the upper triangular part of the reduced matrix, 
and this saves approximately a factor of two in the 
total fill time. More importantly, and also for array 
antennas with electrically interconnected antenna 
elements, a significant degree of translation 
symmetry exists when the elements are positioned 
on a uniform grid. This can be understood by 
realizing that many reactions between (groups of) 
CBFs are replicated elsewhere in the array. Thus, 
even though the moment matrix may not have a 
full block Toeplitz symmetry, many entries (even 
blocks) of the reduced matrix are identical and, 
hence, can simply be copied during the matrix 
construction process. Depending upon the array 
geometry, the computational complexity of the 
matrix filling may even be of linear order. 

The structure of this paper is as follows. First, 
we provide a brief description of the CBFM and 
the steps that are involved in the process of 
generating a reduced matrix equation, as well as 
the CBFs for antenna-type problems. Second, we 
focus on an overlapping domain decomposition 
technique and describe a strategy for meshing a 
large array structure efficiently to optimally 
exploit the translation symmetry between the 
CBFs. Third, in accordance with the SKA concept 
of using disjoint phased-array tiles, we outline an 
approximate technique for an efficient solution for 
the computation of the scan impedance of antenna 
elements, located within an electrically large 
subarray and surrounded by (many) other actively 
phase-steered subarrays. Results will be presented 
for a 576 TSA element array, which is subject to 

several different scanning scenarios, showing that 
the proposed approximate method is first-order 
accurate for these types of problems and therefore 
represents a viable alternative to a full CBFM 
solution. The significant savings realized in 
memory and computation time will be described. 
 

II. OUTLINE OF CBFM 
A. Domain Decomposition and Matrix 
Equation Reduction 

Let S denote the perfectly conducting surface of 
an antenna array. In CBFM, we subdivide the 
entire domain S into N smaller subdomains. N is 
typically chosen to be equal to the number of 
antenna elements. If the nth subdomain is denoted 
by Sn, then 

∪
N

n
nSS

1=

= .          (1) 

Since we propose an overlapping domain 
decomposition technique, ∩ 0≠qp SS , in general, 
for { }Nqp ,,2,1, …∈ . However, in our approach, 
we require that Sp and Sq overlap only if the 
corresponding antenna elements p and q are 
electrically interconnected. Furthermore, the 
overlap is restricted to the adjacent antenna 
element only. Each subdomain Sn is geometrically 
represented by an adequate number of triangular 
patches that are subsequently grouped into pairs to 
form the Rao-Wilton-Glisson (RWG) vector basis 
functions used to represent the surface current 
distribution [28]. Note that as subdomains overlap, 
some triangular patches, as well as the 
corresponding RWG basis functions, are common 
to multiple subdomains. Let Nn denote the number 
of RWG basis functions on the nth subdomain Sn. 
Typically, Nn is chosen to be at least 10 
RWGs/wavelength in order to achieve a high 
phase accuracy of the final surface current 
solution. Moreover, Nn may be governed by tiny 
geometrical details that need to be represented 
with sufficient accuracy. Also, let the nth 
subdomain Sn support a set of Kn CBFs, each of 
which is expanded using the Nn RWG basis 
functions. The generation of these CBFs is 
discussed in Sec. II B. Furthermore, let nJ be a 
column-augmented matrix, whose kn

th column 
vector represents the RWG expansion coefficients 
of the kn

th CBF on the nth subdomain. Then, if the 
uncompressed matrix block RWG

pqZ  represents the 
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mutual reaction matrix between the source and test 
RWGs belonging to domains q and p, respectively, 
the reduced matrix block CBF

pqZ is readily computed 
as 

q
RWG
pq

T
p

CBF
pq JZJZ ,= ,     (2) 

where T denotes the transposition operator, and 
⋅⋅,  denotes a symmetric product. Note that the 

size of the reduced matrix block CBF
pqZ  is Kp × Kq, 

whereas the uncompressed matrix block RWG
pqZ  is 

of size Np × Nq. 
     Similarly, if the uncompressed RWG excitation 
vector for the pth subdomain is denoted by RWG

pV , 

and its size is Np × 1 (single excitation), the 
reduced excitation vector CBF

pV  is of size Kp × 1, 
and is computed by evaluating 

RWG
p

T
p

CBF
p VJV ,= .     (3) 

Finally, after constructing all the reduced 
matrix blocks, as well as the reduced excitation 
vectors for all subdomains, we obtain a reduced 
matrix equation that has the form 

CBFCBFCBF VIZ = ,  (4) 
which can be solved directly for the unknown CBF 
expansion coefficient vector CBFI , in an iteration-
free manner, provided that the size of CBFZ  is 
sufficiently small. In fact, depending upon the type 
of problem and required solution accuracy, the 
size of vector CBFI  can be a factor 50-500 smaller 
than RWGI . 
 
B. Generation and Windowing of CBFs 

A rather attractive feature of the physics-based 
CBFM is the way CBFs are generated. We will 
briefly describe this procedure for an overlapping 
domain decomposition approach, applied to 
antenna array problems. The details can be found 
in several previously published works [12, 22] and 
[25]. 

For large antenna array problems, we first 
extract several distinct and relatively small 
subarrays from the fully meshed array, typically 
from the center, corners and edges of the array. 
The subarray sizes are chosen such that the direct 
electromagnetic environment for the center, corner 
and edge elements of the corresponding subarrays 
closely resemble their original electromagnetic 
array environment. For instance, Fig. 1b illustrates 
two subarrays that are extracted from a 4 × 3 × 2 

dual-polarized Vivaldi array1. These two subarrays 
represent a corner and center element along with 
their interconnected neighboring elements, 
respectively.

Subarray
Extraction

CBF
Windowing

CBF
Mapping

a

b

c

d

 
Fig. 1.  Approach to generate and window primary 
CBFs. (i) Subarray extraction and generation of primary 
CBFs, (ii) Trapezoidal post-windowing of CBFs, (iii) 
One-to-one mapping of CBFs throughout the array 
lattice. 

 
Next, we solve for a set of surface currents 

induced in each of the subarrays, by sequentially 
exciting the antenna terminals of the 
corresponding subarray (Fig. 1b). Hence, for our 
example, 4 primary CBFs are generated for the 
subarray comprising the corner element, and 7 
primary CBFs for the subarray comprising the 
center element. 

                                                 
1 4 elements in the E-plane, 3 elements in the H-plane, 
and 2 polarizations. 
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Next, we apply a (trapezoidal) post-windowing 
function to the sets of primary CBFs to suppress 
the undesired edge-truncation effects by reducing 
the support of the so-generated primary CBFs 
(Fig. 1c). In essence, the RWG expansion 
coefficients making up the CBFs are post-
multiplied with suitable weights. Note that the 
partially overlapping windowing functions have to 
add up to unity, so that the tapered CBFs add up in 
a correct manner as well, particularly in the 
overlapping regions. In our specific example (Fig. 
1), the support extends to one-half of the 
neighboring elements, though this can be changed 
in a manner discussed in [22]. For instance, in 
[25], very good accuracy has been realized with 
only a one-cell overlap. 

Finally, the set of CBFs are mapped, one-to-
one, onto the corresponding edge and center 
elements so that each array-element/subdomain 
will have its own set of CBFs (Fig. 1d). Note that 
for our example, 6 subarrays have to be extracted 
in total so as to accommodate CBFs on all the 
array elements (3 subarrays per polarization, i.e., 2 
subarrays for the opposite edge elements, and 1 for 
a center element). 

The number of CBFs on array elements can be 
enlarged in order to model surface currents on 
array elements that can have a large degree of 
freedom, namely, by appending a set of 
secondarily generated CBFs to the already existing 
set of primary CBFs [12]. This is accomplished by 
taking the primary CBFs as distant current sources 
to the subarrays, which then induce extra surface 
currents on these subarrays after which these 
newly generated currents are truncated/windowed 
again and added to the primary set of CBFs. 

Regarding the generation of CBFs, it is 
instructive to consider how the CBFs differ from 
eigencurrents employed in the eigencurrent 
approach [20]. In CBFM, the induced surface 
current on each subarray is computed for a certain 
excitation vector V  by solving the corresponding 
matrix equation VZI =  for the unknown RWG 
expansion coefficient vector I . The complex 
symmetric moment matrix TZZ =  is assumed to 
be nondefective and diagonalizable by its 
eigenvectors. Hence, an eigenvalue decomposition 
of Z  exists and is herein expressed through the 
block factorization 

1−= UDUZ ,   (4) 

where the nth diagonal entry nν of diagonal matrix 
D  is the nth eigenvalue of Z , and where the nth 
column nu  of U  is the nth eigenvector of Z . 
Hence, the unknown coefficient vector I  can be 
expressed in terms of the eigenvectors u , 
eigenvalues ν , and excitation vector V  as 

1

1 ,
N

n n
n nν=

=∑I u V u .              (5) 

     In the eigencurrent approach [20], the 
eigencurrents u  of Z  are used as macro-domain 
basis functions. Essentially, the set of 
eigencurrents forms a fingerprint of the physical 
structure and simultaneously forms a complete 
orthonormal basis for the currents that can exist on 
this structure. Accurate solutions have been 
obtained for arrays of disconnected antenna 
elements, by using only an (incomplete) subset of 
u . However, this reduced orthonormal basis does 
not include information about the port position of 
the antenna element or excitation field applied to 
the actual problem, and therefore will, in general, 
not lead to the most optimal/smallest basis. On the 
contrary, in CBFM, a representative excitation 
field V  is applied to each subarray to generate 
CBFs, implying that we identify the left-hand-side 
of (5) as a basis. This can be advantageous, 
because when an antenna port of a subarray is 
excited, the induced surface current (and thus the 
CBF) naturally accounts for a possibly 
asymmetrical port position, and may therefore 
represent the final surface current quite well even 
when we employ only a limited number of the 
above macro-domain basis functions. However, 
one major drawback in generating macro basis 
functions in this manner is that these CBFs will 
not be mutually orthogonal in general. As a 
remedy, one would need to orthonormalize the 
CBFs, and retain only a minimal number of them. 
This can both be accomplished with the aid of a 
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) and a 
thresholding procedure on its singular values [29, 
30]. 

 
III. EXPLOITING TRANSLATION 

SYMMETRY 
Once each (extended) subdomain supports a set 

of CBFs, the reduced moment matrix can be 
constructed efficiently by exploiting the 
translation symmetry. As an example, Fig. 2 
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graphically exemplifies that the reduced matrix 
block CBF

pqZ  equals CBF
qp 1;1 ++Z , because  both blocks 

represent reactions between identical, though 
translated, set of CBFs. 

qJ

qS pS

1+qS 1+pS

pJ

1+qJ
1+pJ

pqZ

1;1 ++ qpZ

a

b

 
Fig. 2.  Construction of identical reduced matrix blocks 

CBF
pqZ  and CBF

qp 1;1 ++Z . 

 
Therefore, 

CBF
qpq

RWG
pq

T
p

CBF
pq 1;1, ++== ZJZJZ , (6) 

provided that the extended subdomain Sq (Fig. 
2a), that supports a set of source CBFs, maps 
one-to-one onto the one-element translated 
subdomain Sq+1 (Fig. 2b). Furthermore, the 
testing CBFs supported by the subdomain Sp 
have to map one-to-one onto the subdomain 
Sp+1 when the same translation vector is used. 
However, this requires a consistent 
triangulation as well as a consistent 
partitioning of the RWGs of all subdomains 
(and thus array elements) as further clarified 
with the aid of Fig. 3. 
 

A. Array Meshing Method 
The entire array mesh can be efficiently 

constructed from a few elementary meshed array 
elements, called the base elements. The geometry 
of each base element is discretized by a number of 
polygonal facets of which the outlines are 
described by a set of boundary nodes. Figure 3 
(Step I) shows a discretized TSA base element 
comprising of 3 polygonal surfaces (two tapered 
fins and one tiny port polygon across the slotline), 
where the polygonal boundary nodes are 
designated by (red) dots. Every polygonal facet is 
supplied by a non-uniform grid of internal nodes 
and subsequently triangulated (in a 2-D plane) 

using a Delaunay meshing routine [31, 32]. The 
internal grid is distributed such that the elementary 
triangles are very nearly equilateral. Subsequently, 
nodes and triangles are added along the boundaries 
to ensure that the triangulations will be consistent 
with those of the electrically interconnected 
adjacent elements when these base elements are 
placed in the array environment. Next, triangulated 
base elements are equipped with the RWGs. Step I 
(Fig. 3) shows a possible RWG polarity 
distribution, visualized by vectors that join the 
common edges of each pair of triangles to form an 
RWG. 

I

II

III

IV

Connection Line of RWGs

Discretized Base Element

Base Element Copying

r1 r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7

Final Discretized Array

Recursive Mapping onto 6 Connection Lines

 
Fig. 3.  Efficient and consistent meshing of the antenna 
array structure to fully exploit translation symmetry. 
 

Step II illustrates a one-to-one replication of the 
discretized base element at array element locations 
r1…r7. Note that, at this stage, the RWGs ensuring 
the electrical connection between array elements 
have not yet been defined. This is accomplished in 
Step III, where the triangles along a connection 
line are separately equipped with RWGs and 
subsequently mapped (recursively) onto the 
various corresponding connection lines that 
remain to be equipped with RWGs. For this 
purpose, we utilize the array symmetry as detailed 
in the next section. A pseudo code of the 
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recursive-mapping algorithm is included in App. 
A using Matlab’s notation. 

Finally, a full meshing of the array geometry 
(Step IV) facilitates a one-to-one mapping of the 
CBFs, even though each supporting subdomain 
extends beyond the outer boundaries of an array 
element, as shown in Fig. 2. 

 
B. Array Symmetry Extraction Method 

For the full array geometry, the degree of 
translation symmetry between pairs of 
subdomains, each of which supports a set of CBFs, 
can be determined as explained below. Following 
the generation of the boundary nodes for the array 
in a manner shown in Fig. 3 of Step-II where we 
replicate the boundary nodes of the base 
element(s) at their respective array positions, we 
can determine which array elements are 
electrically interconnected. Furthermore, when 
using multiple base elements, such as in the case 
of dual-polarized arrays, one can also keep track 
of the type of base element that is interconnected. 
Let the element interconnection and the 
corresponding base element type be stored in two 
separate matrices. Then, for our example, using 
only one type of base element (Fig. 3), we have: 

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡

067
756
645
534
423
312
021

   and   

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡

011
111
111
111
111
111
011

 

where the first rows of the left- and right-hand 
matrices indicate that element-1 is connected to 
element-2, and that they are both base elements of 
type-1 (ignore the zero entries). 

Also, for each array element, one can determine 
the relative positions of the electrically 
interconnected elements surrounding it. Upon 
comparing the groups of relative position vectors 
in conjunction with the corresponding base 
element types (rows of second matrix), one can 
readily determine which subdomains (and 
therefore corresponding set of CBFs) are identical. 
For our example, subdomains {2, 3, 4, 5, 6}; {1}; 
and {7} form 3 unique groups. As explained in 
Section II B, we need to only generate one set of 
CBFs per unique subdomain, in this case for 
subdomains 1, 7 and 4, where subdomain 4 is 

chosen from the first group as the most centralized 
element. Elements 1, 7 and 4 are extracted from 
the fully meshed array, together with their 
neighboring array elements (within a specified 
radius), to form the resulting three subarrays that 
are used to generate the CBFs. Note that, after 
windowing these CBFs, the CBFs supported by 
subdomain 4 are mapped onto the subdomains 2, 
3, 5 and 6. 

After determining the unique subdomains (1, 4 
and 7), from which the CBFs are mapped, we also 
compute the relative element array position 
vectors between all the array elements and store 
these in a matrix form. For our example, we have 

1 1

1 2

1 3

7 5

7 6

7 7

1 1
1 4
1 4

,
7 4
7 4
7 7

−⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥−⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥−
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥−
⎢ ⎥

−⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥−⎣ ⎦

r r
r r
r r

r r
r r
r r

 

where the first column holds the 49 relative array 
position vectors between element pairs, and the 
last two columns denote the corresponding two 
array elements that support the same set of CBFs 
from which they were initially mapped, namely 
either 1, 4 or 7. By comparing the rows, one can 
readily determine which element/subdomain pairs 
are identical in terms of the sets of CBFs 
supported by them (last two columns), as well as 
their mutual orientation and separation distance 
(first column). Upon selecting the unique rows, the 
minimal number of impedance matrix blocks that 
need to be filled can be determined (out of the 49 
possible combinations). For convenience, we 
create a new matrix showing how the reduced 
matrix is built-up from only a limited number of 
unique matrix blocks. For our example, the 
structure of the 7x7 block matrix is: 
 
 

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡

18
178
1698
151098
14111098
1312111098
7654321

 

 

Subdomain # 1   2   3   4   5   6   7 
1
2
3
4
5
6
7 
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where only 18 out of 49 non-redundant mutual 
impedance blocks have been identified, since we 
also exploited reciprocity (only the upper 
triangular part of the matrix is required). Note that, 
for this example, the matrix entry 11 denotes that 
the reactions between the CBFs supported by 
subdomains 2 and 5 are identical to the reactions 
between the CBFs supported by subdomains 3 and 
6, as we can verify by using Fig. 3. 

In summary, symmetry can be exploited for 
arrays of electrically interconnected elements to 
reduce the complexity of the matrix filling 
process. For the present example (Fig. 3), the 
computational complexity becomes linear when 
the symmetry is exploited. 

Furthermore, symmetry can also be used to 
efficiently compute the array far-field pattern 
function totf  by expanding totf  in terms of M 
known CBF far-field patterns CBFf  as follows (see 
also [23]): 

),(),(
1

ϕθϕθ ∑
=

=
M

m

CBF
m

CBF
m

tot I ff ,        (7) 

where CBF
mI  is the mth expansion coefficient for 

the mth CBF. The coefficient vector CBFI  is 
computed via the CBFM for a certain array 
excitation. Because many of the subdomains 
support the same set of CBFs, the respective CBF 
patterns are identical as well, apart from a phase 
correction due to their translated position. For 
instance, we can write 

),(ˆ, ϕθrrff pqjkCBF
q

CBF
p e−= ,   (8) 

where the pth CBF pattern is derived from the qth 

one by accounting for the translation vector pqr . 
The unit vector ),(ˆ ϕθr  denotes the direction of 
observation, and k the free-space wavenumber of 
the medium. Note that, for our example (Fig. 3), 
we only need to explicitly compute the CBF 
patterns for the sets of CBFs supported only by the 
subdomains 1, 4 and 7. The remaining CBF 
patterns are obtained simply via translation. 
 

IV. ARRAYS OF ELECTRICALLY 
LARGE SUBARRAYS 

A rigorous full-wave analysis of phased arrays, 
each of them surrounded by a number of other 
disjoint actively phased-steered arrays, becomes 
computationally prohibitive for a large number of 
electrically large subarrays. Despite the fact that 

the computational complexity of solving the 
matrix equation can be reduced by a large factor 
by employing a relatively small number of CBFs, 
the numerical analysis of a much larger array of 
subarrays will inevitably pose a computational 
burden, along with an increase in the number of 
unknowns beyond a certain point. Conventional 
infinite array approaches may be accurate and fast 
for an extremely large array of subarrays, although 
the subarrays have to be electrically small and 
positioned over a uniform (possibly skewed) 
rectangular lattice. 

In the method proposed herein, the CBFM is 
used to construct a reduced moment matrix for 
only one of the subarrays, and the matrix entries 
are modified so as to account for the mutual 
coupling by using the characterization of the 
actively phase-steered surrounding subarrays. 
Towards this end, we enforce the final surface 
current solution to be identical on every subarray, 
apart from a phase difference depending on the 
scan angle and position vector of a subarray, 
whereas within each subarray, surface currents 
may differ per element. 

Computing the fields in a given region of a 
periodic structure, while assuming that they are 
identical in other regions is a perturbation 
approach, has also been exploited by Skrivervik 
and Mosig [33, 34]. The first exposes a spectral-
domain approach, the latter shows a spatial-
domain approach. In its implementation, the latter 
is closer to the approach considered in this paper; 
the main difference being that in the Skrivervik 
and Mosig papers, the region referred to above is 
one (microstrip) antenna, while in this paper, it 
corresponds to a sub-array. 

Basically, the CBFM is used at antenna element 
level, whereas an infinite array approach is used at 
subarray level. The concept of combining infinite 
array approaches with macro-domain basis-
functions have been examined before in similar 
methods, e.g., in [35] and [36]. 

The use of an infinite array assumption at the 
subarray level obviates the need to solve for all the 
subarrays at once, and reduces the total solve-time 
significantly. Obviously, such an approximate 
method is exact for infinite arrays of mutually 
coupled subarrays, as well as for finite arrays of 
non-coupled subarrays (isolated subarrays), or for 
mutually coupled subarrays where the end-effects 
of bordering subarrays do not disrupt the 
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impedance characteristics of the subarray under 
study. Hence, for a finite and all-excited array, the 
active mutual coupling (or active mutual scan 
impedance) between the subarrays is one of the 
primary factors that determines the approximation 
error of the proposed method. Generally, the 
accuracy of the approximate method depends upon 
the scan angle, number of surrounding subarrays, 
the electrical distance between the subarrays, the 
electrical size of a subarray, and the type of the 
antenna element. 

Let us refer to Fig. 4, in which we depict the 
scheme for computing the scan impedance matrix 
of the six antenna elements that comprise the 
central subarray. Basically, the scan impedance 
matrix is obtained by adding the phase-shifted 
coupling impedance matrices of the surrounding 
subarrays to the array impedance matrix of the 
central subarray. 

As we impose the condition that the final 
surface current solutions among the various 
subarrays be identical, except for a phase shift, we 
are led to conclude that the corresponding CBF 
expansion coefficients have to be equal, though 
phase shifted as well. Figure 4a illustrates how the 
(active) reduced matrix block CBF

pqZ  is computed 
by testing the electric field, which is generated not 
only by the source CBF qJ , but also by the 
respective phase-shifted neighboring source CBFs 

φj
q eJ  and φj

q e −J  (coupling terms), where the 

phase shift φ  depends on both the scan direction 
),(ˆ ϕθr  and the relative position of the subarray 

w.r.t. the central subarray. 

qJ pJφj
qeJ φj

qe
−J

1+qJ 1+pJ φj
q e−+1J

qJ pJφj
peJ φj

pe
−J

φj
q e1+J

Scan direction

a

b

c

),(ˆ ϕθr

 
Fig. 4.  Reduced matrix construction for the central 
subarray while accounting for the coupling with the 
actively phase-steered surrounding subarrays. 

In the process of computing all the mutual 
reactions, the translation symmetry can again be 
exploited for fast construction of the CBFZ . This 
can be observed by comparing Fig. 4a to Fig. 4b 
(see also Sec. III), where an identical though one-
element translated reaction between the CBFs is 
visualized. 

Finally, for an off-broadside scan direction, one 
can easily verify that the active reduced matrix 
block ( )TCBF

qp
CBF
pq ZZ ≠ . This is depicted in Fig. 4c, 

where the source and test domains on the central 
subarray have been interchanged with respect to 
the domains shown in Fig. 4b. Consequently, the 
final active reduced matrix CBFZ  will be non-
symmetric; therefore, both the upper- and lower-
triangular part of the matrix must be computed, at 
least partially. 

 
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

The numerical accuracy and efficiency of the 
modified CBFM approach, relative to a direct 
CBFM approach, will be evaluated in this section 
for an array of disjoint subarrays of TSA elements. 
The anomalous antenna impedance effects, 
associated with the (resonant) gaps/slots between 
disjoint subarray tiles, have been reported in [37, 
38] and will therefore not be discussed in this 
paper. These gaps may need to be introduced for 
servicing purposes, so that, e.g., individual 
subarrays can be installed and/or removed as 
modular units. Furthermore, the transport and 
manufacturability of relatively small units may be 
advantageous. 

Unless specified otherwise, a threshold of 10-2 
is used both for the SVD procedure in CBFM, and 
in the Adaptive Cross Approximation Algorithm 
[25]. These parameter settings are chosen to be 
equal for both the direct and modified CBFM 
approach and we will exploit the translation 
symmetry for all the cases that are studied, which 
enables us to make relative comparisons. 

All the computations have been carried out by 
using double-precision arithmetic on a Dell 
Inspiron 9300 Notebook, equipped with an Intel 
Pentium-M processor operating at 1.73 GHz, and 
2.0 GB of RAM.  

The TSA element geometry has been adopted 
from [22] and [25], and serves here as a reference 
case for further study. 
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Fig. 5. Array of 9 subarrays (3x3), each of them composed of 64 TSA elements (8x8). To illustrate coupling 
effects, the active antennas within the central tile are excited by a voltage-gap generator placed over the slot of 
each TSA element. The central tile scans to broadside (end-fire direction), whereas the TSAs of the surrounding 
tiles are short-circuited. The magnitude of the surface current distribution is shown (log scale) as computed by a 
direct CBFM approach. 
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Fig. 6. (a) Scan reflection coefficient of the central element of the central subarray for broadside scan; (b) 
Average relative error of all the scan reflection coefficients of the central tile\subarray, for broadside scan; (c) 
Scan reflection coefficient of the central element of the central subarray for a 22.5 Deg E-plane scan; (d) Average 
relative error of all the scan reflection coefficients of the central tile\subarray, for a 22.5 Deg E-plane scan. 
 

@ 900 MHz (θ0=0) # RWGs # CBFs # MoM Blocks # MoM Blocks 
(Symmetry) 

Time to build 
MoM blocks 

Total 
Execution Time 

9 Tiles 375192 4320 331776 8394 144 m. 29 s. 209 m. 25 s. 
1 Isolated Tile 41688 464 4096 294 3 m. 54 s. 11 m. 45 s. 
1 Tile + Coupling 41688 480 4096 294 8 m. 42 s. 16 m. 48 s. 
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Figure 5 illustrates an array of 9 TSA subarrays 
(3×3) for which a total of 375,192 RWG basis 
functions have been employed. We compute the 
antenna impedance matrix of the 576 TSA 
elements by using a direct CBFM approach, and 
then go on to derive the scan reflection coefficient 
for each TSA element (150Ω source-reference 
impedance). These scan reflection coefficients are 
taken as references for further comparison. It 
should be noted that the scan impedances (or scan 
reflection coefficients) are not only of interest for 
the characterization of transmit antennas, but can 
also be used to evaluate noise coupling in receive 
antennas [39, 40]. 

Let the scan reflection coefficient of the nth 
antenna element be denoted as scan

nΓ , and the total 
number of the central subarray elements be subN . 
Then, within the central subarray, the average 
relative error between the actual and approximated 
scan reflection coefficients can be defined as 

%100
|),(|

|),(),(|

2
00

,

2
00

,
00

,

×
Γ

Γ−Γ
=

∑

∑
sub

sub

N

n

refscan
n

N

n

approxscan
n

refscan
n

Error
ϕθ

ϕθϕθ , (9) 

where 0θ  and 0ϕ  designates the scan direction. For 
the sake of comparison, the error in the scan 
reflection coefficients has been computed for a 
single isolated subarray, as well as for a single 
subarray where we account for the coupling 
effects with the neighboring subarrays (Sec. IV). 
Figures 6a and 6c show the scan reflection 
coefficient of the central element of the central 
subarray, obtained by using the direct CBFM 
(reference solution). The same figures also plot the 
results obtained by using both the single isolated 
subarray configuration and the subarray 
configuration with coupling. The corresponding 
average relative errors for the two scan directions 
have been plotted in Figs. 6b and 6d as a function 
of the frequency for the reference case; the 
isolated array case; and, for the approximate 
method as proposed in this paper. 

As compared to the single isolated subarray 
case, the accuracy of the scan reflection 
coefficients is higher for the one-tile array with 
coupling, particularly for off-broadside scan 
directions. Obviously, a relatively good accuracy 
can be obtained for a solve time that is comparable 
to the time required to solve a single isolated 
subarray problem (~17 min. versus ~12 min.). The 

larger solve time is due to the overhead required to 
construct the reduced matrix while accounting for 
the coupling terms with neighboring subarrays. 
Despite this overhead, the overall solve time is 
about 12 times shorter than the total time required 
when we use the CBFM approach. 

 
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND 

FUTURE WORK 
In this paper we have outlined a strategy for 

meshing arrays of electrically interconnected 
antenna elements in a manner that optimally 
exploits the translation symmetry between the 
groups of Characteristic Basis/Testing Functions. 
As a consequence, the reduced matrix has a block 
Toeplitz structure and can therefore be constructed 
in a numerically efficient manner by realizing that 
many matrix blocks are identical and, hence, can 
be simply copied during the matrix generation 
process. The complexity of the matrix-filling 
process can be reduced to linear order, for 1-D 
arrays of interconnected single-polarized antennas, 
by exploiting the Toeplitz symmetry. 

In addition, an approximate method has been 
presented for computing the antenna scan 
impedances of elements within a subarray, which 
is surrounded by (many) disjoint phased-steered 
subarrays. The reduced matrix is constructed only 
for one of the subarrays, while the coupling 
between the adjacent subarrays is accounted for 
explicit in the process of constructing the reduced 
matrix. Numerical results have been shown for the 
central subarray of an array of 9 subarrays of 64 
tapered slot antennas each. It was shown that the 
scan reflection coefficients of a single isolated tile 
resemble those of a central tile which is 
surrounded by 8 phase-steered subarrays. 
However; a higher accuracy was obtained for the 
proposed approximate technique, where a single 
subarray has been considered while accounting for 
the coupling with the neighboring subarrays. As 
expected, the accuracy remains reasonably good 
(error is less than 10%) for off-broadside scan 
directions. The total solve time is approximately 
12 times faster than that of the direct CBFM 
approach, though the result has to be recomputed 
for each scan angle. It should be noted that the 
scan impedances (or scan reflection coefficients) 
are not only of interest for the characterization of 
transmit antennas, but can also be used in the 
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[ConnRWGList, rOffsetList]=MapRWGLine 
(rOffsetGlobal, ConnectionRWGs, rOffsetList, ConnRWGList) 

- Determine subdomains/elements attached to the 
connection line under consideration; 

for m=1:NumberOfAttachedSubDomains 
- Determine list of subdomains that are 
  equal to this mth attached subdomain; 

   for k=1:NumberOfEqualSubDomains 
-   Compute rel. pos. vector rOffset 
    between mth attached subdomain and kth  
    equal subdomain; 
-   rOffsetGlobalNew = rOffsetGlobal + 
                       rOffset; 
if rOffsetGlobalNew not in rOffsetList? 
 -   Append rOffsetGlobalNew to  
          rOffsetList; 
 -   Map ConnectionRWGs using rOffset,  
          yielding MappedRWGs; 
 -   Append MappedRWGs to ConnRWGList; 
 -   Call the recursive function: 

[ConnRWGList, rOffsetList]=MapRWGLine 
(rOffsetGlobalNew, MappedRWGs, 
rOffsetList, ConnRWGList) 

end 
 end 

end 
 

Recursive function MapRWGLine: 

evaluation of noise coupling in receive antennas 
[39, 40]. 

In this paper we enforce the condition that the 
final surface current solution be identical on each 
subarray, apart from a phase difference depending 
upon the scan angle and position vector of a 
subarray, though the surface currents may differ 
per element within each subarray. It is conjectured 
that the solution accuracy can be further increased 
by post-correcting the amplitude level of the 
initially computed solution of the current per 
subarray, while maintaining their shapes. For our 
example, we then have to solve a system of 9 
unknowns (per scan angle) in order to accurately 
synthesize the edge effects in current amplitudes 
of bordering subarrays. 

 
APPENDIX  

The mapping of the 6 consecutive connection 
lines of RWGs (Fig. 3, step III) is straightforward 
when we use the array symmetry as described in 
Sec. III B. For this procedure, a recursive mapping 
algorithm is employed, which has been developed 
and summarized below using a pseudo Matlab 
notation. 

Essentially, the main program is executed to 
construct a list of connection RWGs, termed 
ConnRWGList, which holds the final set of 
connection RWGs for all lines. To build this list, 
we first iterate over all RWG connection lines that 
have been identified (6 identical lines in Fig. 3, 
although, in general, many more lines may exist 
that are different from one another). During each 
iteration, we select a line that is free of RWGs, 
then equip this line with RWGs, and map this line 
onto the corresponding translated lines that are yet 
to be equipped with RWGs, and in a recursive 
manner by invoking the function MapRWGLine. 

 

 
The recursive function MapRWGLine (detailed 

on second last page) determines which 
subdomains are sharing the present RWG 

connection line at hand. We iterate over the 
pertaining subdomains and determine, for each 
subsequent subdomain, which other subdomains 
are equal, in the sense that they support the same 
set of CBFs. Within this first loop, we then also 
iterate over the equal subdomains and, during each 
iteration, compute the corresponding relative 
position vector of the corresponding identical 
subdomain. Within this second loop, we 
translate/map the RWG line under consideration 
using the same relative position vector, except if 
we have mapped this line to the same position 
before. After the mapping has been successfully 
completed, we recall the recursive function at this 
newly mapped position. 

The total recursion depth is approximately 
equal to the total number of maps that have to be 
made. When the procedure returns from the 
deepest recursion, most of the maps have been 
carried out so that the double loops within each 
recursion are not as time-demanding as one may 
think at a first glance, because identical maps are 
skipped. However, the double loop is required to 
ensure that one also maps the RWG connection 
line onto the left-hand-side of element 7 (Fig. 3) 
for instance, which is not obvious by only 
considering the identical subdomains that belong 
to subdomain 2. 
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Main program to build a list of all connection RWGs: 
ConnRWGList=[]; 
for n=1:NumberOfConnectionLines 
 if triangles along nth line without RWGs? 

- Equip these connection triangles with 
ConnectionRWGs; 

- rOffsetGlobal=rOffsetList=[0 0 0]; 
- Call recursive function: 

[ConnectionRWGs, rOffsetList]=MapRWGLine 
(rOffsetGlobal, ConnectionRWGs, rOffsetList, 
ConnRWGList); 

-  Append ConnectionRWGs to 
ConnRWGList; 

 end 
end
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Abstract─ An overview of a parallel 
implementation of the Characteristic Basis 
Function Method combined with the Multilevel 
Fast Multipole Algorithm is presented. This 
approach allows an accurate analysis of very large 
electromagnetic problems. The geometry is 
described by means of Non-Uniform Rational B-
Splines, and the macro-basis functions are 
expressed in terms of subsectional functions 
totally conformed to the original geometry. A 
number of representative examples are considered 
in order to show the performance of the proposed 
approach. 
  
Index Terms─ Method of Moments, Macro-Basis 
Functions, Characteristic Basis Function Method 
(CBFM). 
 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Due to the great improvement of the 

computational efficiency during the last decade, 
many problems for which high-frequency 
approaches (such as Physical Optics [1] or the 
Geometrical Theory of Diffraction [2]) or hybrid 
methods [3-6] were the only possible choices are 
now amenable to simulation via rigorous 
techniques. Also, the development of architectures 
and paradigms for the parallelization of computer 
codes [7] are playing a very important role in the 

expansion of the scope of rigorous analysis 
methods. However, the most important 
contribution to this new scenario is given by the 
development of improved numerical techniques 
carried out by numerous research groups 
worldwide. Even though the heterogeneous 
underlying strategies define different features for 
each of these developments, we can classify them 
into different categories, according to the 
treatment of the electromagnetic problem.  

The Method of Moments (MoM) [8] is 
nowadays a strong reference against which the 
new frequency-domain approaches can be 
compared. Since in the MoM the unknowns are 
distributed over the surface of the objects, it is 
widely used for the analysis of scattering or 
radiation problems involving geometries with one 
or several layers of homogeneous materials. Many 
of the new approaches maintain a MoM-based 
formulation and add new improvements that allow 
us to expand its application range. The main 
drawback of the MoM is the size of the coupling 
matrix that determines the linear system to be 
solved later. Owing to a fine discretization of the 
object geometry, typically 10 per λ in the 
conventional MoM, the matrix size becomes large 
relatively quickly as the object size becomes 
electrically large, and this, in turn, places a heavy 
burden on the CPU, both in terms of solve time 
and memory. A widely well-known approach to 
overcome this difficulty consists of using the Fast 
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Multipole Method (FMM) [9] or the Multilevel 
Fast Multipole Algorithm (MLFMA) [10], that 
reduce the computational complexity from O(N2) 
to O(N3/2), or even to O(NlogN) for the latter 
approach. The use of these approaches entails the 
storage of only the near-field terms of the coupling 
matrix and computing the far-field interactions 
efficiently via fast matrix-vector products in the 
iterative solution process. There are a number of 
techniques that also take advantage of the efficient 
evaluation of these products in the iterative 
solution of large problems, such as the Complex 
Multipole Beam Approach (CMBA) [11], the 
Impedance Matrix localization (IML) technique 
[12] or the Adaptive Integral Method (AIM) [13]. 

A different strategy which has been proven to 
decrease the computational complexity of the 
conventional MoM is based on the fact that the 
submatrices that contain the coupling between 
moderately distant blocks (about a few 
wavelengths, usually) are rank-deficient or, in 
other words, the number of degrees of freedom is 
smaller than the number of samples used. 
Therefore, these submatrices can be compressed 
using some of the techniques available in the 
literature, like those based on the Modified Gram-
Schmidt procedure (MGS) [14, 15], the Adaptive 
Cross Approximation (ACA) [16, 17] or the 
Matrix Decomposition Algorithm [18]. It is 
worthwhile to remark that these approaches make 
use of purely algebraic manipulations of the 
original matrices. 

A third group of methods, among which the 
presented work can be situated, is based on a 
strategy that utilizes a domain-decomposition 
scheme and reduces the number of unknowns by 
replacing the subdomain-type basis functions with 
a set of macro-basis functions. We can mention 
here the Synthetic Function Expansion technique 
(SFX) [19] or the Characteristic Basis Function 
Method (CBFM) [20].  

The CBFM models the current on an arbitrarily 
shaped target by means of a set of macro-basis 
functions, called Characteristic Basis Functions 
(CBFs), defined over geometrical blocks in which 
the geometry is subdivided. Instead of being 
limited to a predetermined and/or fixed shape, the 
CBFs are generated taking into account the 
physics of the problem, so they are tailored to the 
geometrical properties of each block, and their use 
leads to a “reduced” matrix whose size is 

considerably smaller than that of the original 
impedance matrix based on subdomain functions 
(e.g. Rao-Wilton-Glisson functions [21] or 
rooftops [22]). Each CBF, in turn, can be seen as 
an aggregation of low-level basis functions whose 
weights are fixed when each CBF is generated. 
The reduction in matrix size achieved by the 
CBFM enables us to use direct solvers for some 
problems where, previously, an iterative solver 
represented the only possible choice because of 
the size of the impedance matrix. However, for 
very large problems the reduction achieved in the 
number of unknowns may still be insufficient as to 
resort to a direct solver. In this situation, an 
iterative solution process can be utilized by 
combining the CBFM with the MLFMA approach 
[23]. 

We will consider in this work a geometric 
representation based on Non-Uniform Rational B-
Splines (NURBS) [24], due to its flexibility to 
model arbitrary geometries and the fact that this 
format has become widespread in the world of 
Computer Aided Geometric Design (CAGD). The 
CBFs are represented in terms of modified rooftop 
functions defined along the u or v directions over a 
parametric domain, totally conformed to the 
NURBS patches, so the discretization error is 
minimized. 

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, 
we discuss the procedure for obtaining the 
Characteristic Basis Functions from rigorous or 
asymptotic solutions of smaller problems where 
each block is isolated from the rest of the 
geometry. Section 3 deals with a particular 
implementation of the CBFM, used in this work, 
where the low-level basis functions employed are 
modified rooftops placed over the parametric 
domain of NURBS patched and totally conformed 
to the surface, and the low-level testing functions 
are razor blades also located directly over the 
parametric domain of the patch. In Section 4 the 
applicability of the CBFM is enlarged by 
including the MLFMA formulation, so that the 
computational requirements of very large 
problems are now affordable by using the CBFM-
MLFMA. In section 5 we discuss the details of the 
parallelization of the proposed approach in order 
to optimize the balance of the computational load 
between different computing nodes. Finally we 
present some conclusions derived from this work. 
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II. GENERATION OF THE 
CHARACTERISTIC BASIS FUNCTIONS 

Previous to the generation of the CBFs, which 
will model the current over the structures under 
analysis, we set up a partitioning of the geometry 
into blocks. It is important to note that the size of 
these blocks can go up to a few thousands low-
level basis functions. The CBF generation process 
takes into account the shape of each block. In 
order to incorporate the physics of the problem 
into the CBFs we obtain these functions from the 
current solutions of the isolated block. The 
approach shown in [20] considers a scheme where 
the CBFs are grouped into two categories: the 
primary CBFs, due to the currents induced by the 
incident field on each block (obtained by isolating 
the block), and the secondary CBFs, obtained by 
assuming that the incident field on a block is due 
to the field radiated by the currents that the 
external field induces on another block. Thus, a set 
of CBFs (one primary and several secondary 
CBFs) is assigned to each block. However, by 
following this approach the reduced matrix 
depends on the external field, which can be 
undesirable in some cases. In order to overcome 
this problem, there is a different technique, more 
appropriate for scattering problems with multiple 
right hand sides, consisting on obtaining the CBFs 
from a set of plane waves (Plane Wave Spectrum, 
PWS) which impinge on the scatterer from 
different angles, and considering both 
polarizations (θ and φ). By following this 
procedure we eliminate the primary and secondary 
classification of the CBFs. Fig. 1 depicts this 
approach in a 2D scenario. The different plane 
waves that surround the surface are separated by 
an angular step Δθ. The number of plane waves to 
be considered obviously depends on the size of the 
block. In fact, having a large enough number of 
currents with different shapes based on 
approximate solutions with which build the new 
basis functions (i.e., the CBFs) is more important 
than having a few extremely accurate solutions of 
the currents due to several plane waves. It is also 
interesting to remark that the accuracy obtained in 
the modelization of evanescent fields can be 
controlled by increasing the discretization density 
(i.e. the size of the subdomains). The evanescent 
behaviour of the CBFs is seen after obtaining the 
currents induced by the plane waves on the block 
with the MoM. Therefore, it is not necessary to 

consider a sampling of plane waves outside of the 
visible spectrum in order to obtain CBFs with fast 
amplitude variations. Thus, simply by choosing an 
angular separation in the θ and φ spherical 
components between consecutive plane waves 
depending on the block size is enough for 
obtaining good results. Specifically, we use a 
separation of 10º for block sizes whose maximum 
side length is below 2λ, 5º when the block size is 
up to 4λ and 3º for larger blocks. 
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Fig. 1. 2D scheme of the PWS surrounding the target 
object for the CBF generation. 
 

There are different possibilities for obtaining 
the currents induced by the plane waves on the 
block under consideration. For example, the 
conventional Method of Moments can be used for 
this purpose. If we are considering P different 
incident waves, it would be necessary to solve the 
following set of MoM problems [20,25]: 

 
[ ] [ ] [ ] , 1,..., ,i i inc

k k
Z J V k P= =             (1) 

 
where [Z]i is the coupling matrix for block-i, [J]k

i 
indicates the current vector for block-i and the kth  
plane wave excitation, and [V]k

inc represents the kth 

excitation vector. Due to the fact that we are 
isolating the block from the rest of the geometry, 
in order to mitigate the artificial edge behaviour of 
the currents it is convenient to compute the 
currents over an extension of the original block, 
usually considering a fraction of wavelength as the 
size of this extension [20]. Only the currents that 
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are inside the original block are retained and 
stored as the CBFs after being orthogonalized. 
Obviously, we do not need to follow this 
procedure if we are using PO to calculate the 
induced currents instead of the MoM. The size of 
the extension depends on the type of low-level 
basis functions considered. We have found that 
with the scheme described in [28], which utilizes 
rooftops, no extension is required to get accurate 
results, because of the use of connection strips 
which effectively dovetail the subdomains in 
which the low-level basis functions are defined. 
For an RWG-based scheme, accurate results are 
obtained by extending the original blocks by 
approximately 0.3λ. If no extensions are 
considered, a noticeable degradation of the results 
has been observed in a number of test cases 
simulated. 

It is also possible to use high-frequency 
approaches for the computation of the currents 
induced by the incident plane wave, when the 
block being analyzed is smooth. The PO approach 
can be used to bypass the solution of (1) for 
different plane wave excitations. The expansion of 
the current over the block-i in terms of subdomain 
functions due to the k-th incident plane wave can 
be expressed as: 

 

{
( )
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0 0 0

0 1

0 0

ˆˆ( , ) 2 ( , )

ˆexp ( , ) ( , ),

iN
i i
k n n k

n

i
k n n n

B u v n u v k E

jK k r u v T u v
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⎡ ⎤= × × ⋅⎣ ⎦

⎡ ⎤− ⋅ ⋅
⎣ ⎦

∑     (2) 

 
where ),( 00 nn vu designates the point on the nth 
rooftop where the current is sampled, and 
corresponds to the center of the associated 
parametric contour, n̂  is the normal vector and r  
is the spatial point. The function ),( vuTn is the nth 
rooftop located in block-i, and Ni is the total 
number of rooftops within this block. Our 
experience shows that PO currents can be used to 
construct the Characteristic Basis Functions even 
for relatively small block sizes (one wavelength or 
even less). One can find that in some cases the 
PO-derived CBFs cannot model appropriately the 
fast current variations in the free edges of the 
geometry. The scheme shown in [26] solves this 
problem by defining a special type of blocks with 
a reduced width near these edges. 

     After generating the induced current vectors 
corresponding to each one of the plane wave 
excitations for block-i, the associated CBFs can be 
obtained by performing the orthogonalization of 
these vectors. The Singular Value Decomposition 
(SVD) [14] is used for this purpose. If we denote 
as M the total number of plane waves considered, 
we can arrange all the calculated currents in a 

NM ×  matrix form, where N is the number of 
low-level basis functions on the block. After 
calculating the SVD of this matrix, we obtain a 
new orthogonal set of basis vectors which can be 
identified with the singular vectors resulting from 
the SVD operation [27]. However, it is not 
necessary to retain the complete set of singular 
vectors as the new macro-basis functions. Those 
singular vectors which correspond to singular 
values with a negligible magnitude can be 
discarded without losing accuracy in the final 
results. In other words, we set a threshold γ, 
relative to the largest singular value, and retain 
only the singular vectors corresponding to those 
singular values above γ times the strongest 
singular value. We recommend γ in the range from 

3102 −⋅  to 310− . It is important to remark that the 
number of orthogonal vector retained after the 
SVD is usually several times lesser than the 
number of original plane wave currents, due to the 
linear relations of dependence of these in the block 
surface. The induced current solutions used to 
represent the CBFs need only be approximate 
solutions at this stage, since the final solution will 
be derived later by adjusting the coefficients of 
these basis functions. In other words, as long as 
we introduce a sufficiently large number of plane 
waves for the CBF generation, the final current 
distribution will be satisfactorily modelled. The 
truncated SVD technique referenced in the 
manuscript is not an exact decomposition of the 
original matrix, but it is a very useful and close 
approximation to the original matrix achieved by a 
matrix of reduced rank (optimal approximation 
considering the Frobenius norm). In the practical 
applications we observe a very rough decrease of 
the amplitude of the singular values. In most cases 
setting the threshold higher that the reference 
value given in the manuscript does not affect 
significatively the number of resulting CBFs. The 
threshold values proposed in this work allow us to 
obtain very good results (in the sense that the 
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resulting set of CBFs can model the currents very 
accurately) and do not depend on the shape or the 
size of the block. 

In Fig. 2 we have depicted the evolution of the 
magnitude of the singular values for two different 
block types and sizes. We show in the figure the 
singular values obtained for a plane block with a 
side length of two wavelengths and for a block 
with the shape of a spherical quadrant with a 
radius of one wavelength. It can be seen that the 
magnitude of these values decays very fast. The 
contribution of those CBFs whose singular values 
have a very small magnitude can be considered 
negligible, so that they can be discarded. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Magnitude of the singular values after 
calculating the currents induced by the plane waves on 
the block for a plane plate case (top) and a spherical 
quadrant case (bottom). 

 
III. THE COMBINATION OF THE CBFM 

AND NURBS SURFACES 
As previously indicated, the CBFM is 

independent from the type of low-level 
subsectional basis functions chosen for the 
expansion of the CBFs. In this work, we consider 
a generalization of the planar rooftops introduced 
by Glisson and Wilton in [22] as the low-level 
basis functions. These functions are located over a 
region of the NURBS patch where they belong. To 
do this, the parametric domain associated to the 
NURBS surface is divided in order to generate a 
mesh of rectangular subdomains. Each one of the 

contour segments between two consecutive 
subdomains is then associated with a basis and a 
testing function. It is necessary to define two sets 
of rooftops, for modeling the u- and v-components 
of the current over the patch. The testing functions 
selected are razor-blades, also be separated into 
two groups. For the Electric Field Integral 
Equation (EFIE) formulation we place the razor 
blades perpendicular to the contour shared by each 
pair of subdomains, while they should be parallel 
to the contour for the case of the Magnetic Field 
Integral Equation (MFIE). Note that these basis 
and testing functions are totally conformed to the 
NURBS surface. Figure 3 shows a scheme of an 
arbitrary surface with its control points, and the set 
of subdomains obtained when we divide its 
parametric domain into regions. Also, we show in 
the figure how a basis function along the v-
direction and a testing function along the u-
direction are placed. Note that this testing function 
corresponds to the EFIE formulation, according to 
the above explanation (perpendicular to the 
contour shared between two subdomains). Further 
details can be consulted in [28-30]. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                    (a)                              (b) 
Fig. 3. (a): Arbitrary NURBS patch and control points; 
(b): Discretization of the surface in the parametric 
domain and collocation of basis and testing functions. 
 

As a validation of the CBFM approach 
described so far in this work, we consider a PEC 
cube with two square facets parallel to each 
canonical plane (XY, XZ and YZ). The length of 
each side is 1 meter, and a frequency of 900 MHz 
has been set for the simulations. We have obtained 
monostatic RCS values and we have compared 
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them with those returned by the conventional 
MoM, for the θ-θ and φ-φ polarizations. Figures 4 
and 5 show a good agreement between the results 
obtained using both methods. The number of 
unknowns required by the Method of Moments 
has been 11532, while the CBFM has needed 1140 
unknowns. Each one of the six faces of the cube 
was identified as one CBFM block, so we obtained 
190 CBFs for each block. The CBFs have been 
obtained from a set of incident plane waves 
considering Δθ=Δφ=7º. The MoM CPU time is 
44022 seconds; the CBFM CPU-time is 3526 
seconds. Both results have been obtained using a 
SUN Fire V65 workstation (2 Xeon 3GHz 
processors with 8 Gbytes of RAM).  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4. θ-θ polarization results for the PEC cube 
monostatic RCS analysis. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5. φ-φ polarization results for the PEC cube 
monostatic RCS analysis. 

In the following test case we consider the 
COBRA cavity with a flap (Fig. 6), modeled using 
24 NURBS surfaces. In figures 7 and 8 we show 
the monostatic RCS results obtained for an angular 
sweep with a fixed value of φ=0º and θ=0º to 90º 
with an angular step of 1º at a frequency of 10 
GHz with the proposed method, compared with 
the values given by the Finite Element-Boundary 
Integral method in [31]. From the discretization 
process, 59147 unknowns arise considering the 
standard sampling rate of λ/10. An angular step of 
5º has been considered in this case for the CBF 
computation. Only 4711 high-level functions have 
been retained after orthogonalizing the PO-derived 
induced currents. The simulation has been carried 
out in 65966 seconds using an Opteron processor 
at 2.4 GHz with a total RAM of 64 Gbytes 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 6. Geometrical scheme of the COBRA cavity with 
a flap. 

 

The next example consists of a PEC almond-
shaped target (Fig. 9), similar to the NASA 
almond [32], but with a different size. The total 
length of the object is 2.5 meters with a total 
surface area of 4 m2. The geometry is defined by 
the equations: 
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Fig. 7. θ-θ polarization results for the COBRA cavity 
with a flap. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 8. φ-φ polarization results for the COBRA cavity 
with a flap. 

                                                                      
 
 
 
                                                                        
 

           (3) 
 
 
 
 
    
                                                                        (4) 
 
         

where d is the length of the almond, 2.5 m. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 9. “Almond” test case. 
 
Figures 10 and 11 show the bistatic RCS results 

at a frequency of 2 GHz for the θ-θ and φ-φ 
polarizations, respectively. We have compared the 
MoM results with those obtained by utilizing the 
CBFM with PO-derived CBFs. We have 
considered 181 observation directions ranging 
from φ=0º to φ=180º, for an incidence angle given 
by θ =90º and φ=180º. The number of unknowns 
is 55460 when using the MoM, while 5801 CBFs 
are retained in the CBFM approach. The almond is 
modeled using 8 NURBS patches which, in turn, 
are identified as 8 CBFM blocks, so the average 
number of CBFs and low-level unknowns per 
block are 725 and 6932, respectively. Both cases 
show good agreement. The total time needed to 
solve this case example has been 12123 seconds 
using the same machine as in the previous cases. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 10. Bistatic RCS results for the almond test case, θ-
θ polarization. 
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Fig. 11. Bistatic RCS results for the almond test case, 
φ-φ polarization. 
 

IV. COMBINATION OF MLFMA AND 
CBFM 

In previous sections, we showed the advantages 
of CBFM in terms of the reduction of the number 
of unknowns, leading to a coupling matrix whose 
size is much smaller than that obtained in the 
conventional Method of Moments. As a 
consequence, direct solvers can be applied to solve 
medium size problems, which could be addressed 
in the past by relying upon iterative techniques. 

However, when the size of the scatterer 
becomes very large, the CBFM system matrix can 
become so large as to preclude its solution without 
resorting to iteration, despite a significant 
reduction in the matrix size realized via the 
CBFM. Additionally, the memory needed to store 
the reduced matrix can present a problem as well. 
One of the most common approaches to easing the 
burden on the computational resources entails the 
storing of only the near-field terms of the coupling 
matrix and computing the far-field interactions via 
the Fast Multipole Method, or its multilevel 
implementation, MLFMA. The use of the 
MLFMA avoids the need of calculate and store the 
coupling terms between near elements in the 
reduced matrix, thereby optimizing the memory 
storage requirements. In addition, the MLFMA 
improves the CPU-time required to solve the 
system via an efficient evaluation of the matrix-
vector product operations in an iterative solution 
process. In the application of the MLFMA we 
compartmentalize the whole geometry into several 
first-level cubical groups which, in turn, generate 
higher-order cubes as they are grouped. A first-

order group size of a quarter of wavelength is 
recommended [10], and the aggregation point of 
every cube is chosen to be its geometrical centre. 
For the first level, the cubes include a few basis 
functions, and the coupling between basis 
functions associated to geometrically close cubes 
is calculated in a rigorous way and stored for later 
use. Figure 12 depicts the volumetric distribution 
of these cubical volumes, given a generic 
geometry. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 12. Compartmentalization of the target geometry 
into cubical groups. 

 
The application of the FMM/MLFMA entails 

the storage of only the near-field terms of the 
coupling matrix and the efficient computation of 
the far-field interactions in the iterative process. 
This is achieved by computing the matrix-vector 
products as shown in (5). For both the EFIE and 
MFIE cases we have: 

 
                                                                      , (5) 
 
 

where  )ˆ(kV AGG
mj  represents the aggregation term, 

computed as follows for each formulation: 
  
                              
                                                                      , (6) 
 
 
 

where Nm is the number of subdomain functions 
within the cubical group, and mjr ,  represents the 
vector that extends from the sampling point to the 
aggregation point. Analogously, the dissagregation 
term can be computed as: 
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                                                                 ,      (7) 
 
 
 

and the translation term between points m and m’ 
is given by: 

 
                                                                  ,     (8) 
 
 

where )()1( xhl is a spherical Hankel function of the 
first kind and )(xPl is a Legendre polynomial. 

The first step in the computation of the far-field 
interactions embodies calculating the aggregation 
terms for each first-level cube, according to (6). 
These terms represent the outgoing wave 
expansions of each cube. For each higher-level 
cube, the aggregation is obtained by taking into 
account the aggregation terms of the lower-level 
cubes contained in it, and by using shifting and 
interpolation in order to reduce the computational 
resources. After the aggregation stage, translation 
between well-separated cubes that belong to the 
same level is performed. 

The last step of the algorithm consists of the 
disaggregation process, in which all the cubes 
have received the contributions from the rest of the 
cubes belonging to the same level, and these 
contributions are released to their children cubes, 
via shifting and anterpolation. If the parent cube is 
a first-level cube, the contribution released to the 
subdomain functions is given by (7). 

Following the MLFMA strategy, the scatter 
geometry is compartmented into several first-level 
groups and higher-order cubes are generated. Each 
high-level cube groups several cubes in the lower 
level and so on. According to this idea, a tree 
structure is created from the highest level to the 
first one. 

Next, the CBFM blocks are defined and the 
macro-basis functions are obtained via SVD as it 
was shown in previous sections. Each CBF 
included in a block extends over the entire block, 
so its size is usually much larger than the size of 
the subdomains. Therefore, it is common that a 
CBF can be defined over several MLFMA groups. 

It shall be pointed out that the size of the groups 
and the corresponding number of levels in the 
application of the MLFMA can be different when 

we are dealing with CBFs instead of low-level 
basis functions. In the conventional MoM-
MLFMA application, it is recommended to 
maintain a size of about 0.25 λ for the first level 
groups. However, in the presented scheme 
(CBFM-MLFMA) the size of the groups of the 
first level should be as small as possible, but with 
the restriction that it is not much smaller than the 
size of the blocks (the surfaces over which the 
CBFs extend). From our experience, the best 
choice for the size of the groups at the first level is 
between the half and the whole size of the CBF 
block. If a block extends over many small groups 
we would require a large amount of memory 
usage, since each group included in a block must 
store the multipole information for all the CBFs in 
that block. 

The reduced matrix is calculated containing 
only the coupling terms between near blocks, 
which are on or close to the diagonal of the matrix. 
The reaction terms corresponding to distant are 
efficiently calculated using the MLFMA. 
Considering the EFIE formulation, we compute 
the aggregation for the CBF j inside the block m as 
follows: 
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where nj ,α is the coefficient of the CBF-j 
associated to the nth basis function Tn, and 

EFIEAGG
nmV −

,  is the aggregation term for the nth basis 
function inside the block m. Analogously, the 
dissagregation term can be computed as: 
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and the translation term between points m and m’ 
is calculated according to (8). 

For the MFIE formulation, the aggregation and 
disaggregation terms for the CBFs are computed 
as: 
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The previous expressions can be used for 

solving the problem employing an iterative 
algorithm. The coupling terms corresponding to 
geometrically close blocks can be calculated by 
means of direct matrix-vector products, while far-
field coupling terms can be computed through the 
MLFMA. As a consequence, the CPU-time is 
reduced, while simultaneously optimizing the 
memory storage requirements, since the number of 
CBFs is much smaller than the number of 
subdomains. It is important to note that the 
aggregation and disaggregation terms are 
computed for the CBFs, which allows the analysis 
of electrically larger problems. Obviously, the 
CBF generation process increases the 
preprocessing CPU-time, as will be seen in the 
numerical examples shown below. However, as 
the electrical size of the problem increases the 
preprocessing time is smaller compared to the 
CPU-time required for the system solution, which 
in turn involves a higher efficiency of the 
presented approach when compared to the MoM-
MLFMA technique. 
     It is also interesting to make a remark about the 
appropriate group and block size in the CBFM-
MLFMA combination. The reduction in the 
number of unknowns depends only on the block 
size, as the memory requirements depends on the 
group and block size. From the experience 
obtained in this work and previous ones, we 
conclude that block sizes from λ to 2λ and group 
sizes from 0.5λ to λ constitute a good 
compromise. 

The first test case considered for the validation 
of the CBFM-MLFMA approach is the COBRA 
cavity with a cap previously depicted in Fig. 6. We 
have obtained monostatic RCS values at a 
frequency of 10 GHz for an angular sweep θ from 

0º to  90º with a fixed value of φ=0º. Results for 
both the θ−θ and φ−φ  polarizations are showed in 
Figures 13 and 14, respectively, in which we 
compare the MoM-MLFMA technique, the 
conventional CBFM and the CBFM-MLFMA 
approach. The conventional MoM-MLFMA 
approach required about 304000s for the θ-θ 
polarization and 456000s for the φ-φ polarization 
using the EFIE formulation and the BiCGStab 
solver without any preconditioner. As indicated in 
a previous section, the conventional CBFM CPU-
time was 65966 seconds for each polarization. The 
presented CBFM-MLFMA  approach required 
23821s for the θ-θ polarization and 27544s for the 
φ-φ polarization with the same solver used for the 
MoM-MLFMA  case. All the simulations have 
been performed using an Opteron processor at 2.4 
GHz with a total RAM of 64 Gbytes. 

The next case consists of two parallel square 
plates with a size of 32λ and a separation of 16λ 
between them. The frequency considered is 2.4 
GHz. Bistatic RCS values for an incidence 
direction defined by θ=0º and φ=0º and a sweeping 
θ from 0º to 180º for the θ-θ polarization have 
been obtained. Figure 15 shows the results 
obtained compared with the MoM -MLFMA, and 
Table 1 contains the corresponding CPU-times and 
the resulting number of unknowns considered. 
Regarding the memory comparision between 
MoM-MLFMA and CBFM-MLFMA, the former 
approach needs 9.9 Gbytes of RAM  while the 
latter only requires 6.7 Gbytes, for a group size of  
λ.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 13. θ-θ polarization results for the COBRA cavity 
with a flap. 
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Fig. 14. φ-φ polarization results for the COBRA cavity 
with a flap. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 15.  Bistatic RCS values at 2.4 GHz for the two-
plate test case. 

 
Table 1: Analysis of the RCS of the two-plate test case 
at 2.4 GHz 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

V. PARALLELIZATION OF THE 
MLFMA-CBFM APPROACH  

It is also important to recognize that currently 
the parallelization of computer codes plays a very 
important role, because it enables the code to run 
on multiple processors, resulting in considerable 

time-saving if the algorithm scales efficiently as 
the number of processors is increased 
progressively [32]. In order to take advantage of 
these clusters, it is necessary to modify the initial 
code, following a parallel-computation standard. 
The Message Passing Interface (MPI) paradigm 
[7] is at the present time widely used for the 
parallelization of codes based on the use of 
computer clusters. 

The design of the parallel CBFM-MLFMA 
follows the so called data-parallel approach [33]. 
In this approach the data is partitioned among the 
processes, and each process executes 
approximately the same set of commands on its 
data. This approach usually leads to more scalable 
programs.  

In the design of the parallel approach, all the 
groups are distributed between the processors [34]. 
Each group is assigned to a processor, which 
manages the information about all the coupling 
terms of the CBFs located in that group. In the 
delivering process, it is essential to apply load-
balancing for the near-field. Each processor 
computes the near-field terms that correspond to 
the associated CBFs, and it obtains the rigorous 
coupling terms with the rest of CBFs by sharing 
information with other processors. Each processor 
calculates the aggregation and disaggregation 
terms of its assignated CBFs, and it exchanges this 
information at the corresponding level with those 
processors which require it. 

In order to improve the efficiency of a 
parallelized program, the communication between 
processors and duplicated computations must be 
minimized. In a simple parallelization technique 
[32], we can obtain the highest level at which the 
MLFMA cubes are coupled. Next, we distribute 
and assign equally the cubes of that level to the 
processors, and, for the lower levels, if a cube in 
the higher-level belongs to a processor, then all its 
sub-cubes are also assigned to the same processor. 
By following this procedure, the aggregation and 
disaggregation steps from the bottom of the 
hierarchical tree up to the higher-coupling level 
can be performed without any communication. 

This scheme avoids the communication 
between processors in the aggregation and 
disaggregation process, but it can lead to an 
inefficient speed-up in some cases. When the 
geometry of the scatter is irregular, by applying 
the higher-coupling level distribution a processor 
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can be in charge of cubes that have a low number 
of non-empty low-level cubes, so the processor 
can wait for long periods of time. 

To overcome this disadvantage, a new strategy 
in the distribution of the cubes has been 
developed. We fixed the level of the distribution 
of the cubes to be different to the highest-coupling 
level. To avoid communication between 
processors in the aggregation and disaggregation 
processes for the cubes at a level above the 
distribution level, it is allowed that these cubes can 
be duplicated in different processors. For this 
cubes, each processor computes the aggregation of 
its sub-cubes, and adds its partial contribution in 
the translation process, so the contributions from 
different processors are combined automatically 
for the duplicated cubes. Applying this new 
strategy, the speed-up is improved for geometries 
with irregular shapes [35]. 

In Fig. 16 the speed-up for the COBRA cavity 
with a flap is shown. All the simulations have been 
performed using dual-core Opteron processors at 
2.4 GHz with a total shared RAM of 64 GBytes. 
Table 2 shows the CPU-times for both 
polarizations using the presented approach, and a 
comparison between CBFM-MLFMA and MoM-
MLFMA using the same parallelization scheme. 
The conventional CBFM CPU-time was 65966 
seconds for each polarization with a single 
processor.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 16. Evolution of the CPU simulation time as a 
function of the number of processors. 

 
 
 
 

Table 2. CPU-times for the simulations 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

VI CONCLUSIONS 
 
We have presented an overview of a very 

efficient, recently developed technique (CBFM), 
based on the definition of macro-basis functions 
which can be generated using different 
approaches. Also, we have presented an 
implementation of the CBFM combined with the 
MLFMA. The conventional MoM memory 
requirements are highly reduced due to the 
reduction of the number of unknowns via the 
CBFM and to the reduction in the size of the 
reduced matrix via MLFMA. Also the CPU-time 
is smaller due to the reduction of the size of the 
linear problem to be solved and to the efficiently 
computed matrix-vector products in the iterative 
solution process. 
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Abstract─ In this paper we review a novel Domain 
Decomposition (DD) approach, called the 
Characteristic Basis Function Method (CBFM), 
which tackles large-scale electromagnetic 
problems by generalizing the concept of principle 
of localization that forms the cornerstone of 
asymptotic methods. The paper shows that the 
problem of having to deal with large matrices that 
arise in the conventional formulation of large  
problems with the Method of Moments (MoM)  
can be obviated, by dividing the original large 
problem into a number of smaller sub-problems 
that are more manageable to handle. However, 
unlike the conventional DD approaches that 
typically rely upon iteration algorithms to account 
for the inter-coupling between the subdomains, the 
CBFM tackles the problem with direct solvers 
instead. It is possible to do this in the context of 
CBFM, because it reduces the original large 
system matrix into one whose size is orders of 
magnitude smaller, and is appropriately called the 
“reduced matrix.” Furthermore, an important 
salutary feature of CBFM is that the algorithm is 
naturally parallelizable, an attribute that 
distinguishes it from many other CEM solvers, and 
makes it well suited for parallel platforms that 
have become ubiquitous in recent years. This, in 
turn, enables us to take advantage of the power of 
these platforms and to solve, numerically 
efficiently, large problems that were well beyond 
our reach in the past. The paper also shows that 
the basic concepts of CBFM are quite general, and 
they not only apply to MoM, but can also be 
tailored for both FEM and FDTD.  
  
Index Terms─ Characteristic Basis Function 
Method (CBFM), Domain Decomposition, 

Method of Moments (MoM), Finite element 
Method (FEM), Finite Difference Time Domain 
(FDTD). 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Solutions of large problems that are described 

by a large number of Degrees of Freedom (DoFs) 
are of considerable interest in Computational 
Electromagnetics. Presently, iterative techniques, 
coupled with fast matrix-vector multipliers, form 
the backbone of leading Method of Moment 
(MoM) solvers, for instance, the Fast Multipole 
Method (FMM) and similar techniques [1-4] that 
are used for such problems. Historically, the 
asymptotic methods, such as the GTD [5] 
dominated the electromagnetics scene for several 
decades, and were the only viable options 
available to us when we wanted to tackle 
problems, whose dimensions were very large 
when compared to the wavelength. However, it is 
well known that while the asymptotic methods can 
handle smooth, perfectly conducting objects with 
relative ease—regardless of how large they may 
be—the methods do suffer from several inherent 
limitations, especially when dealing with 
arbitrarily shaped, inhomogeneous, and multiscale 
objects. Some of these limitations are: the GTD 
diffraction coefficients are available only for a 
limited number of canonical geometrical shapes, 
such as PEC wedges and smooth surfaces with 
large radii of curvature; resonant structures, for 
instance re-entrant cavities, or Frequency Selective 
Surfaces (FSSs), are not amenable to convenient 
analysis via asymptotic methods, regardless of 
their size; and, multiscale and material 
inhomogeneities are always problematic because 
they do not lend themselves to asymptotic analysis 
owing to the fact that the wave phenomena in 
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these structures do not satisfy the ansatz upon 
which the asymptotic methods are based. Attempts 
to modify the GTD, either by using techniques 
such as the Physical Theory of Diffraction PTD 
[6], or by hybridizing it with rigorous numerical 
methods [7], have met varying degrees of success. 
This is because either these approaches do not 
fully overcome the fundamental limitations of the 
GTD—alluded to above—or they are not 
sufficiently robust.   
     In this paper we review a novel Domain 
Decomposition (DD) approach, called the 
Characteristic Basis Function Method (CBFM) [8-
10], which tackles large-scale electromagnetic 
problems by generalizing the concept of principle 
of localization that forms the cornerstone of 
asymptotic methods. For instance, in Physical 
Optics (PO) we simply use the local property of 
the surface in the neighbourhood of a “bright 
point” to compute the field reflected from the 
surface, instead of solving a large dense matrix 
equation arising in MoM, which assumes that each 
of the subdomain basis functions fully couples to 
all other similar basis functions in a global sense. 
One consequence of this is that, for large 
problems, the system matrix arising in MoM is 
large as well as fully populated, and burdens both 
the CPU time and the memory. As shown in this 
paper, this problem can be obviated, however, by 
dividing the original large problem into a number 
of smaller sub-problems that are more manageable 
to handle. However, unlike the conventional DD 
approaches that typically rely upon iteration to 
account for the inter-coupling between the 
subdomains, the CBFM tackles the problem with 
direct solvers instead. It is possible to do this in 
the context of CBFM, because it reduces the 
original large system matrix into one whose size is 
orders of magnitude smaller, and is appropriately 
called the “reduced matrix.” Furthermore, an 
important salutary feature of CBFM is that the 
algorithm is naturally parallelizable, an attribute 
that distinguishes it from many other CEM 
solvers, and makes it well suited for parallel 
platforms that have become ubiquitous in recent 
years. This, in turn, enables us to take advantage 
of the power of these platforms and to solve, 
numerically efficiently, large problems that were 
well beyond our reach in the past. We also 
mention that the basic concepts of CBFM are quite 
general, and they not only apply to MoM, but can 

also be tailored for both FEM and FDTD. 
Although CBFM was originally developed for 
MoM solution of microwave circuit problems [9], 
and has been applied to quasi-static problems in 
the context of FEM [11], we restrict our attention 
in this paper solely to scattering and radiation 
problems. 
     The organization of this review paper is as 
follows. In Sec. 2 we present the details of CBFM 
for MoM problems to lay the foundations of the 
method. We show how we can use the concepts of 
domain decomposition and high-level or macro 
basis functions to significantly reduce the size of 
the MoM matrix, which can then be solved 
directly, without resorting to iteration. Next, in 
Sec. 3, we present two numerical examples of the 
application of CBFM. Following this, in Sec. 4, 
we describe the basic steps of parallelization of the 
CBBOR (Characteristic Basis Body of 
Revolution) code. The next section, Sec. 5, 
discusses an efficient technique for handing 
locally modified objects in the context of CBFM. 
Adaptations of the CBFM concept to FEM and 
FDTD, are presented in Secs. 6 and 7, 
respectively, which have their own unique 
features. Finally, we refer to some recent 
developments in CBFM and present some 
summary conclusions in Sec. 8. 
 

II. CBFM FOR MOM PROBLEMS 
     Let us begin by describing the principle of 
localization as it is incorporated in CBFM. 
Suppose we have an arbitrary scatterer illuminated 
by a plane wave, as shown in Fig. 1.  

 
(a)                                           (b) 

Fig. 1.  (a) Arbitrary scatter illuminated by a plane 
wave; (b) Dividing original object into blocks. 
 
     Let us consider the behavior of the induced 
current at a point P, which resides on the surface 
of the object. Then, we could approximate the 
current at P by invoking the PO, which says that 
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this current can be approximately expressed as 
2 in H× , provided the principle radii of curvature 
of the surface are large. If the point P is located on 
an edge, we can use the GTD to find the field 
scattered from P, again by using the properties of 
the edge in the vicinity of P, and making suitable 
approximations if the geometry there is not one of 
the canonical shapes for which we can derive the 
diffraction coefficients. (Note: If we desire to find 
the approximate induced current near P, we have 
to employ the PTD instead.) We can either move 
the point P around to determine the induced 
current on the entire body by following the above 
procedure, or we can simply go directly to the far 
scattered field by using the ray theory approach, 
rather than by integrating the induced current on 
the scatterer. The procedure, just described, is an 
extreme limit of localization, which works well at 
very high frequencies, provided we are dealing 
either with smooth bodies, or with those that have 
canonical edge geometries and are amenable to ray 
type of analysis. If, however, these conditions are 
violated by the geometry of the object, then the ray 
theories do not provide a systematic way to 
generalize the analysis, or enable us to handle 
arbitrary objects whose geometries may have 
multiscale features. The CBFM generalizes the 
above concept, by first using DD to break up the 
original object into “blocks,” and then viewing 
entire subdomains as the local regions upon which 
macro basis functions are defined in a manner 
explained below. Following this, the interactions 
between the blocks are accounted for not via the 
use of iteration, as is the case in conventional DD 
procedures, but by rigorously incorporating them 
in the formulation by using the Galerkin’s method 
to generate a reduced matrix, as is further 
explained below. The procedure described above 
is very general, and is capable of handling 
arbitrarily shaped objects, which can even be 
multiscale. 
     Let us now describe the CBFM in a little more 
detail. Its formulation starts with the conventional 
MoM procedure, whereby the mixed potential 
integral equation is discretized into a matrix 
equation: 

⋅ =Z I V ,                                 (1) 
where Z denotes the conventional MoM 
impedance matrix; I is the unknown current 
vector; and, V is the excitation voltage vector. 

Typically, the desired solution I is represented in 
terms of the RWG basis functions using a 
discretization of λ/10; hence, the number of 
unknowns grows rapidly with the increase in the 
size of the object being analyzed. This, in turn, 
forces us to resort to iterative techniques, which 
often offer the only viable option for handling 
large scatterers. However, the CBFM circumvents 
this problem by working with high-level basis 
functions Ii (i=1,…,N), called the Characteristic 
Basis Functions (CBFs), and representing I as: 

1

N
i ii

c
=

= ∑I I ,                           (2) 

where ci’s denote the weights of these currents. 
Note that each Ii would have non-zero entries only 
at the positions belonging to a sub-block. When Ii 
is normalized, the value of ci provides a measure 
of the coupling effects between the currents 
induced on the blocks. This observation is useful 
in determining N, the total number of 
characteristic bases that would be needed to yield 
an accurate solution to the problem at hand.  
     The primary bases are computed by solving a 
series of smaller matrices, arising from the 
application of the MoM procedure to the sub-
blocks, using a spectrum of plane wave excitations 
as incident waves. This is done by anticipating the 
fact that we would be solving the scattering 
problem for multiple excitations anyway, and 
arguing that we might as well formulate the 
reduced matrix in a way such that, once generated, 
it can be re-used for different excitations without 
modification. This is also a powerful feature of the 
CBFM, which can solve the multiple incidence 
problems very efficiently, once the reduced matrix 
has been L-U factored. This is in contrast to 
iterative techniques, which must start the 
procedure from the beginning each time the RHS 
is changed. (Note: A slightly modified version of 
this procedure is used in Microwave circuits, 
where the secondary (see [9]) and even tertiary 
basis functions have been proposed, instead of just 
the primaries.)  
     As mentioned earlier, we begin by dividing the 
geometry of the object to be analyzed into blocks, 
for instance M in number (see Fig. 1b). Next, we 
derive the primary characteristic basis functions by 
illuminating the isolated blocks with plane waves, 
say NPWS in number (see Fig. 2), which impinge 
upon the object at intervals of θ and φ, say every 
20 degrees, for two orthogonal polarizations. 
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Fig. 2.  Spectrum of Plane Waves incident  on a single 
block. 
 
     We can be flexible in choosing the number of 
these incident waves, and can also include a part 
of the invisible range of the spectrum—if 
desired—since the SVD will downselect the 
number of basis functions to remove the 
redundancy and will retain only as many as needed 
to represent the unknown current with a certain 
degree of accuracy, determined by the level of the 
SVD threshold we set. In addition, the 
decomposition of the object into blocks is also 
somewhat arbitrary, and there is no limitation on 
the number and size of the blocks. The upper size 
is bounded by the available RAM needed for the 
unknowns in the self-blocks that are solved to 
generate the CBs. Typically, the block size ranges 
from a few hundred to a few thousand sub-domain 
type of unknowns. As pointed out earlier, the 
advantages of following this procedure is that it 
enables us to solve for multiple excitations using 
the same reduced matrix with a significant time-
saving, since only the RHS of the reduced system 
needs to be computed for a new excitation.  
     For the sake of illustration, we consider a thin 
plate which is divided into 25 blocks, shown in 
Fig.3. Although, in general, the blocks can have 
different sizes, we assume that they have 
approximately the same dimension Nb in terms of 
number of unknowns. To mitigate the problem of 
spurious edge effects in the CBs, introduced by the 
truncation, we extend all blocks by a fixed amount 
(typically 0.2λ to 0.4λ) in all directions, except 
when the boundaries are free edges.  

 
 

 
Z

 
 

Fig. 3.   Geometry of a PEC plate divided into 25 
blocks. Extended blocks are duplicated by dashed lines. 
 
The final step is to generate the reduced KM×KM 
MoM matrix for the KM unknown complex 
coefficients ck by following the usual Galerkin 
procedure in the context of the Method of 
Moments. Once the induced surface current 
distribution for the entire structure has been 
derived, the electrical parameters such as RCS, 
scattered field, etc., can be computed in the usual 
manner. 
     The most computationally intensive steps of the 
proposed method are associated with the 
generation of the primary CBs and the 
construction of the reduced matrix reduction, 
though the latter task can be speeded up by 
invoking the symmetry of the matrix.  
     Once we have generated the reduced matrix, 
we proceed to factorize it. Note that generation of 
CBs is one of the time-consuming and memory-
demanding tasks. It requires the filling the self-
impedance matrix Zii for the extended block and 
its factorization in an LU form. Since the CBs are 
independent of the incident angles, this 
factorization needs to be performed only once, and 
the resulting primaries can be reused for multiple 
incident angle directions. This implies that the 
final reduced matrix (5) is independent of the 
excitation, and this fact enables us to handle a 
problem involving multiple excitations by only 
solving the reduced system for the new RHS 
(excitation). Moreover, we can store the reduced 
matrix on the hard disk, and reuse it whenever we 
need to analyze a new excitation. Furthermore, if 
the geometry within a particular block is modified, 
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only the CBs belonging to this block need to be 
recomputed.  
     The technique described above realizes a 
saving in the CPU running time and RAM 
requirement compared to the conventional MoM 
technique. The memory requirement is now 
proportional to the square of the self impedance 
matrix of the extended block, and this is different 
from that in the conventional MoM where the 
storage requirement is related to the square of the 
dimension of the entire impedance matrix. 
Moreover, we realize a consistent saving in the 
execution time, which reduces to O(M(Nbe)3) 
instead of O(N3). 
     As mentioned earlier, the generation of CBs is 
one of the most computationally intensive tasks in 
CBFM. We will now briefly discuss two 
techniques for reducing this time, both of which 
are physics-based.  
     The first approach [12] is best suited for 
geometries that are relatively smooth ─ though 
they may have edges ─ but are not multiscale. In 
this approach we simply use the P.O. solutions for 
different incident angles as the characteristic basis 
functions, totally bypassing the matrix solution 
that we would employ in the conventional 
procedure for CB generation. An added advantage 
of using this approach is that these PO/CBs no 
longer suffer from the spurious edge effects ─ 
even after the SVD ─ as do the CBs generated by 
matrix methods. We point out that even if the 
geometry under consideration has true edges, we 
can still accommodate this situation by using 
relatively small-size blocks near the edges. This is 
because a superposition of these basis functions 
can still pick up the edge behavior of the current, 
despite the fact that none of the individual basis 
functions possess this behavior.   
     The second method [13], which is more general 
than the one we just described above, works with a 
sparsified version of the matrix for the subdomain 
that we need to solve to generate its CBs. In this 
approach, we simply use a threshold value to 
discard the matrix elements that fall below this 
value. This operation obviously sparsifies the 
matrix, and not only enables us to employ a 
sparse-LU factorization scheme, but to also reduce 
the storage requirement significantly. 
     In the next section we present some numerical 
examples to illustrate the application of CBFM to 
scattering problems. 

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS DERIVED 
WITH CBMOM (CHARACTERISTIC 

BASIS METHOD OF MOMENTS) 
 
3.1 Plane wave scattering by a 4λ radius PEC 
Sphere 
     To validate the accuracy of the method we will 
compare the CBFM solution with the analytical 
one for a PEC sphere of radius 4λ, at a frequency 
of 300 MHz. The object is excited by a normally 
incident (θ=0, φ=0) theta-polarized plane wave. 
The discretization is carried out by using 
triangular patches with a mean edge length of 
0.1λ, resulting in a problem with 85155 
unknowns. The geometry is divided into 16 blocks 
with an average size of 8000 unknowns. Each 
block is extended by ∆=0.4λ in all directions, and 
analyzed for a spectrum of plane waves incident 
from 0 180O Oθ≤ <  and  0 360O Oφ≤ <  , 
with 20N Nθ φ= = . These results in a total of 800 
CBs; but, after the SVD, only 310 are retained in 
each block. The 85155×85155 MoM matrix is then 
reduced to only 4925×4925, which is solved 
directly.  
     As we mentioned earlier, the construction of 
the CBs can be speeded up, with little loss of 
accuracy, by using a sparsified version of the self-
blocks—that retain only the near-region 
interactions—rather than working with the full 
versions of these blocks. It should be realized that 
we are only generating the basis functions at this 
point and, hence, they themselves need not be the 
rigorous solutions of the self-block problems, so 
long as they span the solution space, they need not 
strictly be solutions of the original self-blocks. To 
validate this concept, we have analyzed the 
problem at hand by using both dense and sparse 
matrix approaches. The use of the latter allows us 
to reduce the computational cost by a factor of 
approximately 4. The bi-static E- and H-plane 
RCS results are presented in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), 
respectively, using the dense and sparse 
approaches, as well as the MIE series. The 
agreement is seen to be good for all scattering 
directions, including the grazing angles. 
     Next, we turn to some example problems 
involving bodies of revolution (BORs), to which 
the CBFM has been successfully applied. The 
BOR geometry offers the advantage that we can 
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factor out the azimuthal variation and thereby 
reduce a 3-D/BOR problem into a number of 2-D 
ones.  Thus we can easily solve problems with 
very large dimensions ─ that are hundreds if not 
thousands of wavelengths. In Fig. 5 we show a 
finite-length cylinder, which is subdivided into 
two blocks to illustrate the partitioning scheme. 
     Figure 6 shows the flowchart of the CBF_BOR 
code, which combines the CBF algorithm with the 
BOR code. The above code includes five steps: (i) 
Data entry--input data, input (generate) structure, 
define indices for vectors; (ii) Call “Split 
structure” subroutine--split the original structure 
into a number of smaller blocks; (iii) Call 
“Generate CBFs” subroutine: the CBFs for each 
mode of each block are obtained and stored; (iv) 
Call “Generate reduced matrix” subroutine--
compute the reduced matrix for each mode; (v) 
Call “Solve reduce matrix” subroutine--solve the 
reduced matrix system for each mode and sum the 
results for all modes to derive the final results. 

3.2 Numerical Example of CBF_BOR Code 
     We now present some numerical examples 
obtained by using the CBF_BOR code for the test 
geometry of a PEC sphere. The relevant 
parameters are: 
• Radius of the sphere = 6.755 wavelengths  
• Overlap region between blocks = 1 

wavelength 
• Number of incident angles for generating the 

CBFs = 100  
• Threshold for SVD = 1000 (ratio of largest to 

smallest singular values retained). 
     Comparisons with the results obtained by using 
the non-CBF version (single block) code are 
included for the purpose of validation of the CBF 
result, and demonstrating that it is not sensitive to 
the number of blocks in which the object is 
divided. Both the induced current distributions and 
the far field results are presented in Figs. 7a 
through 7d for the threshold value of 1000. 
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Fig. 4.   RCS of radius PEC sphere at 0.3GHz: (a) E-plane; (b) H-plane. 

 
Fig. 5.  BOR geometry of a finite cylinder and the partitioning scheme for two blocks. 

first block 

second block 

Entire geometry 

………. ………. 

The last unknown for  
the t-component The last unknown of the first block is removed 

The first unknown for the t-component 
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Solve reduced matrix system module
Do loop 1: # of modes

(1) LU decomposition of the reduced matrix
(2) Do loop 2: # for different excitations

i. Calculate right-hand vector (incident field)
ii. Solve reduced matrix system
iii. Add present solution to the total current 
iv. Check RMS error
v. Compute far field

End do loop 2
End do loop 1  

 
Fig. 6.  Flowchart for the CBF_BOR code. 

Generate  CBFs module
Do loop 1:# of blocks (self extended block)------(parallelization here, each block is 

(1)Call ZFILL: fill self (extended) block matrix 
(2)Do loop 2:# of modes 

i. LU decomposition of self extended block matrix 
ii. Do loop 3:# of different incident angles(tapered incident wave) 

a. Fill excitation vector 
 b. Solve matrix equation 
         End do loop 3 

iii. Call SVD to derive reduced number of CBFs

End do loop 1 

Generate reduced matrix module

1. Get the stored diagonal sub-matrices of the reduced matrix 
2. Do loop1:# of test blocks ---- (parallelization here; the computation will be distributed evenly 
on different processors) 
 Do loop 2:# of source blocks 
  (1) Fill coupling matrix linking test and source blocks 
  (2) Do loop 3: # of modes 

Generate the off-diagonal sub-matrices of the reduced matrix using the 
truncated CBF vectors and coupling matrix 
End do loop 3 

  (3) Release memory for this coupling matrix 
End do loop 2 

End do loop 1 
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Fig. 7. The Jt current on the cylinder in Fig. 5 due to theta excitation. Axial incidence (a) 2-block, (b) 7-block. The 
Jphi current on the cylinder in Fig. 5 at φ =90 due to θ excitation. Axial incidence (c) 2-block. (d) 7-block. 

  
 

     Next, we illustrate the effect of changing the 
SVD threshold on the accuracy of the results. In 
Fig. 8 we show the results of progressively 
varying this threshold value, beginning from 100 
and moving upward, steadily improving the 
accuracy of the current distribution in the process. 
We notice from these plots, which compare the 
direct solution with those obtained by using the 
CBF/BOR code, that a value of 1,000 marked in 
the figures as original is adequate for achieving 
numerical convergence. Of course, the far-field is 
more forgiving, and we can probably use a 
somewhat lower value for the threshold, without 
compromising the accuracy of the far field pattern 
noticeably, as may be seen from Fig. 9. 
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(c) 
Fig. 8. The φ-φ current on a sphere along the generating 
arc for axial incidence. (a)Threshold value for SVD is 
100. (b) Threshold valuefor SVD is 500. (c) Threshold 
value for SVD is 1000. 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Fig. 9. The θ-θ bistatic RCS of a sphere.  (a)Threshold 
for SVD is 100. (b) Threshold for SVD is 250. 
 
     Obviously, lowering the threshold increases the 
number of CBs we retain and, hence, the size of 
the reduced matrix and the associated 
computational burden. Numerical experiments 
involving a variety of different problems have 
shown that a good choice for the SVD threshold is 
the value we have mentioned above, namely 1000. 

 
Table 1:  First five letters of the Greek alphabet 

 
Threshold Value Name 

100 33 
250 43 
500 51 

1000 54 
2000 55 
5000 58 

 
     We will now describe the parallel 
implementation of CBF/BOR, which involves four 
steps, as detailed below. 
 
 

IV. STRATEGY FOR PARALLEL 
IMPLEMENTATION OF CBBOR 

     As mentioned earlier, one of the important 
attributes of the CBFM is that the algorithm is 
easily parallelizable. Although we do not present 
the details of the parallelization algorithm in this 
review work, we outline just the basic steps here. 
First, we recognize that the generation of the CBs 
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can proceed independently, on separate 
processors, since these processors do not need to 
communicate with each other at this step. Once the 
CBs have been generated, the next step is to 
construct the reduced matrix by using the Galerkin 
approach, which entails matrix-vector 
multiplications involving the CBs, and the self- as 
well as off-block matrices. A bulk of these 
processes can also be readily parallelized, because, 
at no point we need to deal with the entire MoM 
matrix concurrently.  
We now briefly review the parallelization process 
for the CBF_BOR code which basically includes 
four steps:  

(i) generating and splitting geometry;  
(ii) generating CBFs;  
(iii) generating reduced matrix;  
(iv) solving the reduced matrix system.  

 The parallelization is implemented in parts (ii) 
and (iii), with computation burden evenly 
distributed among different processors.  
1) Generating and splitting the geometry 
All processors participate in the tasks of geometry 
generation and splitting, so that they will have the 
needed parameters and geometry data, obviating 
the need for communication among processors. 
2) Generating CBFs 
If the number of blocks is less than the number of 
available processors, each processor will perform 
the computation for one block.  In each processor, 
the extended self-block matrix is filled and the 
matrix system is solved to generate the CBFs for 
this block. The diagonal sub-matrix of the reduced 
matrix for this block is then obtained by using the 
self-block matrix and CBFs. The memory for the 
self-block matrix is then released. Next, the CBFs 
for this block are broadcast to every processor. 
The diagonal sub-matrix of the reduced matrix is 
sent to only one master processor. Figure 10 
illustrates the implementation of this procedure. 
Of course, if the number of blocks is larger than 
the number of available processors, then each 
processor would perform the computation for 
several blocks 
3) Generating the reduced matrix 
The generation of the reduced matrix entails the 
linking of the test and source blocks to obtain the 
off-diagonal elements of the reduced matrix, and a 
parallel implementation of this process is carried 
out in accordance with Fig. 11 Each processor 
computes the coupling matrices in a row.  The off-

diagonal sub-matrices of the reduced matrix in one 
row are then obtained by using these coupling 
matrices and the CBFs matrices for all blocks on 
this processor. These off-diagonal sub-matrices are 
then sent to the master processor. 
4) Solving the reduced matrix system 
The reduced matrix system is solved only on the 
master processor. The far field calculation and 
data output operations are also handled by this 
processor. 
 

Fig. 10.  Parallel implementation for the generation of  
CBFs for BOR problem. 
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V. LOCALLY MODIFIED CBFM 
     Recall that the most computationally intensive 
task in CBFM algorithm is associated with the 
generation of the CBFs, which entails the filling 
and LU factorization of the MoM impedance 
matrix associated with the various blocks. To 
generate the high-level basis functions for a given 
block, the CBFM localizes the problem to the 
particular macro-domain of that block; hence, it 
does not need to account for the interaction among 
the various blocks at this stage. This feature offers 
great flexibility when modelling targets whose 
geometries are modified only locally, for instance 
to reduce (or enhance) its RCS. Consequently, this 
feature of CBFM has an important advantage over 
the conventional MoM or FMM, which must 
analyze the modified problem a new essentially 
from the very beginning even if only a small part 
of the geometry is altered. In contrast to the 
conventional methods, the CBFM only needs to 
re-work the block that is being modified to obtain 
a new set of CBFs for it, while bypassing this step 
for the other blocks whose macro-bases are stored 
in a file, and are reused to generate the reduced 
matrix. Furthermore, we can achieve consistent 
time-saving even during the process of generating 
the reduced matrix, because only the matrix 
elements that link the modified block to the rest of 
the structure need be re-computed.  
     Below we delineate the steps involved in the 
implementation of the CBFM to handle a locally-
modified object, which is depicted, symbolically 
in Fig. 12. The steps for modifying the blocks are 
presented in Fig. 13.  
     As an example we consider a plate problem 
which is locally modified, as shown in Fig.14, by 
introducing a hemispherical “bump” on the right 
side of the plate.  
     In Fig. 15 we present the bistatic RCS results 
for both cases, computed by using the 
conventional and LM/CBFM algorithms. We note 
from the above plot that the two results are 
virtually indistinguishable. 
 

VI. CHARACTERISTIC BASIS 
FUNCTION FOR FEM 

    To the best of our knowledge, a CBFM-type of 
procedure that leads to a reduced matrix generated 
by using characteristic basis functions—tailored to 
individual—sub-domains has not been employed 

in the past for the Finite Element-Method (FEM), 
until quite recently. Space does not permit us to 
discuss the procedure in minute details in this 
review paper on CBFM, and we refer the reader to 
[14] where they can be found. Here we only show 
a representative example of scattering by a sphere, 
and point out some important difference between 
the implementations of CBFM in MoM and FEM. 
     Figure 16(a) illustrates the CBFM procedure 
implemented in FEM. Let us assume that we 
decompose the original scattering problem into 
two blocks, as shown in Fig. 16(b). To generate 
the CBs for these domains we use fictitious 
dipoles residing on the surface of the object (see 
Fig. 16(c)), which is a sphere in this example 
though it could be arbitrary in general.  
     The incident fields at the interfaces of the sub-
domains are radiated by the dipoles in the absence 
of the scatterer. Note that this step is different 
from that followed in the MoM implementation of 
CBFM. 
     Next, as before, we apply the SVD procedure 
to retain only the non-redundant CBFs. The third 
step is to compute the CBFs in the various sub-
domains; by using the interface-based CBFs 
─which we just derived in the previous step─ for 
the incident fields. Following this, we apply the 
SVD procedure once again to select the post-SVD 
CBFs which we wish to retain. Finally, we 
construct the “reduced” matrix, using the 
Galerkin’s procedure, similar to that followed in 
CBMoM (Characteristic Basis Method of 
Moments). 
     We will now present the results for a test 
example, that of a sphere, which has been solved 
on a parallel platform. We remark here -without 
going into the details- that, in common with the 
MoM, CBFEM also tends itself to convenient 
parallelization. As shown in Fig. 17, the 
computational domain for the problem geometry 
in Fig. 16 is divided into 16 blocks.  
     The number of elements we have after using a 
uniform λ/10 discretization is 241,765 and the 
associated DOFs number of edge is 313,958. The 
final reduced matrix is only 16,016 and the result 
for the bistatic RCS, computed by using the above 
matrix, are shown in Fig. 18. The above are also 
compared with those derived by using the Mie 
series, as well as via an alternate numerical 
approach called the Backward-forward Domain 
Decomposition method [15]. 
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Fig. 11. Parallel implementation of reduced matrix generation.  
 

 
Modified geometry: Block II is being modified 

Fig. 12.  Geometry of an object, one of whose (Block-II) is being modified. 
 

Final reduced matrix on one processor 
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Load Project: 
1) Read block file ( each block has an option field) 
2) Option value must be 1->Redo, 0->Already 
done 
3) If all option fields are equal to 1 then a new 
excitation is being analyzed 
4) All new block’s definitions, not previously 
present, must be placed last 
Split Structure: 
1) If the block has already been analyzed, then 
load geometrical info only 
2) If the block has been modified, then obtain the 
new mesh 
Self Block Analysis: 
1) If the block has already been analyzed, then 
load the number of post-SVD CBFs 
2) If the block has been modified, then obtain the 
new set of CBFs 
Reduced-RHS Generation: 
1) Compute the reduced right-hand sides anew. 
The user might have added some new excitations 
Reduced-Matrix Generation: 
1) If all blocks have the option field equal to 1, 
then load the previously computed reduced-matrix 
2) If some blocks have been modified, then 
computed the relative row and column in the 
reduced matrix. Note: Since we compute the 
reduced-matrix by forcing symmetry, particular 
care must be exercised to avoid duplicated jobs. 
3) If some blocks have been modified, then load 
the previous reduced-matrix and modify it with the 
new entries. The modified block(s) can be placed 
in the middle of the reduced-matrix and the 
number of post-SVD used to generate these blocks 
can be different from that in the previous 
simulation. This results in a different size for the 
reduced-matrix and its indices are shifted.   

 
Fig. 13.   Steps for CBMOM modification. 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
 

(b) 
Fig. 14. (a) Plate Geometry. (b) Local Modification of 
the plate. 
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(b) 

 
Fig. 15.   Bistatic RCS of the locally modified plate 
compared by asing the conventional and locally 
modified CBFMs. 
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(a) 

 

 
 (b)  

 

 
(c) 

 
Fig. 16. (a) Original scattering problem of scattering by 
a 4λ  diameter sphere. (b) CBFEM approach. (c) Dipole 
positions on the surface of the sphere. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Input Parameters: 

Diameter 4 λ 

Incident Field ˆ exp( )inc
xa jkzE = −  

Element Size 
λ/10  
λ/20 (on boundary) 

Number of elements 114,304 
Number of edges 
(unknowns) 240,465 

Initial number of 
dipoles 45,996 

SVD Threshold 10-5  
Number of subdomains 
(Nd) 

16 

Number of interfaces 45 
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Analysis Parameters: 

Number of 
CBFs  
in each 
domain 

 Pre-SVD Post-SVD 
Ω1 1,733 1,221 
Ω2 1,907 1,515 
Ω3 1,914 1,502 
Ω4 1,739 1,228 
Ω5 2,128 1,348 
Ω6 1,371 989 
Ω7 1,383 994 
Ω8 2,108 1,370 
Ω9 2,120 1,327 
Ω10 1,369 972 
Ω11 1,383 971 
Ω12 2,108 1,337 
Ω13 1,729 1,224 
Ω14 1,914 1,517 
Ω15 1,918 1,517 
Ω16 1,739 1,229 

Size of the final 
reduced Schur 
matrix 
(Total number of 
CBFs  
on interfaces) 

 14,135 

 
Fig. 17.  Relevant parameters for the CBFEM solution 
of the 4λ diameter sphere. 
 
 

VII. DOMAIN DECOMPOSITION IN 
FDTD 

     Finally, we will present a novel approach [16] 
to solve large problems using the domain 
decomposition in the context of FDTD.  The 
strategy here differs significantly from that utilized 
in MOM or FEM, because it is unique to the time 
domain alone. We should point out that this is 
approach, which is tailored for large problems, is 
not suitable for problems in which there exist 
significant multiple interactions between the 
subdomains, as for instance when the object size is 
relatively small, of course such an object can be 
solved directly, without resorting to domain 
decomposition. 
     We begin by subdividing the geometry of the 
large object into smaller blocks, as in the past, but 
only in one dimension, say x, as shown in Fig. 19. 
We make sure that there is an overlapping or 
buffer region between two adjacent sub-domains 
(see Fig. 19). Next, we begin to analyze the 

problem from one end, say the left, and proceed in 
much the same way as we would in a TDR (time 
domain reflectometer). Specifically, we track the E 
and H fields as they traverse from left to right, 
including only the local interactions within a sub-
domain and not the mutual effects between two 
sub-domains at this point. (To do this, we 
terminate the interface of the sub-domain on the 
right with a PML.) We then proceed to interface-1, 
and record the time domain signatures of the 
tangential fields at the interface with the wave 
impinging upon it from the left. We then use this 
information to excite the sub-domain to the right, 
which is again terminated with a PML on its right. 
We repeat this procedure until we reach the end.  
     In many large problems, such as for instance in 
the case of two large antenna arrays separated by a 
large distance, we can terminate the procedure 
after just one pass, once we have reached the end. 
This is because the coupling between the two 
arrays is relatively weak and, hence, the level of 
the signal reflected from the second array is very 
small, i.e., essentially negligible.  
     However, we can have a different scenario, 
such as the one depicted in Fig. 20, where we wish 
to estimate the coupling of unwanted signals into a 
room with electronic devices, e.g., computers. In 
this case, we find that it becomes necessary to 
account for the reflected signal, at least through 
one round-trip, in order to improve the accuracy of 
the results. The results for the fields, computed by 
using the DD/FDTD approach, are shown in Figs 
21a and Fig. 21b, where they are also computed 
with the direct solution (see Fig. 21b). We note 
that the comparison is quite good. 
 
 

 
 

(a) 
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(b) 

 
Fig. 18. Comparison of CBFEM and Mie series r for 
the 4λ sphere problem. (a) Phi=90°. (b) Phi=0°. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 19.  Domain decomposition scheme in the context 
of the FDTD. 
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Fig. 20. Geometry of the problem. 
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(b) 

Fig. 21. (a) Scattered Ex Field in the XY-Observation 
plane. (b) Field distributions at the center line of the 
observation plane Computed by using two reflections 
In the Domain Decomposition sc. 
 
     We observe that this type of approach can be 
quite useful for modelling the problem of remotely 
tracking the movements of targets in a room with 
brick walls, which can easily fall into the “large” 
problem category and, hence, is likely to benefit 
from the application of the DD/FDTD analysis. 

 
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE 

WORK 
     In this paper, we have reviewed a technique, 
based on the domain decomposition approach, for 
solving large problems, unlike the conventional 
domain decomposition schemes, which rely on 
iterative procedures, and hence often suffer from 
convergence problems. The characteristic basis 
function method (CBFM) yields a reduced-size 
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matrix, which is solved directly. Yet another 
important attribute of the technique is that it is 
general in nature, and can be tailored to apply to 
integral equation method as well as to FEM and 
FDTD algorithms. Finally, the CBFM is naturally 
parallelizable, which enables us to solve even 
larger problem in an efficient manner. 
     The method itself is still evolving and is 
currently an active research topic. Space does not 
permit us to discuss the various embellishments of 
the method, and we only provide a bibliography 
[17-53 ] that lists some of the contributions on the 
subject that have inspired the preparation of this 
paper. 
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Abstract─ A fast method-of-moments approach is 
proposed for the solution of finite arrays of 
complex identical elements, involving both metal 
and finite dielectric parts. The method is based on 
the use of Macro Basis Functions (MBF), also 
named “Characteristic” Basis Functions, among 
which interactions are computed very fast with the 
help of a Multipole approach. Fast evaluation of 
array patterns or embedded element patterns is 
obtained through decomposition into a finite series 
of pattern multiplication problems. Examples are 
provided for finite arrays of bowtie antennas 
embedded in dielectric boxes. For periodic arrays, 
results are compared with infinite-array solutions. 
The method is also extended to non-periodic 
structures, for which the Multipole approach 
appears very useful for interactions outside the 
near-field region. We show that interactions in the 
near-field region can benefit from an interpolation 
procedure. 
 
Index Terms─ antenna arrays, method of 
moments, multipoles, macro basis functions. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
     The numerical simulation of large finite arrays 
of antennas remains a challenge when the 
elements are of complex shapes and involve finite 
dielectric components and metallic parts.  
Examples of such radiators are ultra-wideband 
antennas embedded in finite dielectric boxes, 
which serve for instance as supporting material or 
as material allowing to reduce the size of the 
radiating elements. When dealing with piecewise 
homogeneous media, as is generally the case in 
antenna technology, integral-equation approaches, 
like the Method of Moments make sense, since 
unknowns can be limited to the interfaces between 
media. However, for the geometries referred to 
above, the description of currents or equivalent 

currents may anyway require several hundreds, 
and sometimes thousands, of coefficients per 
antenna, even if the latter is smaller than the 
wavelength. 
     Several efficient methods have already been 
developed for periodic structures; however, for the 
configurations of interest, they suffer from several 
drawbacks. When the total number of unknowns is 
larger than a few thousands, iterative methods that 
rely on fast matrix-vector multiplications can be 
used, they are based either on multipole 
decompositions [1], on Fast Fourier Transforms 
[2] or on QR decompositions [3]. In those cases, 
when based on Krylov subspace methods, 
convergence is theoretically guaranteed; however, 
the number of iterations is difficult to predict and 
relatively fast convergence generally requires 
preconditioners, whose performances are also 
difficult to predict. Besides this, some cases of 
divergence, generally attributed to effects of 
numerical round-off, are sometimes observed. 
     This is mainly why several authors have been 
trying to circumvent these difficulties by devising 
non-iterative methods in which elementary 
decomposition functions are aggregated into 
Macro Basis Functions (MBF’s), which would 
make sense from a physical point of view (they are 
then named Characteristic) [4]-[7]. The 
determination of the MBFs themselves is a 
research sub-topic on its own and will not be 
studied here. Besides the references above, a 
method is proposed in [8], where aggregations 
similar to the MBF approach are exploited in an 
iterative scheme based on multipole 
decompositions. For the challenging case of 
electrically connected antennas, specific schemes 
are presented in [9], [10] and [11]. In the latter, the 
Array Scanning Method [12], based on 
infinitearray solutions, is exploited to generate 
theMBFs.  
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     In this paper, we will concentrate on the 
computation of fast interactions between Macro 
Basis Functions (MBF), for the case of complex 
antennas fully embedded in dielectric blocks, 
assuming that all the elements of the array are 
identical, and with an extension to non-periodic 
arrays. The proposed method relies on a technique 
initially presented in [13] for the case of radiation 
by arrays made of metallic elements and in [14] 
for the case of scattering by finite arrays of 
homogeneous dielectric objects. The method is 
based on a combination of the Macro Basis 
Function (MBF) approach and of the Multipole 
method. In [15], this method has been extended by 
placing metallic elements inside finite dielectric 
objects. Examples were shown in [15] for dipoles 
embedded in dielectric quasi-spheres. In this 
paper, further results are shown for wideband 
bowtie elements embedded in dielectric boxes. It 
will also be recalled that, in the framework of the 
MBF approach, the array pattern can strictly be 
written as a series of pattern multiplication 
problems, for which the FFT can be exploited. The 
method will then be extended to the case of non-
periodic arrays, for which the acceleration of 
interactions is even more crucial. Finally, we will 
also show that the FFT still can be exploited for 
pattern evaluation of irrergular arrays, provided 
that a specific interpolation procedure be applied.  
     This paper is organized as follows. In Section 
2, the mathematical formulation is provided. In 
Section 3, simulation results are shown for bowtie 
antennas embedded in dielectric volumes. First for 
the case of a small 2×2 array, for comparison with 
a brute-force solution; then for a 10×10 array, with 
a comparison with the infinite-array solution. 
Finally, in Section 4, the methodology is extended 
to non-regular arrays. Conclusions are drawn in 
Section 5. 
 

II. FORMULATION 
     Besides the currents jm on the metallic part of 
the antenna, unknown equivalent electric and 
magnetic currents, js and ms, are considered on the 
surface Sd of the dielectric objects. Hence, in this 
Method-of-Moments (MoM) formulation, the 
metallic part of the antenna couples with the 
exterior medium and with other antennas only 
through the equivalent currents on the surface Sd. 
Following the MBF (also called Characteristic 
Basis Function) methodology, the current 

distribution on a given cell is obtained as the linear 
superposition of distributions obtained while 
solving small problems: 
 
                    ,  (1) 
 
where o

x,pj and o
x,pm are the vectors of coefficients 

describing macro basis function p, and Cp is a 
constant to be determined. Here, these small 
problems are made either of an isolated 
transmitting cell (primary MBF), or of a receiving 
cell (secondary MBF, [6]), illuminated by the 
fields radiated by the transmitting cell. The 
interactions between MBFs are computed as the 
discretized approximation of: 
             ( )* *. .t s t sI J E M H dS= +∫∫ ,                   (2) 

where tJ and tM currents can be either on the 
metallic or dielectric surfaces, while sE and sH are 
the fields radiated by a given macro basis function 
in the region of interest. The (*) superscript stands 
for complex conjugation, while the t index refers 
to testing functions. For MBFs associated with the 
same antenna or with neighboring antennas, 
interaction I can be computed with the help of the 
block of the MoM impedance matrix standing for 
interaction between those antennas [6]. When 
pairs of antennas located further away are 
considered, the computation of interaction I can be 
carried out much more efficiently, with the help of 
a multipole formulation. Using the plane-wave 
expansion of the free-space scalar Green’s 
function, which can be found in [16], we obtain: 

       
( )

( ) ( )2
ˆ, ,

4
e h mn

kI P P T k r u dU
π

= +∫∫ ,         (3) 

where T is the Multipoles translation function [16], 
û is a unit vector in the direction of integration, 
and Pe and Ph are specific products of patterns of 
macro basis functions and of their divergences: 

                                                 
 
                                              

      ,                 (4) 
 
 
                                               

       ,                (5) 
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where the b index denotes the basis functions. In 
the following, to avoid too heavy notations, the b 
and t indices will be omitted. 
 

           (6) 
 
           
           (7) 
 
            
           (8) 
 
            
           (9) 
 

where nF is the pattern of the nth subsectional basis 

function nf : 

( ) .jku r
n nF f r e dS= ∫∫ ,                          (10) 

and DFn is the pattern of its divergence. In the 
formulas above, k is the free-space wavenumber, 
ω is the radian frequency and ε and μ are the 
permittivity and permeability of free space. The 
formulas above can be delineated from [13] and 
from the well-known expressions of MoM-matrix 
entries for dielectric materials [17]. Detailed 
developments, along with slight variations on the 
formulation, will be given in [18]. 
     The radiation patterns of the finite structure can 
be obtained very fast by decomposing the problem 
into a finite series of pattern multiplication 
problems. In this series, the contribution from a 
given MBF can be written as ( ) ( ), ˆ ˆp x pF u A u , where 

( ), ˆp xF u is the element pattern of the current 
distribution described by the pth macro basis 
function, computed with the help of the equivalent 
currents o

s,pj and o
s,pm on Sd, and which have already 

been obtained in the course of the MBF+Multipole 
computations. The index x stands for the 
polarization of the computed fields. The factor Ap 
corresponds to the array factor resulting from the 
array excited with the coefficients associated with 
the pth macro basis function. Hence, we have: 

  ,
1

ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) ( )
p P

x p p x
p

F u A u F u
=

=

= ∑ ,                    (11) 

with 

( )ˆ( ) x yjk u m a u nb
p mnp

mn

A u C e +
=∑               (12) 

( )( )IFFT2 1 m n
mnpj M N Cωμ += − −       (13) 

  ( ), ,pA r s=             (14) 
where ux and uy are the horizontal projections of 
the unit vector û  which indicates the direction of 
observation: 
  ( ) ( )/ 1/ 2 /xu r a r Mλ= − + ,                (15) 
  ( ) ( )/ 1/ 2 /yu r b s Nλ= − + ,                 (16) 
with (M, N) the dimension of the two-dimensional 
inverse FFT, 0 r N≤ ≤ and 0 s M≤ ≤ , while a and 
b are the array spacings along x and y. 
     In [15], the method has been validated by 
comparison with a brute-force solution for a 5×5 
array of broadband dipoles embedded in dielectric 
quasispheres and by comparison with infinite-
array results for very large arrays. In the 
following, results will be shown for bowtie 
antennas inside dielectric blocks and an extension 
to non-regular arrays will be provided. 
 

III. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
     The unit cell is sketched in Fig. 1. It is made of 
a bowtie antenna embedded in a parallelipipedic 
volume with relative permittivity equal to 4, 
represented here with 268 RWG-type [19] basis 
functions. The bowtie antenna is meshed with the 
help of 112 RWG and one rooftop basis functions. 
The antennas are terminated with a 100 Ohm load. 
The size of the box is 1.2 cm and the spacing 
between elements is 1.25 cm. The array 
configuration is shown in Fig. 2. 
 

 
 
Fig. 1. Mesh of bowtie antenna embedded in dielectric 
volume. 
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Fig. 2. Array geometry and element numbering. 
 
Table 1. Coupling coefficients (amplitude and phase) in 
2×2 array terminated with 100 Ohm loads, expressed in 
terms of induced currents, normalized w.r.t. excited 
element (1,1). Wavelength: 5 cm. 

Index (1,1) (1,2) (2,1) (2,2) 
B.F.(dB) 0.0 -14.944 -11.986 -27.370 
MBF(dB) 0.0 -14.922 -12.002 -27.477 
B.F.(rad) 0.0 1.351 -2.756 0.241 
MBF(rad) 0.0 1.357 -2.754 0.255 

 
 
      Simulations have first been carried out at the 
element level, for a wavelength of 5 cm. We 
verified that, for lossless dielectrics, the power 
delivered to the antenna corresponds to the 
radiated power. This verification does not provide 
ultimate validation but appears as a useful check. 
Correspondence has been achieved within 0.1 
percent of relative error. The array computations 
have been carried out while considering one 
primary MBF, corresponding to an isolated 
excited element and eight secondary MBFs, 
obtained as the field induced on the eight 
surrounding elements, due to the incident field 
radiated by the primary (this way of choosing 
MBFs was first proposed in [6]). First, still for a 5 
cm wavelength, a very small array, made of 2×2 
elements has been simulated, in order to see to 
what extent the MBF approach (so far without the 
Multipole acceleration) compares with the brute-
force solution. In this case, the comparison is 
provided in terms of coupling coefficients and in 
terms of embedded element patterns. The coupling 
coefficients are provided as the currents induced 
on the 100 Ohm loads of the antennas when one of 
them is excited with a unit voltage and a 100 Ohm 

series impedance. Table 1 provides those coupling 
coefficients in the 2×2 array, expressed in dB with 
respect to the currents on the series impedance of 
element (1,1), which is excited. As for the 
magnitude, the first line stands for the brute-force 
(B.f.) solution, while the second line stands for the 
MBF solution. As for the phase, corresponding 
results are provided in third and fourth lines. It can 
be seen that the error levels are very low. 

        
 
Fig. 3. E-plane cut in embedded element pattern for 
element (1,1) excited in 2×2 array, compared with 
pattern of isolated antenna. Wavelength: 5 cm. 
 

   
Fig. 4. Active input impedances in 10×10 array and in 
infinite array (horizontal lines) for broadside scan. 
Wavelength: 5 cm. Rows are along y in Fig. 2. 
 
     A major advantage of the MBF approach is 
that, once the reduced MoM impedance matrix is 
inverted, solutions are readily obtained for all 
possible excitations. Characteristics of major 
interest are the embedded element patterns, 
obtained with one element excited and all other 
elements passively terminated. On receive for 
instance, such a pattern fully describes the 
sensitivity at a given port of the array. For the 2×2 
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array referred to above, an E-plane cut of the 
embedded element pattern of element (1,1) is 
compared in Fig. 3 with the pattern obtained for an 
isolated element, as well as with the embedded 
element pattern obtained in the brute-force case. It 
can be seen that the MBF approach allows us to 
estimate with high accuracy the strong effects of 
mutual coupling on the embedded element 
patterns. In this case, in view of the very small size 
of the array, multipoles have not been used to 
compute the interactions between MBFs. 
     Other simulations have been carried out for a 
10×10 array, with uniform excitations. This leads 
to (113+ 2×268)×100 = 64.900 surface unknowns 
on the finite- array structure. 900 unknowns are 
obtained in the reduced system of equations. The 
total computation time is of the order of 230 
seconds on a 1.6 GHz laptop computer, 100 of 
which are dedicated to the computation of the 
MBFs themselves, 90 for computation of 
interactions in the near-field and 40 for all far-field 
interactions. The multipole approach has been 
used for interactions between MBFs as soon as the 
distance between antennas on which they are 
residing is larger than a wavelength. Once the 
reduced impedance matrix is obtained, all 
coupling coefficients, as well as all embedded 
element patterns can be computed almost instantly 
(a few seconds). Examples are provided here for 
uniform excitation. Fig. 4 shows results obtained 
for active input impedances on several rows 
along x̂ . The horizontal lines stand for the active 
input impedance obtained with the infinite-array 
approximation. The latter has been computed with 
the help of the Method of Moments [20], 
exploiting a rapidly converging scheme for the 
periodic Green’s function and its gradient (the 
latter is necessary for the treatment of the 
dielectric material). It can be seen that, near the 
middle of the array, active impedances start 
resembling the infinite-array solution. However, in 
view of the relatively small size of the array (each 
array side is 2.5 wavelengths only), and given the 
oscillatory effects of array truncation on port 
currents, the infinite-array solution is a relatively 
poor approximation [21], such that the elements in 
the middle of the array are not necessarily the 
closest to the infinite-array solution. 
     Figure 5 shows the array pattern in the E-plane, 
obtained with the help of the FFT approach. To 
emphasize the effects of mutual coupling, we also 

show the array pattern obtained as a product 
between the array factor for uniform excitation 
and the element pattern obtained from the currents 
corresponding to the infinite-array solution for 
broadside scan. A 0.5 dB error appears at 
broadside and the error increases rapidly for 
successive side-lobes. 
 

     
 
Fig. 5. Array pattern in E-plane, obtained with 
MBF+Multipole+FFT approach for 10×10 array and 
broadside scan, compared with solution assuming 
infinite-array currents. Wavelength: 5 cm. 
 
 

IV. EXTENSION TO IRREGULAR 
ARRAYS 

     The method referred to above has been 
extended to irregular arrays. If N is the number of 
surface unknowns on the dielectric-air interface, 
the multipole approach presented above allows us 
to compute the interactions between macro basis 
and testing functions with complexity of the order 
of N instead of N2, at least if the spacings between 
elements is larger than about one wavelength. If M 
is the number of antennas, for regular arrays, the 
number of different spacings to be considered for 
the interaction between a given pair of macro basis 
and testing functions is of the order of 4M, thanks 
to redundance in the periodic structure. However, 
in general, for the irregular array, this number of 
interactions is again of the order of M2, which 
underscores the importance of computing the 
interactions very fast. Besides this, for the array 
pattern (or embedded element pattern) evaluation, 
the FFT approach presented in Section 2 cannot be 
used directly. This point will be treated further 
below. 
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Fig. 6. Interaction factor I between two primary MBFs 
versus distance along y. 
 
 
     The Multipole approach has been applied for 
all pairs of elements separated by at least one 
wavelength, while an approach based on MoM 
impedance matrix calculations [6] has been used 
for elements placed closer to each other. For 
irregular arrays, this still may concern a large 
fraction of the pairs to be considered. Such 
interactions concern almost about a fourth of the 
interactions in the array considered below and take 
20 seconds each, which is prohibitive. However, it 
is interesting to note that the interactions between 
MBFs on different antennas are a smooth function 
of the distance between antennas. This is 
illustrated in Fig. 6 for the interaction between two 
primaries at increasing distances along ŷ . It can be 
seen that this function is particularly smooth, 
which opens important perspectives for further 
acceleration of near-field interactions. A method 
fully exploiting this smooth behavior of near-field 
interactions versus distance has been initiated in 
[22] for the case of metallic antennas, and a more 
advanced version of this technique will be 
described in a separate publication. Active input 
impedances for the array configuration depicted in 
Fig. 7 have been computed for broadside scan at 6 
GHz; results are shown in Fig. 8. The horizontal 
lines again stand for the infinite-array solution 
with 1.25 cm spacings. 
 
 

 
 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 7. Positions of elements in irregular array, and 
underlying finer grid used for NFFT-based pattern 
computations. 
 

 
 
Fig. 8. Active impedances in 10×10 irregular array 
scanned at broadside. Horizontal lines stand for infinite-
array solution. Wavelength: 5 cm. Rows are along y in 
Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 9. Pattern of the 10×10 irregular array scanned at 
broadside, computed with brute-force approach and 
with the help of NFFT approach. The lower curve 
shows the errors incurred by use of NFFT with λ/8 grid 
and second order separable interpolation rule. 
 
     As for the pattern computations, we try to 
describe an equivalent uniform array for the 
irregular problem, such that the FFT approach still 
can be used in a straightforward manner. This 
approach can be connected to NFFT methods also 
applied to radar processing and medical imaging 
[24]. Here, a simple interpretation, inspired from 
interpolation methods, will be used. The phase 
factor associated with each element in the array 
factor expression depends on the element’s 
position. In the following, it will be estimated as a 
linear combination, described with weights uij, of 
its value at a few points located around the 
antenna, on a regular grid. Hence, this problem is 
similar to a standard interpolation technique. The 
method amounts to distributing, for each element 
in the array, the MBFs coefficients onto a set of 
auxiliary neighbor elements located on a regular 
grid, as shown in Fig. 7(b), where 9 neighboring 
elements are considered. The distribution rule 
simply corresponds to the set of weights uij. The 
procedure to obtain the weights on the auxiliary 
elements with the help of a 1-D quadratic 
interpolation technique is illustrated in Fig. 7(b). 
The weight uij can be expressed as a product         
uij = vi wj. The weights vi(δx) are computed as       

( )0 0
1 1 / 2x xv δ δ− = − , 

( )20
0 1 xv δ= − , 

 and 1v = ( )0 01 / 2x xδ δ+ ; similar expressions are 

used to define ωj(δy). In those formulas, 
0 /x x Aδ δ δ=  and 0 /y y Bδ δ δ= are incremental 

positions on the regular grid, normalized w.r.t. the 
grid spacings. More sophisticated techniques may 
be employed to perform the aforementioned 
distribution [23], [25] but their evaluation is 
outside the scope of this paper. 
     Once the new coefficients and the regular grid 
are obtained, expression (14) can be employed 
again for the pattern computation. Performing the 
IFFT over for the auxiliary grid implies a higher 
computational cost, in view of the use of a finer 
grid: the 2logN N complexity now becomes 

2logCN CN , with C the ratio between the number 
of points in the fine grid and the number of 
antennas. However, for large arrays, this will 
remain competitive with the brute-force approach 
with complexity of the order of N2. The proposed 
technique has been applied to the 10×10 array of 
Fig. 7(a), considering a fine grid with spacing λ/8. 
Results are shown in Fig. 9, together with the error 
incurred by the interpolation. For this example, the 
bruteforce solution applied to the pre-calculated 
MBF patterns takes 12.44 s, while the NFFT 
approach takes 2.23 s. Much larger time savings 
are expected for larger arrays. 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
     A fast numerical approach, combining Macro 
Basis Functions and Multipole approaches, has 
been presented for arrays comprising dielectric 
elements that contain metallic parts. Once the 
macro basis functions have been computed, the 
complexity of the method no longer depends on 
the number of unknowns in the unit cell. The 
accuracy of the method has been demonstrated by 
comparison with a full-wave approach for a very 
small array. Besides this, we explained how the 
FFT can be exploited for the very fast estimation 
of radiation patterns (array patterns or embedded 
element patterns). This is possible thanks to the 
fact that the MBF approach allows us to 
decompose the full array pattern into a finite 
superposition of pattern multiplication problems. 
Finally, we showed that the method can be 
extended to the analysis of irregular arrays. In this 
case, more interactions need to be computed and 
we underscored the possibility of further 
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acceleration by illustrating the smoothness of such 
interactions versus inter-element distance; we also 
illustrated the effectiveness of the NFFT for the 
fast pattern computation in the case of irregular 
arrays. 
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Abstract─ In this paper a Mode Matching / Finite 
Element / Spectral Decomposition (MM/FE/SD) 
approach is applied to the analysis of finite but 
large arrays of horn antennas. The proposed 
methodology retains advantages from the three 
involved techniques: the SD reduces the finite 
problem to a superposition of infinite periodic 
ones, whereas the flexibility of the FE method 
allows us to model complex irregular structures 
providing a very high degree of generality. A key 
step in the analysis consists of resorting to a 
stepped waveguide model of the longitudinal inner 
profile of the elementary horn antenna. The 
numerical efficiency of the MM procedure ensures 
the continuity of transverse fields over each 
waveguide discontinuity and over the radiating 
aperture. The methodology presented here is 
applied to array with elements arranged in 
polygonal shape. 
  
Index Terms─ Mode Matching (MM), Spectral 
Decomposition (SD), Horn antenna array. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
A periodic array of horn antennas consists of a 

large number of identical radiating elements 
arranged in a double periodic grid. In this paper, a 
hybrid numerical technique, based on the Spectral 
Decomposition (SD) and Mode Matching/Finite 
Element (MM/FE) [1]-[5] method is presented for 
the analysis of a periodic array of horn antennas. 
The SD approach is used to reduce the finite large 
problem to a summation of infinite periodic 
problems through a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 
technique or by means of a Fourier closed form 
solution [6]. The Floquet’s expansion of the 
electromagnetic field enables us to reduce the 
analysis to a single elementary radiating element 
and derive the solution for the other elements of 

the array by a proper phase shift. The longitudinal 
profile of the horn antenna is discretized into a 
series of waveguide discontinuities including the 
free space transition. The MM procedure provides 
an accurate and effective numerical modal analysis 
and is employed to impose the continuity of the 
fields at the discontinuous interfaces. Both Floquet 
modes and TE/TM waveguide modes have been 
exploited to evaluate the Generalized Scattering 
Matrix (GSM) of the radiating element including 
the radiating aperture. A two-dimensional FE with 
tangential vector interpolation basis functions is 
employed to solve the eigenvectors and 
eigenvalues problem. The FE method allows us to 
model complex and irregular structures, providing 
a very high degree of generality. The hybrid 
MM/FE/SD approach combines the three methods 
in order to retain the advantages of all. 
Comparison with available reference and other 
electromagnetic solver demonstrates the 
effectiveness of the method. This methodology 
reveals to be very useful when the number of 
elements of the array is large and full-wave three-
dimensional methods become impractical due to 
their high numerical effort. 
 

II. SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION 
APPROACH 

The MM/FE/SD method can be summarized in 
some fundamental main steps: 

• confine the excitation in space where it exists 
(source windowing); 

• decompose the windowed source in spectral 
samples via a DFT (or FFT) algorithm or by 
means of a closed form solution for the Fourier 
transform; 

• solve the doubly-periodic (infinite) problem for 
each spectral sample with the MM/FEM 
approach (infinite array configuration); 
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• combine the above results in order to obtain the 
solution of the finite problem (finite array 
configuration). 

Let us consider an array of horn antennas 
radiating in a given direction, where Nx and Ny 
represent the number of horn antennas along the x̂i  
and ŷi  directions, respectively (see Fig. 1). The 
grid spacings are denoted by dx and dy, so that the 
total dimensions of the array are Lx=Nx dx and 
Ly=Ny dy. Unlike the infinite array, the truncated 
array is no longer periodic, and it is not possible to 
invoke the Floquet's theorem to analyze a single 
elementary radiating element. In order to 
circumvent this difficulty, we employ the SD 
approach, which enables us to synthesize the 
solution of a finite array problem by superposing 
the solutions of several corresponding infinite 
array configuration problems. 
 

 
 
Fig. 1.  Geometry and characteristic parameters of the 
finite array. 
 

To this aim, the problem of a plane wave 
impinging on the finite array is replaced by the 
equivalent problem of the infinite array 
illuminated with an excitation confined in the 
working space of the array (Fig. 2). The 
equivalence between the above stated problem and 
the original one, although not strictly exact from a 
theoretical point of view, reveals very accurate 
especially when the array becomes larger and 
larger. 

The excitation is easily represented by a two-
dimensional rectangular (or polygonal) gate 
function g(x,y) in the spatial domain. In order to 
apply the SD, the spectrum of the excitation 
G(βkx, βky) is calculated and its numerical 
representation is derived via a DFT (or FFT) 
algorithm: 
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where βku=k/(NTu Δu) is the discretized spectral 
frequency, Δu (u=x, y) denotes the sampling 
interval into the spatial domain, NTu the number of 
samples and un=nΔu represents the discretized 
spatial coordinate. We also note that the 
methodology can be extended to finite arrays with 
polygonal shape. In fact, when the antennas are 
arranged within a planar N-sided polygonal shape, 
the spectrum of the excitation is available in 
closed-form: 
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where ˆ ˆ
x ku y kvw i iβ β= + , ˆ ˆ

n n x n yx i y iγ = +  is the 

vector from origin O to corner nth, ˆˆ zn i= ,and 

1 1ˆn n n n nα γ γ γ γ+ += − −  is the tangential vector. 
For the sake of clarity, in Fig. 3 we represent the 
N-sided planar polygon. 

 
 

 
 
Fig. 2.  Some examples of windowing functions applied 
to the excitation. 
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Fig. 3.  N-sided planar polygon; ˆnα  is the tangential 

vector and ˆnγ  describes the position of the nth corner. 
 

Each sample of the spectrum can be interpreted 
as an excitation of the infinite array with uniform 
amplitude and phase shift βku. The active reflection 
coefficients of the elements of the finite array can 
be obtained from the analysis of NTu different 
problems, each one corresponding to a spectral 
sample. The number of problems is determined by 
selecting the minimum number of samples 
required for the reconstruction of the windowing 
function, while avoiding the aliasing problem. 

The active reflection coefficient, related to each 
horn antenna of the finite array, can be retrieved 
by applying the contribution of Ntu different 
samples as follows: 
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where C denotes a normalization factor inversely 
proportional to the energy of the spectrum and the 
exponentials account for the different positions of 
the single horns within the array. The reflection 
coefficient r(kix, kiy), relative to the elementary 
radiating element of the infinite array, is obtained 
by applying the MM/FE procedure for each 
incident spectral sample and accounts for all the 
scattering phenomena that occur over the aperture 
and within the inner part of the horn. 

The far field radiation pattern of the entire array 
is evaluated as a summation of the fields radiated 
by each element resorting to radiation equation. To 
this aim, according to [7], accounting for the 
single infinite problem, the radiating aperture can 
be replaced by an equivalent magnetic surface 
current density radiating in unbounded free space. 
The magnetic surface current density for the 
elementary radiating horn excited by the generic 
sample of the spectrum of the excitation, is 
obtained as a weighted superimposition of the 

single magnetic current distributions generated by 
the selected NM TE/TM Floquet’s modes over the 
aperture: 
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  (4) 
where SAp is the surface of the aperture, ne is the 
transverse electric field related to the Floquet’s 
mode. The weighting coefficients tn are evaluated 
from the GSM of the entire radiating element, 
supposing that only fundamental mode is excited 
in the feeding waveguide section of each array 
element. Referring to Eq. 3-4, the distribution of 
the radiating surface magnetic current density for a 
generic mth element of the array follows: 
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  (5) 
The radiated fields are then computed according 
to [8]. 

The analysis of finite arrays by means of the 
Spectral Decomposition method provides accurate 
and reliable results even if the solution is solved as 
a scalar 2-D problems. However, if one is 
interested to the solution of the radiated fields 
outside the principal planes as well as to the field 
polarization, a vector 3D problem must be 
considered. To this aim, a generalization to the 3D 
case can be derived by considering the proper 
polarization of the incident field. In order to 
ensure the correct reconstruction of the incident 
electromagnetic field, each spectral sample, which 
defines a plane wave, can be seen as a 
superposition of TE and TM plane waves. Then, 
appropriate depolarization coefficients are 
introduced [9], which determine a projection of the 
waves along the x, y and z axes according to the 
direction of the impinging wave. The active 
reflection coefficients depend now on both the 
polarization of the samples and the Floquet’s 
expansion. 
 

III. MODE MATCHING / FINITE 
ELEMENT APPROACH FOR A SINGLE 

HORN 
Mode Matching technique is employed to 

efficiently compute the scattering behavior of the 
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elementary horn antennas. A fundamental key step 
is the capability of MM to reduce the original 
three-dimensional problem into a cascaded of two-
dimensional problems with a great reduction of the 
numerical effort. Longitudinal continuous profile 
is discretized into a series of subsequent 
waveguide discontinuities including the free space 
transition. As suggested in [10], a length of the 
waveguide sections equals to λ/32 has 
demonstrated as a sufficient bound to correct 
interpolate the continuous inner profile of the 
horn. At each discontinuity of the stepped 
waveguide model TE/TM fields are matched to 
evaluate the related GSM. All the matrices are 
then cascaded in a conventional manner in order to 
obtain the GSM of the inner guided part of the 
antenna. To account for the radiating aperture, for 
each sample of the spectrum of the excitation 
waveguide modes are matched with Floquet 
modes to compute scattering parameters. The 
coupling of the previous GSMs furnishes the 
scattering behavior of the elementary antenna horn 
taking into account the mismatch between 
waveguide and free space propagation regions. 
 

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
As previously mentioned, the proposed 

approach can efficiently take into account complex 
configurations and devices with large dimensions 
considerably reducing the computational time with 
respect to fully three-dimensional approach. In 
order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the 
method, a comparison is made with the results 
obtained through the commercial software 
ANSOFT HFSSv10.1 as well as some results found 
in open literature. As a first example, we propose a 
comparison with the results obtained with the 
Truncated Floquet Wave Full-Wave (T(FW)2) 
[11]. The data are relevant to a 20×20 array of 
open-ended rectangular waveguides with 
periodicities Tx=18.84 mm and Ty=8.7 mm (TE 
polarization case). The elements have dimension 
a=17.142 mm, b=7.62 mm and the analysis is 
performed at frequency f=10 GHz. In Figs. 4 and 5 
the active reflection coefficient and the radiation 
pattern on E-plane are shown respectively. In the 
case of array of open-ended truncated waveguides 
MM procedure is performed only over the 
radiating aperture. 
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Fig. 4. Array of 20×20 open-ended rectangular 
waveguides compared with [11]: amplitude of active 
reflection coefficient relevant to one of the two central 
columns of the array. 
 

Good accordance is obtained for reflection 
coefficient, while the far field pattern shows a 
mismatch especially for wide scan angles. This is 
probably due to a not correct reconstruction of the 
fringe currents by the MM/FE/SD approach. 
Indeed, in the presented procedure there is not any 
contribution or correction factor taking into 
account the diffraction effects produced by the 
edges or corners. 
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Fig. 5.  Array of 20×20 open-ended rectangular 
waveguides compared with [11]: E-plane radiation 
pattern. 
 
In Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, results are proposed for an 
array of previously mentioned truncated 
rectangular waveguides now arranged in a 6×6 
spatial grid. The dimensions of the single unit 
element are the same as in the previous example. 
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Fig. 6.  Amplitude of active reflection coefficient for 
array of 6×6 open-ended waveguides compared with 
Ansoft HFSS: a) one of the two central columns, b) one 
of the two central rows. 
 

Results show a good match with simulations 
performed by HFSS, proving the effectiveness of 
the proposed approach in the analysis of smaller 
array configurations. 
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Fig. 7.  Normalized radiation patterns of the 6×6 open-
ended rectangular waveguide array compared with 
Ansoft HFSS: a) H-plane pattern, b) E-plane pattern. 

 
If horn antennas are now considered as 

radiating elements the overall procedure is 

modified only by extending the MM procedure to 
the scattering analysis of the inner profile of the 
elementary horn antenna. As a first example the 
analysis has been performed at a frequency 
f=15 GHz, and the data are relevant to a 6×6 
array of pyramidal horn antennas arranged with 
periodicities Tx=18.84 mm and Ty=8.7 mm. The 
feeding waveguides have dimensions 
a1=11.428 mm and b1=5.08 mm and the radiating 
apertures have dimensions a2=17.142 mm and 
b2=7.62 mm, the longitudinal length l=20 mm 
(Fig. 8). The continuous internal shape has been 
arranged in a 32 cascaded waveguide 
discontinuities and only the fundamental exciting 
mode TE10 has been considered in the feeding 
waveguide section. 
 

 
Fig. 8.  Geometry of the array and dimensions of the 
elementary radiating element. 
 

In Fig. 9, the magnitude of the active reflection 
coefficient evaluated along one of the two central 
columns of the array is shown. In Fig. 10, the 
normalized radiation patterns over principal planes 
are reported, all the results are compared with 
Ansoft HFSS, showing good agreement in the 
main beams region and the previous mentioned 
mismatch for wide scan angles. 
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Fig. 9. Comparison with Ansoft HFSS: active reflection 
coefficient along one of the two central columns for the 
6×6 array of pyramidal horns. 
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Fig. 10.  Normalized radiation patterns of the 6×6 
pyramidal horn array compared with Ansoft HFSS: a) 
H-plane pattern, b) E-plane pattern. 
 

Another example shows the active reflection 
coefficient evaluated for an hexagonal array of 
horn antennas, operating at a frequency of 15 GHz. 
The geometry of the structure is depicted in 
Fig. 11. The radiating horns have the same 
dimensions of the previous example. The 
periodicity is Tx=28.57 mm and Ty=17.142 mm 
with a skewness angle α=50.194°. Due to the 
geometrical symmetry of the structure, the active 
reflection coefficient is shown in Fig. 11, only for 
the apertures belonging to the first quadrant. 
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Fig. 11.  Geometry of the hexagonal array and 
magnitude of the active reflection coefficients 
belonging to the first quadrant. 
 
     Finally, in Table I we show the computational 
time and the memory usage for the proposed 
MM/FE/SD technique compared against Ansoft 
HFSS v10.1 for the array cases proposed in Fig. 6 
and Fig. 8, respectively. Simulations have been 

performed on a PC with AMD ATHLON XP2400 
2.4 GHz processor with 2 GB RAM. As apparent, 
the proposed MM/FE/SD technique permits a time 
saving of more than 50% in both cases and a 
considerable memory saving. 
 
Table 1:  Comparison between computational time and 
memory usage for the proposed MM/FE/SD and 
Ansoft HFSS v10.1. 

 MM/FE/SD 
(Time/ Memory) 

HFSS 
(Time/ Memory) 

Array of 6×6 truncated 
rectangular waveguides 
(Fig. 6) 

75 min./11.3 MB 164 min./1.29 GB 

Array of 6×6 pyramidal 
horns (Fig. 8) 75 min./11.3 MB 205 min./1.394 GB 

 
V. CONCLUSION 

A hybrid Mode Matching / Finite 
Element / Spectral Decomposition (MM/FE/SD) 
approach for analyzing finite but large arrays of 
horn antennas has been presented in this paper. 
The SD approach enabled us to analyze the finite 
problem by a superposition of equivalent infinite 
periodic ones. For each infinite problems 
Floquet’s theorem allowed us to compute the 
GSM of the elementary radiating element, 
accounting the radiating aperture, by employing a 
MM/FE technique. The problem where horn 
antennas are present, has been addressed by 
discretizing the longitudinal continuous profile 
into a series of subsequent waveguide 
discontinuities including the free space transition. 
A step of λ/32 has been chosen in order to ensure 
the correct reconstruction of the inner profile. 
Several representative numerical examples have 
been presented to demonstrate the accuracy and 
efficiency of the method. 
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Abstract─ The iterative physical optics (IPO) 
method is applied to compute the radar cross 
section of electrically large and realistically 
complex targets. The method is based on iterative 
refinement of the first-order physical optics 
currents to include multiple interactions up to a 
specified order. Unlike other high-frequency 
asymptotic methods, no ray tracing is required, 
and spurious diffraction effects from non-physical 
shadow boundaries are avoided. Numerical results 
are presented to demonstrate convergence, 
accuracy, efficiency and robustness.  
  
Index Terms─ Physical optics, radar cross section, 
iterative methods, integral equations, high-
frequency methods. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The prediction of the radar cross section 

(RCS) of realistic targets remains a computational 
challenge due to the large size and complexity of 
aircraft, ships and ground vehicles. It is of 
considerable interest to develop efficient, robust 
and accurate computational electromagnetic (EM) 
methods to address this problem. In this article, the 
iterative physical optics (IPO) technique, 
previously developed for jet inlet scattering, is 
adapted to more general computer-aided design 
(CAD) geometries [1-3]. 

In the past, both numerical and ray tracing 
methods have been applied to RCS prediction. 
Numerical methods such as the method of 
moments (MoM) and the finite element-boundary 
integral (FE-BI) method are very accurate and 

reasonably robust for analyzing faceted CAD 
geometries [4,5]. However, the computational cost 
becomes extremely high for the electrically large 
problems that are typically of interest for radar 
scattering. For example, a fighter-size aircraft is 
on the order of a thousand wavelengths in length 
at X-band frequencies.  A surface mesh of such a 
target requires upwards of 10 million unknowns. 
This size of problem has been solved by using the 
multi-level fast multi-pole algorithm, but requires 
massive parallel computing resources and a highly 
sophisticated software implementation [6]. 
Similarly, a volume mesh for finite element based 
methods typically requires hundreds of millions of 
unknowns. While domain decomposition methods 
for the FEM have come a long way in providing 
sparser matrices [7] and some very large problems 
have been solved [8], such solutions are still far 
from routine for most RCS engineers. 

Physical optics (PO) based methods have 
provided engineers with a useful alternative to 
numerical methods for generating fast results, but 
at the cost of decreased accuracy. First-order PO 
includes the direct reflection and diffraction by the 
target from the PO approximation of the induced 
surface currents, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). Only 
the optically lit part of the geometry has non-zero 
currents. It is noticed from Fig. 1(a) that this 
introduces abrupt shadow boundaries that, when 
integrated, give rise to false edge diffraction 
effects. It is also noticed that the strong double-
bounce from the dihedral corner reflector is not 
included in the first-order PO.  
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(a)  

 

 
(b) 

Fig. 1. GO/PO illumination of a multi-bounce RCS 
target: (a) First-order PO ray paths due to plane wave 
illumination on an RCS target. (b) Double-bounce ray 
paths associated with an RCS target. 

 
To add multi-bounce effects, geometrical 

optics (GO) has been combined with PO in the 
shooting and bouncing ray (SBR) method [9], or 
GO/PO [10-12]. It is interesting to note that the 
SBR method was also originally developed for 
cavity scattering, similar to IPO. The incident field 
is represented as a set of GO rays which are 
launched at the target and traced through multiple 
reflections. At each bounce point, the ray footprint 
is integrated via PO [13]. This is the method used 
in the popular Xpatch suite of codes [14]. Figure 
1(b) illustrates the strong double-bounce 
mechanism associated with the target which would 
be included by using SBR. However, it is noticed 
that the first GO bounce gives rise to another 

abrupt shadow boundary on the second surface 
which also gives rise to a false diffraction. In 
reality, these shadow boundaries are smoothed out 
by the continuous nature of the EM field as 
explained by the uniform geometrical theory of 
diffraction (UTD) [15]. The false diffractions in 
the SBR method can be misinterpreted as real 
scattering centers by target recognition algorithms 
[16]. 

IPO provides a way to include multi-bounce 
while not introducing false shadow boundaries. It 
does not use ray tracing and can be applied to 
general faceted CAD geometries. It is not quite as 
efficient as ray based methods since it requires 
integration, but it is far more efficient than 
numerical methods because the mesh density is 
coarser, only a certain percentage of the total 
surface area will be excited and simultaneous 
solution of matrix equations is not required. The 
basic approach is to start with first-order PO 
currents ignoring shadowing effects, and 
iteratively integrating the currents by using a 
simple facet visibility check. The iteration is 
halted after a prescribed number of bounces is 
reached or the IPO currents converge. The 
algorithm is described in Section II and 
implementation techniques are discussed in 
Section III. The convergence and accuracy of the 
method are demonstrated in the numerical results 
of Section IV. 

 
II. THE IPO ALGORITHM 

As its name implies, IPO iteratively refines the 
PO currents to account for multiple reflections and 
diffractions within the high-frequency asymptotic 
assumptions of PO. It is assumed that the target is 
a perfect electric conductor (PEC), but the 
formulation can be easily modified for 
impenetrable material surfaces [3,17]. In the 
following, an tje ω  harmonic time convention is 
assumed and suppressed where ω is the radian 
frequency of the incident EM wave. The ambient 
medium is free space with EM wave number, 

ck /ω= , where c is the speed of light in free 
space. 

Consider the plane wave scattering problem 
shown in Fig. 2(a). The PO approximation is based 
on the magnetic field integral equation [4]. The 
equivalent current at a point r on the surface S of 
the target is found by solving the following MFIE, 
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)(ˆ2)(ˆ2)( JHnrHnrJ ×+×= i ,    (1) 
 

where )(rH i  is the incident magnetic field and n̂  
is the outward-pointing unit normal vector. H(J) is 
the principal value magnetic field radiation 
integral given by, 
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where '' rrR −= , |'|' R=R  and '/''ˆ RRR = . The 
primed quantities represent variables of 
integration. Figure 2(b) shows the equivalent 
current representation of the scattering problem. 
The currents radiate the scattered fields 

),( ss HE in free space. 
 

 
 

(a) Plane wave scattering problem. 
 

 
 

(b) Equivalent currents radiating in free space. 
 

Fig. 2. Equivalent current representation of the plane 
wave scattering from a simple concave geometry. 

 
The first-order PO approximation used here is, 
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where ik̂  is the unit propagation vector of the 
incident plane wave. It is noted that the first-order 
currents are non-zero only where the unit normal 
vector is facing towards the incident plane wave, 

regardless of any intervening geometry. In the 
classical PO method, shadowing by other portions 
of the surface must be taken into account as shown 
in Figure 1(a). In IPO, only the facing direction of 
each facet is checked relative to the direction of 
incidence. This obviously puts first-order currents 
inside the incident shadow region where they do 
not belong, as shown in Figure 3(a) on surface, S2. 
However, this is only the initial set of currents for 
the IPO algorithm. 
 

 
 

(a) Initial IPO currents. 

 
 

(b) IPO currents after the first iteration. 
 

Fig. 3. IPO currents on a concave structure. 
 
The IPO algorithm solves the modified PO 

equivalent of the MFIE of (1) as, 
 

)(ˆ2)()( )0( JHnrJrJ IPO×+= ,    (4) 
 
where the IPO definition of the magnetic field 
radiation integral is given by, 
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It is noticed that this is the same as (2), but the 
integration is only over the portion of the surface 
where 0'ˆˆ <⋅Rn , which is the IPO shadowing 
rule. This rule is applied only to test points on the 
surface. By definition the equivalent currents 
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radiate in free space regardless of which way they 
are facing. The IPO shadowing rule is one 
property that makes IPO much more efficient than 
the conventional MoM, because only a small 
fraction of the whole surface radiates to a given 
test point on the surface. 

Classical Jacobi iteration may be used to solve 
(4) [18]. At the qth iteration the currents are given 
by 

)(ˆ2)()( )1()0()( −×+= q
IPO

q JHnrJrJ .      (6) 
 

Accordingly, the currents for the first iteration 
shown in Figure 3(b) are given by, 

 
)(ˆ2)()( )0()0()1( JHnrJrJ IPO×+= .          (7) 

 
As the radiation arrows show, the first-order 

currents on the lit outer surface of the target 
radiate to the concave part on S1, S2 and S3. This 
radiation tends to cancel the incident field on S2, 
thus filling in the shadow region with a continuous 
field. The original currents on S2 and S3 also 
radiate into the concave region. However, these 
currents do not radiate to the outer surface because 
of the IPO shadowing rule. 

As the iteration is continued, the currents in 
the concave region will eventually converge. The 
iteration may be halted after a prescribed number 
of interactions are included, or a convergence 
criterion is reached. A useful error convergence 
definition is, 
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assuming 0)0( >J . Alternatively, the 

convergence of the scattered field may be 
monitored. 

Each iteration of the IPO algorithm essentially 
adds another multi-bounce term. Thus, IPO 
intrinsically includes an arbitrary number of 
interactions, and shadow regions are filled in 
without abrupt shadow boundaries. If the 
algorithm diverges for some cases, a relaxed 
Jacobi version of (7) may be used as, 
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In fact, there are many forms of classical 
iterative algorithms that have been found to work 
well with IPO, such as Gauss-Seidel and 
successive over-relaxation [18]. A forward-
backward version of IPO (FBIPO) was presented 
for inlet cavity scattering in [3]. That version was 
found to have the best convergence for geometries 
with a very high degree of multi-bounce. FBIPO is 
technically the same as the method of symmetric 
successive over-relaxation. Krylov subspace 
methods based on minimizing the residual error of 
the matrix equation have also been investigated 
[2]. However, these methods have not been 
successful with IPO because the IPO operator of 
(5) is not analytic due to the IPO shadowing rule. 
Also, the simple physical interpretation of IPO is 
lost on such methods. 

 
III. IMPLEMENTATION 

PO currents by nature do not have the strong 
singularities that may be present in MoM 
solutions, and hence, the radiation integral of (5) 
may be evaluated numerically by point sampling. 
This makes the IPO method easy to implement on 
faceted CAD geometries if the surface mesh is 
made on the order of the required numerical 
sampling density. Then, only one point per facet is 
needed. Because of the smoothness of the PO 
currents, it has been found that a sampling density 
of 9 to 16 points per square wavelength yields 
very good accuracy [1]. This is in contrast to MoM 
and FEM discretization which typically requires a 
minimum sampling density of 64 to 100 points per 
square wavelength. 

With point sampling of the currents and point-
wise numerical integration, it is easy to evaluate 
(6) as 
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where An is the area of the nth facet, rn is the vector 
to the center of the nth facet and nmmn rrR −= . It 
is possible to rewrite (10) in matrix format in order 
to store a system matrix. However, since there 
may be a very large number of facets and the 
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expression in the summation does not require 
numerical integration of a basis function, it has 
been found to be more practical to recompute the 
terms on the fly for each iteration. The extra cost 
of this operation is ameliorated by performing the 
iterative solution for multiple excitations 
simultaneously. Then, only the currents 
themselves need to be stored. Therefore, the 
memory requirement is O(N). 
 
Fast Far-Field Approximation 

The computational cost of the operation of 
(10) is still O(N 2), even though only a fraction of 
the facets contribute to any given test point. To 
reduce the cost to O(N 3/2), the fast far-field 
approximation (FaFFA) [19] may be applied as 
described in [2]. Similar to the fast multi-pole 
method [20], the geometry is broken up into small 
groups of facets. Contributions from receiving 
groups that are in the far-field of the transmitting 
group are computed by using the far-field 
approximation which naturally factorizes the 
Green’s function in the radiation kernel. The 
interactions between near-field groups are 
computed in the usual fashion. FaFFA has been 
found to reduce the computation time by an order 
of magnitude in practical applications. 

 
Model Based Parameter Estimation 

The efficiency of IPO for RCS pattern 
computations has been further improved by using 
it in conjunction with adaptive Model Based 
Parameter Estimation (MBPE) for fast angle or 
frequency sweeps [21]. MBPE has been used to 
accelerate the RCS computation when only an 
angle or frequency is swept. When MBPE is used, 
the coefficients of the surface currents are 
approximated by a ratio of Mth and Nth order 
polynomials as 
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where α  is the angle or frequency that is swept, 
)(αc  is a surface current coefficient, and ma  and 

nb  are unknowns to be determined. Since there are 
1++= NML  unknowns, values of each surface 

current coefficient are evaluated at L  sample 

points uniformly distributed within the range of α  
to solve for these unknowns. After the unknowns 
are determined, RCS values computed by using 
(11) and those obtained without MBPE are 
compared at midpoints between sample points to 
check the accuracy of the MBPE implementation. 
If the MBPE implementation is not sufficiently 
accurate in magnitude and phase at all the 
midpoints, the range of α  is divided into two 
equal subintervals, and MBPE is applied in each 
subinterval again. This procedure of dividing each 
interval into two equal subintervals, applying 
MBPE in each subinterval and checking the 
accuracy at midpoints of all MBPE subintervals is 
adaptively repeated until the desired accuracy is 
achieved at all the midpoints. The adaptive MBPE 
algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 4. 
 

 
 
Fig. 4.  Adaptive MBPE algorithm. 
 

An RCS prediction code named rcsASET was 
developed based on IPO. The rcsASET code was 
parallelized with Message Passing Interface (MPI) 
and ported to SGI, IBM and Linux platforms at the 
Major Shared Resource Center (MSRC) of the 
U.S. Army Research Laboratory (ARL). The code 
was validated, and its efficiency and accuracy in 
RCS computation were demonstrated by 
computing the RCS of several benchmark targets 
for various frequencies and scattering angles, and 
comparing the results with those generated by 
using other software or measured data. In 
summary, the IPO method gets its efficiency from 
the following factors: 
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1. Memory requirement is O(N), 
2. IPO shadowing rule greatly reduces the 

number of facet-to-facet interactions, 
3. Numerical sampling density is only 9 to 16 

points per square wavelength, 
4. Number of iterations is related to the number 

of significant multi-bounce terms, 
5. Fast far-field approximation accelerates 

summations, 
6. Model based parameter estimation minimizes 

the number of RCS pattern points, 
7. Parallelization helps reduce the computation 

time. 
 

These properties allow the IPO method to 
routinely handle RCS problems involving 
electrically large and realistically complex 
structures. 

 
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

The results of this section demonstrate the 
efficiency, accuracy and convergence of the IPO 
algorithm for several practical examples. 
Following that, the MBPE technique is applied to 
reduce the number of RCS data points necessary to 
generate a continuous pattern. 

 
Trihedrals 

The first case demonstrates convergence in 
terms of the number of iterations. Figure 5 shows 
the mono-static RCS vs. azimuth patterns of a 1 m 
square trihedral for an elevation angle of 45° at a 
frequency of 1 GHz comparing IPO with a method 
of moments (MoM) reference solution. The 
incident polarization is vertical. The levels are in 
very good agreement, even in angular regions 
where the concave side of the trihedral is partially 
shadowed, such as in the range 90° and 180°. The 
agreement in cross-polarization is also very good. 

Figure 6 shows the RCS patterns for the same 
trihedral for different iterations. The solid curve is 
the converged IPO result which took 5 iterations. 
The dashed curve is for zero iterations, which is 
simply the first-order PO result. First-order PO 
only predicts the direct scattering and not the 
multi-bounce, so it agrees well with the converged 
solution only in angular regions where the multi-
bounce is not significant. Note that first-order PO 
predicts a zero cross-polarization component, so it 
is not included in the cross-polarization plot. The 
dot-dash curves are for 1 iteration, which includes 

the second-order terms corresponding to double-
reflection, double-diffraction, reflection-
diffraction and diffraction-reflection (in addition 
to the first-order terms). The 1 iteration curves 
agree well with the converged solution where the 
dihedral reflection is dominant, such as around 0° 
and 90° azimuth. Also note the region between 90° 
and 180° where the concave side of the trihedral is 
partially shadowed. IPO with 1 iteration predicts 
this well, whereas the first-order PO solution does 
not. The dotted curves are for 2 iterations, which 
includes the third-order terms (in addition to the 
first and second-order terms). The triple-bounce 
off the trihedral is dominant in the angular 0° to 
90°, which is predicted very well with 2 iterations 
of IPO. These results demonstrate how each 
iteration of IPO adds the next higher-order 
interaction terms. 

 
 

Fig. 5. Mono-static RCS patterns of a 1 m square PEC 
trihedral computed with IPO and MoM. Frequency is 1 
GHz, elevation is 45° and the incident polarization is 
vertical. 
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Fig. 6. Convergence of RCS patterns of a 1 m square 
PEC trihedral computed with IPO. Frequency is 1 GHz, 
45° elevation, and the incident polarization is vertical. 
Cross-polarization for 0 iterations is not plotted because 
it is identically zero. 
 

First, the mono-static RCS of a tilted trihedral, 
which is 142.24 x 60.96 x 20.32 cm in size as 
shown in Fig. 7, was computed by using IPO at 3 
and 9 GHz for 0-90° azimuth, 10° elevation, and 
co-polarized fields. CAD models for this target 
consist of 1,169 and 10,078 triangular facets at 3 
and 9 GHz, respectively, corresponding to about 
10 facets per square wavelength. There is a good 
agreement between IPO results and the results 
obtained by using MLFMM available from 
electromagnetic simulation software, FEKO, as 
shown in Fig. 8 at 3 GHz. The mesh for the 
MLFMM results required 14,357 triangular facets 
corresponding to about 123 facets per square 
wavelength at 3 GHz, which is typical of purely 
numerical methods. The IPO results also compare 
well with measured data as shown in Fig. 9 at 9 
GHz. It is noted that the measured data is averaged  

 
Fig. 7. CAD model for the tilted trihedral. 

 
(a) Vertical polarization. 

 
(b) Horizontal polarization. 

 
Fig. 8. IPO results for co-polarized mono-static RCS of 
the tilted trihedral compared to the MLFMM results 
obtained by using FEKO for 0-90° azimuth and 10° 
elevation at 3 GHz. 
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(a) Vertical polarization. 

 
(b) Horizontal polarization. 

 
Fig. 9. IPO results for co-polarized mono-static RCS of 
the tilted trihedral compared to measured data for 0-90° 
azimuth and 10° elevation at 9 GHz. Measured data is 
averaged over a 1 GHz bandwidth. 
 
over a 1 GHz bandwidth [22]. Since IPO takes 
multi-bounce into consideration, it can capture the 
null in Fig. 9(a) which cannot be captured properly 
by using only PO. First-order PO and converged 
IPO current distributions at 94 GHz for 45° 
azimuth and 10° elevation are shown in Fig. 10. 
IPO currents exhibit a standing wave behavior due 
to multi-bounce as expected, whereas PO currents 
do not show such behavior.  

A smooth corner trihedral shown in Fig. 11 
was considered next. Unlike the tilted trihedral, 
plates forming the smooth corner trihedral are 
perpendicular to each other and have finite 
thicknesses. Mono-static RCS of this target, which 
is 62.00 x 62.00 x 31.40 cm in size, was computed  

 

 
(a) First-order PO currents. 

 
(b) Converged IPO currents. 

 
Fig. 10. Surface current distributions over the tilted 
trihedral for 45° azimuth, 10° elevation and vertical 
polarization at 94 GHz. 
 
by using IPO at 9 GHz for co-polarized fields. The 
CAD model for the target consists of 7,064 
triangular facets at this frequency, corresponding 
to about 10 facets per square wavelength. IPO 
results compare well with measured data as shown 
in Figure 12 for 0-90° azimuth and 10° elevation. 
It is noted that the measured data was obtained in 
the near-field of the trihedral, which explains the 
shift in the peak near 90° [23]. Moreover, first-
order PO and converged IPO current distributions 
at 94 GHz for 45° azimuth and 10° elevation are 
shown in Fig. 13, which respectively behave 
similar to the PO and IPO currents over the tilted 
trihedral shown in Fig. 9. 
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Fig. 11. CAD model for the smooth corner trihedral. 
 

 
(a) Vertical polarization. 

 
(b) Horizontal polarization. 

 
Fig. 12. IPO results for co-polarized mono-static RCS 
of the smooth corner trihedral compared to measured 
data for 0-90° azimuth and 10° elevation at 9 GHz. 
Measured data was obtained in the near-field of the 
trihedral. 

 
(a) First-order PO currents. 

 
(b) Converged IPO currents. 

 
Fig. 13. Surface current distributions over the smooth 
corner trihedral for 45° azimuth, 10°elevation and 
vertical polarization at 94 GHz. 
 
SLICY 

The mono-static RCS of another target shown 
in Fig. 14 was also computed. This target is 
historically known as DICY since it consists of 
canonical shapes such as dihedrals and cylinders. 
It was later used by Sandia National Laboratories 
where it was renamed SLICY. The mono-static 
RCS of this target, which is 244.49 x 275.05 x 
167.96 cm in size, was computed by using IPO at 
9 GHz for co-polarized fields. The CAD model for 
the target consists of 322,468 triangular facets at 
this frequency, corresponding to more than 12 
facets per square wavelength. IPO results are 
shown in comparison with the results obtained by 
using electromagnetic simulation software, 
XPatch, in Fig. 15 for 0-360° azimuth while 
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elevation is 10° and 30° for vertical and horizontal 
polarizations, respectively. It is noted that the 
XPatch results are averaged over a 1 GHz 
bandwidth. The IPO results were found to be close 
to the measured data (not shown) whereas Xpatch 
underestimates the RCS by 2-3 dB in the 90-270° 
azimuth range since it can not account for the third 
bounce properly. First-order PO and converged 
IPO current distributions at 9 GHz for 225° 
azimuth and 10° elevation are also shown in Fig. 
16. 

 
 
Fig. 14. CAD model for SLICY. 
 
ZSU-23-4 Anti-Aircraft Tank 
     The mono-static RCS of an anti-aircraft tank, 
ZSU-23-4, shown in Fig. 17 was also studied. The 
mono-static RCS of this target, which is 598.5 x 
308.7 x 364.3 cm in size, was computed by using 
IPO at 2 and 9 GHz for 0-360° azimuth, 30° 
elevation and co-polarized fields. The CAD model 
for IPO consists of 118,712 triangular facets at 2 
GHz, corresponding to about 10 facets per square 
wavelength. The IPO results compare well with 
the results obtained by using electromagnetic 
simulation software, Maxwell Solver Physical 
Optics (MSPO), as shown in Fig. 18 at 2 GHz. 
The IPO results are also consistent with measured 
data as shown in Fig. 19 at 9 GHz. It should be 
noted that the IPO results are angle averaged 
whereas the measured data are frequency averaged 
over a 2 GHz bandwidth. Also, the measurements 
were performed with the target on an absorber-
covered in-ground turntable [24], whereas the IPO 
results for this case are in free space. This explains 
the discrepancies in the details of the patterns, 

whereas the envelope levels are in good 
agreement. A coarse CAD model with 1,027,796 
triangular facets, corresponding to less than 10 
facets per square wavelength, has been used at 9 
GHz to reduce computation time. It has been 
observed that good accuracy can be achieved with 
IPO if a minimum of 4-9 facets per square 
wavelength are used. First-order PO and 
converged IPO current distributions at 9 GHz for 
0° azimuth and 15° elevation are also shown in 
Figure 20. 

 

 
(a) Vertical polarization for 10° elevation. 

 

 
(b) Horizontal polarization for 30° elevation. 

 
Fig. 15. IPO results for co-polarized mono-static RCS 
of SLICY compared to the results obtained by using 
XPatch for 0-360° azimuth at 9 GHz. Xpatch results are 
frequency averaged over a 1 GHz bandwidth. 
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(a) First-order PO currents. 

 
(b) Converged IPO currents. 

 
Fig. 16. Surface current distributions over SLICY for 
225° azimuth, 10° elevation and vertical polarization at 
9 GHz.  
 

 
Fig. 17. CAD model for ZSU-23-4. 

 
 

 
 

(a) Vertical polarization. 
 

 
(b) Horizontal polarization. 

 
Fig. 18. IPO results for co-polarized mono-static RCS 
of ZSU-23-4 compared to the results obtained by using 
MSPO for 0°-360° azimuth and 30° elevation at 2 GHz. 
 
Generic Tank Model 

A generic tank shown in Figure 21 was 
considered last. The mono-static RCS of this 
target, which is 609.60 x 325.12 x 218.44 cm in 
size, was computed by using IPO at 10 GHz for 
co-polarized fields. CAD model for the target 
consists of 521,932 triangular facets at this 
frequency, corresponding to about 10 facets per 
square wavelength. IPO results are shown in 
comparison with the results obtained by using 
XPatch and measured data in Fig. 22 for 0-360° 
azimuth and 10° elevation. Overall, the IPO results  
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(a) Vertical polarization. 
 

 
 

(b) Horizontal polarization. 
 
Fig. 19. IPO results for co-polarized mono-static RCS 
of ZSU-23-4 compared to measured data for 0-360° 
azimuth and 30° elevation at 9 GHz. The IPO results 
are angle averaged whereas the measured data is 
frequency averaged over a 2 GHz bandwidth, and the 
measurements were performed with the target on an 
absorber-covered in-ground metal turntable whereas the 
IPO results are in free space. 

 
are closer to the measured data than the results 
generated by using Xpatch. It should be noted that 
the IPO results are angle averaged whereas the 
others are frequency averaged over a 0.66 GHz 
bandwidth [25]. First-order PO and converged IPO 
current distributions at 10 GHz for 0° azimuth and 
30° elevation are also shown in Fig. 23. 

 

 

 
 

(a) First-order PO currents. 

 
 

(b) Converged IPO currents. 
 

Fig. 20. Surface current distributions over ZSU-23-4 for 
0° azimuth, 15° elevation and vertical polarization at 9 
GHz. 

 
Fig. 21. CAD model for the generic tank. 
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(a) Vertical polarization. 

 
(b) Horizontal polarization. 

 
Fig. 22. IPO results for co-polarized mono-static RCS 
of the generic tank compared to the results obtained by 
using XPatch and measured data for 0-360° azimuth 
and 10° elevation at 10 GHz. Xpatch and measured data 
are frequency averaged over a 0.66 GHz bandwidth. 

 
Parallelization of the rcsASET code helped 

reduce the computation time significantly. The 
mono-static RCS is computed for vertical and 
horizontal polarizations at each scattering angle in 
the code. Because of the low memory requirement 
of IPO, parallelization of the code makes it 
possible to allocate the RCS computation for each 
polarization and small ranges of scattering angles 
to a different processor. The efficiency of the code 
is greatly improved by computing the IPO currents 
for multiple angular excitations simultaneously 
(typically 10 to 20) so that the terms in (10) do not 
have be recomputed for every angle. The mono-
static RCS patterns of the tilted trihedral, smooth 

corner trihedral, SLICY, ZSU-23-4 and generic 
tank were computed at high frequencies by using  

 

 
 

(a) First-order PO currents. 
 

 
 

(b) Converged IPO currents. 
 
Fig. 23. Surface current distributions over the generic 
tank for 0° azimuth, 30° elevation and vertical 
polarization at 10 GHz. 
 
the parallel version of the rcsASET code to 
demonstrate the reduction in computation time. 
Results were obtained in a few days with the 
parallel version of the code on multiple processors, 
which would otherwise take a few years to get the 
same results with its serial version on a single 
processor. The computation time with the parallel 
version of the code are shown in Table 1 for the 
benchmark targets considered. 
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Table 1: Savings in computation time with the parallel version of the rcsASET code. 
 

Target Freq. 
(GHz) 

Number of 
facets 

Number 
of angles 

Number of 
processors 

Max. time per 
proc. (hours) 

Tilted trihedral 94 1,092,548 362 91 84
Smooth corner trihedral 94 764,224 362 91 69
SLICY 34 3,960,290 360 180 116
ZSU-23-4 9 1,027,796 720 360 91
Generic tank 10 2,267,544 360 360 70

 
The rcsASET code for RCS pattern 

computations has been further improved by using 
it in conjunction with MBPE for fast angle or 
frequency sweeps. When MBPE is employed 
adaptively, the reduction in computation time 
changes with M  and N . Different targets may 
also have different optimum values for M  and 
N . Variations in computation time with the 
values of M  and N  are shown in Fig. 24 for 
frequency and azimuth sweeps in computing the 
RCS of the tilted trihedral and smooth corner 
trihedral, respectively. Approximately 19 and 14 
times speed-up can be achieved respectively in the 
frequency and azimuth sweeps shown in Fig. 24 
with optimum values of M  and N . 

Accuracy is not much compromised with 
MBPE, even though substantial speed-up is 
achieved with MBPE as was shown in Fig. 24. 
RCS results with and without MBPE, and MBPE 
points are shown in Figs. 25, 26 and 27 
respectively for the tilted trihedral, smooth corner 
trihedral and SLICY where MBPE points are not 
always uniformly distributed due to adaptive 
implementation of MBPE. It is shown in Figs. 25-
27 that MBPE can accurately capture the nulls in 
the RCS even when there are no MBPE points at 
these nulls. Thus, MBPE is much more than a 
regular interpolation method. Although optimum 
values of M  and N  giving the lowest 
computation time are not investigated for SLICY, 
the values of M  and N  that are used in MBPE 
yield 9 times speed-up for 1 MHz frequency 
increment as shown in Fig. 27. 

 
V. CONCLUSIONS 

The IPO method has been shown to be very 
efficient, robust and accurate for handling RCS 
problems involving electrically large and 
realistically complex structures. It is physically 
insightful for capturing multiple interactions up to  

 

 
(a) Frequency sweep for tilted trihedral with 45° 
azimuth and 10° elevation at 2-3 GHz where the lowest 
time is obtained with M=3 and N=3 resulting in 19 
times speed-up for 1 MHz frequency increment. Time 
for full sweep is 1,235 seconds. 

 
(b) Azimuth sweep for smooth corner trihedral with 0-
90° azimuth and 10° elevation at 3 GHz where the 
lowest time is obtained with M=3 and N=5 resulting in 
14 times speed-up for 0.1° azimuth increment. Time for 
full sweep is 994 seconds. 
 
Fig. 24. Variation of mono-static RCS computation 
time with values of M and N.  
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a specified order via the number of iterations. It 
tends to be more efficient but less accurate than 
rigorous numerical methods, and more accurate 
but less efficient than ray tracing methods. As 
such, it bridges the gap between these two 
extremes with a viable solution for practical 
engineering problems. Typically, an order of 
magnitude reduction in the number of unknowns 
with respect to purely numerical methods is 
possible, while the memory requirement is O(N). 
Another order of magnitude reduction is possible 
by combining the MPBE method with IPO for 
generating swept frequency and angle patterns. 
The IPO solution has also been applied to the 
performance analysis of antennas installed on 
realistic platforms such as aircraft and ships [26]. 

 
(a) Vertical polarization. 

 
(b) Horizontal polarization. 

 
Fig. 25. IPO frequency sweep results for co-polarized 
mono-static RCS of tilted trihedral with (M=3 and N=3 
as optimum values) and without MBPE, and 25 MBPE 
points for 45° azimuth and 10° elevation at 2-3 GHz. 
 

 

 
(a) Vertical polarization. 

 
(b) Horizontal polarization. 

 
Fig. 26. IPO azimuth sweep results for co-polarized 
mono-static RCS of smooth corner trihedral with (M=3 
and N=5 as optimum values) and without MBPE, and 
33 MBPE points for 0-90° azimuth and 10° elevation at 
3 GHz. 

 

 
(a) Vertical polarization. 
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(b) Horizontal polarization. 

 
Fig. 27. IPO frequency sweep results for co-polarized 
mono-static RCS of SLICY with (M=2, N=1) and 
without MBPE, and 28 MBPE points for 0° azimuth 
and 30° elevation at 0.5-1 GHz. Although the M and N 
values used may not be optimum, 9 times speed-up is 
achieved for 1 MHz frequency increment. 
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